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APPENDIX A 
DATA FORMS 

This appendix contains examples of the data forms supplied to the participating fleets. 
They include: 

ABS ProblemIFailure Report 
C-dolly Problem Report 
Driver Trip Form 
Accident Investigation Form 

The first two of these forms were used by mechanics to document the types and causes of 
problems encountered with ABS and C-dollies. Drivers completed a trip form for each trip 
taken during the study. The accident investigation form was completed by UMTRI's field 
representative. 



NHTSAKJMTRI LCV Study 
ABS ProblemlFailure Report 

Fleet: Vehicle Number: 
ABS Manufacturer: Mileage at Failure: 
Date of Failure: Date of Repair: 
Failure reported by: Repaired by: 
General Description of Failure: 

Please check all appropriate blanks to best describe the ABS problem 
Wheel Speed Pulse Ring(s) problem caused by: 

mechanical damage to the ring. 
foreign matter caught between the ring teeth. (ice, dirtldust, road tar, etc.) 
looseness. 
has the wheel hub been removed or replaced recently (Y/N)? 
a wheel bearing out-of-tolerance. 
other: 

Wheel Speed Sensor(s) problem caused by: 
mechanical damage to the sensor. 
a cable defect. 
a connector defect. If the connector defect was caused by moisture, has the 
unit recently been exposed to a high pressure wash or an extreme moisture 
operation (heavy rain, spray, slush, thawing conditions, etc.)? 
a sensor attachment problem. 
an electricaVelectronic fault. 
other: 

Electronic Control Module problem caused by: 
an internal failure. 
damage due to (higMow) temperature. 
damage due to moisture. 
damage due to corrosion. 
a cable defect. 
a connector defect. If the connector defect was caused by moisture, has the 
unit recently been exposed to a high pressure wash or an extreme moisture 
operation (heavy rain, spray, slush, thawing conditions, etc.)? 
damage due to (higMow) current/voltage. 
other: 

Solenoid Valve problem caused by: 
contamination of the air supply. 
an electrical malfunction. 
an internal mechanical defect. 
a cable defect. 



a connector defect. If the connector defect was caused by moisture, has the: 
unit recently been exposed to a high pressure wash or an extreme moisture 
operation (heavy rain, spray, slush, thawing conditions, etc.)? 
other: -- 

Display and Warning Equipment problem caused by: 
a wiring error(s) or failure. 
a connector defect. 
a cable defect. 
a lamp failure. 
a relay failure. 
other: - 

Other Wiring problems caused by: 
a cable defect. (Describe location and nature of defect below) 
a connector defect. (Describe location and nature of defect below) 

How was the problem discovered? Did the ABS system alert you to the problem or did you 
have to discover the problem some other way? -- 

What was done to repair the problem? - 

How long did the repair process take and were ABS parts readily available? 

How long was the vehicle out-of-service? 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: - 



NHTSA/UMTRI LCV Study 
C-dolly Problem Report 

Fleet: Unit Number: 

Current Mileage: Date of Repair: 

Problem Reported by: Repaired by: 

General Description of Problem: 

Please indicate which dolly system(@ has the problem and answer the 
questions below. 

Brake System including: Air Lines, Valves, Glad hands, and Connections 

Tires, Tubes, Liners, and Valves 

Wheels, Rims, Hubs, and Bearings 

Lighting or Electrical System 

Vehicle Coupling System 

Dolly Frame and Support 

Dolly Steering System 

Trim and Miscellaneous Hardware 

Other, Please indicate: 

How was the problem discovered (Driver Report, PM, etc.)? 

What was done to repair the problem? 

- - 

How long did the repair process take and were parts readily available? 

How long was the unit out-of-service? 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: 



Driver Trip Form 

Name Tractor No. Date Time* 

- 
Start Location End Location Tractor Odometer Reading* 

"Beginning of trip 

UNIT NUMBERS and WEIGHTS - Please fill in the picture below with the unit numbers 
and weights for this trip. (Double: leave the 2nd dolly and 3rd trailer blank.) 

1 S.t Dolly No. 2.nd Dolly No. 

Steer 
t 

Trailer Trailer 
I 

Trailer 
Drives Dolly Dolly 

WEATHER AND ROAD CONDITIONS - How was the weather for this t r i ~ ?  Foir each 
question please circle the closest answer. 

--.I 

I How much rain was there during this trip? 1 none I some 1 heavy I 
How much snow was there during this trip? none some 1 heavy 1 
How much fog was there during this trip? 
How were the winds during this trip? 
How were the roads during this trip? 

I I I I I I I 

CRITICAL VEHICLE CONTROL OR VEHICLE PROBLEM - Please indicate with a 

DATA OFFLOAD - When offloading a unit's data, enter its odometer or hubometer 
number in the corresponding space below. 

(4)  the nature of any significant incident(s) or problems. 
- Sudden stop or aggressive braking 
- Surprise maneuveringlsteering to avoid an obstacle or vehicle 
- ABS Warning light stays on or other ABS problem; unit number 
- C-Dolly Problem; Please indicate unit number 

' Other problem with the vehicle; please indicate 
When did this occur? Please indicate the time and circle the appropriate conditions, 

If there was snow on this trip how many times did you use chains? 

none 
calm 
good 

- -  - 

Approximate time: am Pm 
Climate condition: Clear Fog Rain Snownce Windy 
Road condition: Dry Wet Snow Ice 
Load condition: Full Empty Mix 

Please use the back of this form to describe the event in as much detail as possible. 

Tractor 

some 
normal 
fair 

2nd Trailer 

heavy 
strong 
poor 

1st Trailer 2nd Dolly lSt Dolly 3rd Trailer 



ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION FORM 

Fleet Case No. Tractor Unit No. 

Trailer Unit Numbers: I st 2nd 3rd 

Converter Dolly Unit Numbers 1st 2nd 

ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION 

Date: Time: 

Other Vehicle(s)/Object(s) Involved: 

Driver(s) of Other Vehicle(s): 

Description of Accident: 

PROPERTY DAMAGE 

Subject Vehicle: Minor Major 

Other Vehicle(s): Minor Major 

IN JURIES 

Minor Major Fatal 

Person(s) Injured: 

Description of Injuries: 

CONDITIONS 
WEATHER 

The weather was: Clear Cloudy/Overcsst Rain Snow 

Sleet FogISmog Other 
The temperature was approximately degrees F at the time of the accident. 

LIGHT 
Light conditions at the time of the accident were: Daylight Dawn 

Dusk Dark Other 



ROAD SURFACE 

The road surface was: Dry Wet Icy Snow Covered - 
Other - 

COMMENTS ON CONDITIONS 

HIGHWAY (Use one for each roadway involved) 

is a ft wide, - 
(roadway name) 

lane, way roadway with a surface in condition. 

The road divided with a ft wide, type median. 

(is, is not) 

The traffic lanes are bounded on by a - 
(specify which side) (shoulder, 

and by a on the other side. 

curb, etc.) (shoulder, curb, etc.) 

runs . The road is -- 
(roadway name) (direction) (straightJcurved) 

and % to %. It is 

1eveYslopes upldown) (percentage range) 

and has a maximum cross slope of approximately (crownedlnot 
crowned) 

in./ft. 

(Discuss overhead lighting or other appropriate features and pertinent roadside terrain) 



TRAFFIC CONTROLS (Use one for each roadway involved) 

The posted speed limit on is mph. Traffic 

(roadway name) 

control devices consist of 

(pavement markings, regulatory, warning and guide signs) 

They contributed to the accident as follows: 

There traffic control signal(s) in the area. They contributed to this 

(are, are not) 

accidentlas follows 

-- -- 

VEHICLE LOADING 
1 st trailer: Empty- Partial Load Full Load 

2nd trailer: Empty- Partial Load Full Load 

3rd trailer: Empty- Partial Load Full Load 

Axle weights (as appropriate): 

Tractor 

Steering axle 

1 st drive axle 

2nd drive axle 

1st trailer 

1 st axle 

2nd axle 

Converter dolly 



2nd trailer 

1st axle 

2nd axle 

Converter dolly 

3rd trailer 

1st axle 

2nd axle 

Type of Load 

DRIVER COMMENTS 

Describe the accident: - 

What was the approximate speed of your vehicle at beginning of the incident? nnph 

What caused the accident? - 

- 
Was there any loss of braking control, such as wheel lockup? Yes NO-- 
If Yes, describe: -- 

- 
Was there any loss of directional control such as trailer swing, jackknife or skidding? 

Yes No If Yes, describe: - 

Did the ABS cycle during the accident? Yes No- Don't know 

Other comments? - 



VEHICLE DAMAGE (Use one for each vehicle involved) 

Identification: Unit Number (subject vehicle) 

Other Vehicle: 

Model Year 

Make & Model 

Type 
Damaged vehicle components include: 

Trailer damage(if applicable) includes: 

Vehicle braking components suffer damage. Describe damage: 

(didldid not) 

Vehicle braking components played the following role in the accident: 

Retail replacement valuelrepair cost of the damaged components is approx. $ 



SKETCH OF SCENE 
Show any skid marks (indicate length), point of impact, final position of all vehicles 
involved. Supplement with photographs. 

POLICE INVESTIGATION 
Was the accident reported to a police agency? Yes No If Yes, which 

agency? -- 
Was a Police Report prepared? Yes No If Yes, attach a copy of the report. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Is there any indication that the ABS failed to function during this accident event? 

Yes No____ 

What role did ABS play in this accident, based on this investigation? 

Not involved 

Caused the accident Explain 

Minimized the severity of the accident Basis for conclusion: - 

---- 

Failed to perform well enough to avoid the accident Explain: - 

- 
What role did the C-dollies play in this accident? 

Not involved 

Caused the accident Explain: - 



Minimized the severity of the accident Basis for conclusion: 

Failed to perform well enough to avoid the accident Explain: 

INVESTIGATOR 
Date 



APPENDIX B 

Instrumentation And Data Reduction 

This appendix contains details of the electronic instrumentation system and data 
reduction procedures used in this study. 

Contents: 
Instrumentation And Data Reduction ....................... .. .................................... B-1 

Instrumentation System ............................................................................. B-1 
Data Collection System ........................................................................... B-3 
Special Synchronous Data Loggers For Continuous Recording Of 

Lateral Acceleration ............................ .. ........................................ B-5 
Performance Data Processing .................................................................... B-6 

Procedure for determining the brake-light-circuit voltage 
during braking with ABS activity ................................................... B-7 
Procedure for determining the number of cycles during ABS 
activity ............................................................................................. B-8 
Procedure for determining rearward amplification ........................... B-8 

............................. Electronic Data Logger And Instrumentation Specification B-14 

Instrumentation System 

A thorough set of specifications for the electronic data collection systems was 
established in the Planning Study and refined in the early stages of the Field Tests 
program.[l]l These specifications follow at the end of this appendix. 

In brief, each instrumented vehicle unit in the field study-tractor, trailer or C- 
dolly--carried its own, independent instrumentation system. The systems measured and 
recorded activity on their own units, and did not communicate with other units of the 
vehicle except to draw power from the auxiliary circuit of the seven-wire bundle that runs 
the length of the LCV. 

The instrumentation system was equipped to monitor the items indicated in the 
following table. 

The instrumentation systems operated in two basic modes. (1) The majority of the 
time they monitored vehicle activity and recorded data largely in the form of histograms 
and/or counts of specific events. For example, time and voltage was noted each time the 
driver applied the brakes supplying power to the brake light circuit. During brake 
applications, longitudinal accelerations and brake pressure activity were recorded j,n the 

Numbers in brackets refer to bibliographic references given in volume 1 of this report. 

B-1 



Table B-1. Channels of the Vehicle Instrumentation Systems 

form of histograms. Similar histogram recordings of lateral acceleration were made 
continually. (2) When the monitoring function indicated an unusual event, continuous 
time histories were recorded. Triggers for time histories were based on high levels of 
lateral or longitudinal acceleration andlor substantial antilock activity. 

ABS modulator current 

Brake line pressure 

ABS modulator pressure 

Steering activity 

Histograms were collected for the following variables: 

brake actuation pressure when brake lights were on (treadle pressure on tractors, 
service line pressure on trailers and dollies) 
longitudinal deceleration when brake lights were on 
absolute value of lateral acceleration when brake lights were not on 
absolute value of lateral acceleration when brake lights were on 

X 
X 
X 

The collection of all histogram-like data was subdivided by vehicle speed such that the - 

histogram matrices can be thought of as two-dimensional: one dimension for the base 
variable (pressure or acceleration) and one for vehicle speed. The following seven speed 
ranges (all in mph) were used for all histograms: <5,5-15, 15-25,25-35, 35-45,45-55, 
55-65, >65. The matrix cell sizes for the primary variables are given in the specificitions. 
The variable recorded in each matrix position was, of course, cumulative time spent with 
the vehicle operating under the conditions of speed and primary variable specified for the 
cell. 

The power spectral density of lateral acceleration was also determined. It, too, was 
collected in two-dimensional matrix form with the same subdivision of vehicle speed 
forming one dimension. The second dimension was cumulative power of the lateral 
acceleration signal within specified frequency ranges. Seven frequency ranges were 
specified with center frequencies ranging from 0.25 hz to 1.0 hz. Division of the data in 
the frequency domain was actually accomplished by feeding the accelerometer signal to a 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 



Analog Bandpass filters Power Velocity Cumula~tion 
signal calculation subdivision 

Vehicle speed - 
Figure B-1. Schematic of lateral acceleration PSD data collection system 

bank of seven analog, bandpass filters. Output of the seven filters was then handled as 
seven individual signals for analog-to-digital transformation. These data channels %were 
sampled continuously, subdivided according to vehicle speed and stored in cumulative 
fashion. Figure B-1 shows a schematic diagram of the system concept. 

Data Collection System 

Along with the instruments and data loggers mounted on the vehicles, the 
instrumentation system also included hand-held devices for downloading data, and 
communication computers in the fleet offices and at UMTRI and VMC. These iterns 
made up the hardware of the data collection system shown in figure B-2. 

Drivers or fleet maintenance personnel were responsible for downloading data from 
the vehicles using the data downloading device. This device transfers the data to a 
memory card that is approximately the size of a credit card. These cards were then 
inserted into the fleet's communications computer and the data were downloaded from 
the card into the computer's memory. At night, the computer contacted VMC via 
telephone lines, and transferred the data to that office. Certain phases of data 
decompression and quality checking were undertaken by VMC prior to transferring it, 
again by phone line, to UMTRI. Final decompression and data analysis from a vehicle 
performance point of view was done by UMTRI. 



Data forwarded to UMTRI 
and VMC over phone lines J 

. <P Data downloaded 

Figure B-2. A schematic view of the electronic data collection system 

em.g 
Power / \ 

Offload In Disconnect Progress 

The specific procedures for data downloading were tailored to fit the needs of each 
fleet. For three of the fleets, instrument data collection was the responsibility of the 
driver. At the other two fleets, data were downloaded by maintenance supervisory 
personnel. 

from vehicles 
using hand-held 

device 

Data moves to fleet 
offices via a "data card" 



In some fleet operations, the vehicles were often broken down on the road. Trailers 
that began the trip could be left at a store and not return to the distribution center for some 
time. Other trailers previously dropped off could be picked up and brought home on the 
trip. To avoid delays in receiving data, minimize the logistical problems in data 
reduction, and to keep data records segregated by configuration and loading, whenever a 
driver made a substantial change to the configuration or loading of his vehicle, he was to 
download the data from the vehicle. Data were to be downloaded from each unit of the 
entire vehicle when it returned to the fleet distribution center. 

The hand-held device was used to read data from the data loggers on board each unit 
of the LCV and to write the data to a memory card. The operators were given an adequate 
supply of cards and were trained in the use of the system. After all data were downloaded 
from the data logger to the memory cards, the data were erased from the logger me:mory, 
making it ready for the next trip. Similarly, when office personnel inserted the memory 
cards into the communications computer the data were transferred to the computer and 
the card erased for future use. 

Maintenance of the system hardware and the continuous assurance of data qual.ity was 
the responsibility of VMC corporation who was the supplier of the system software and 
hardware. 

Special Synchronous Data Loggers For Continuous Recording Of Lateral 
Acceleration 

Another element of the overall instrumentation system was a special set of 
instrumentation and data loggers constructed by UMTRI. This system was capable of 
continuous, synchronous recording of the lateral acceleration of the tractor and each 
trailer, respectively, along with the forward speed of the vehicle. The purpose of this 
system was to obtain the data needed to describe the coherence functions between the 
tractor lateral acceleration and that of each trailer, respectively. These coherence 
functions, along with the lateral acceleration PSD data gathered by the standard loggers, 
were used to calculate rearward amplifications functions in the frequency domain. 

Four sets of instruments and loggers were constructed. Three of the four consisted of 
only a lateral accelerometer and the means for continuous data storage (at 12.5 hz). The 
fourth unit had the same capability plus a global positioning system used to obtain 
vehlcle speed. (Self containment and ease of installation was a high priority in this 
system. Use of GPS for vehicle velocity met these requirements very nicely and provided 

' more than adequate accuracy for the purpose.) When in use, these units were installed on 
the tractor (GPS unit) and up to three trailers of an LCV. Data recording was initiated 
synchronously in the four units prior to the start of the trip and gathered continuously. 
These units were operated by UMTRI's field representative who rode with the vehicle on 



the entire trip. A limited number of trips were taken with the system, but a minimum of 
one trip for each configuration and dolly style used by each of the five fleets were made. 

Performance Data Processing 

VMC was responsible for reviewing all data files received on a daily basis to ensure 
the integrity of the data and flag any faulty performance of either the instrumentation 
system or the ABS. VMC was to notify UMTRI of any potential problems identified in 
this process. VMC was to retain the data only for those purposes and was not to retain the 
data for the long term. 

UMTRI was responsible for the technical analysis of the data files in terms of vehicle 
performance. 

The first stage in data processing was to reorganize the data files by vehicle trip. 
When the data files were received by UMTRI, they were identified by a corresponding 
unit number and various dates and time stamps within the data. With this information and 
the Driver Trip Reports, the data files were grouped into sets that recreated all the units 
that were coupled together in an LCV for a particular trip. An example of the problem is 
illustrated in figure B-3. The figure illustrates the units of an LCV on a trip out from and 
back to the distribution center. The vehicle began as a fully loaded triple leaving the 
distribution center. When it arrived in the region of the stores it services, the driver broke 
apart the LCV for delivery of the individual trailers to three stores. In this period the 
vehicle operated as a single and a double. The loaded trailers were left at the stores and 
local empty trailers were collected. During this process the position of a particular trailer 
in the vehicle occasionally changed. The vehicle then returned to the distribution center 
with a different set of trailers. Sorting out the individual unit data files received after such 
a trip, in order to organize the data into a whole-vehicle picture was a major effort in the 
data analysis process. 

Sorting of data files as described here was guided by time stamps. Each data file had a 
number of timeldate stamps. Power-up and downloading times were used to superimpose 
files in a gross sense. The time of each brike application, determined by the brake light 
circuit coming on, was noted in the file. This provided high-density, intrafile time 
information. Brake-on time patterns could bc used to clearly identify units connected in a 
vehicle and to closely align related events in different units. Each brake application stamp 
also included brake-light-circuit voltage. The assumption of progressively lower voltages 
moving rearward in the train were used to establish unit order. The written driver trip 
report was also an aid in this sorting process. 

The manner of final manipulation of the data was generally very straightforward and, 
in most cases, is apparent from volume 1 of this report. Exceptions to this are: 

processing of brake-light-circuit voltage during braking with ABS activity 



determination of the number of cycles during ABS activity 
calculation of rearward amplification 

Specifics of the data manipulation in these areas are described below. 

Unit numbers composing the vehicle 

Tractor 

First trailer 

First dolly 

Second trailer 

Second dolly 

Third trailer 

I Highway 
I I 
I Local I Highway I 

Figure B-3. A hypothetical example of the changing composition of a vehicle 
during one trip 

Procedure for determining the brake-light-circuit voltage during braking with ABS 
activity 

The instrumentation system on each vehicle unit recorded brake-light-circuit voltage 
- 

continually during braking whenever there was significant ABS activity on that unit. 
These continuous recordings of brake-light-circuit voltage were analyzed to determine the 
percentage of time that this voltage (which is the ABS supply voltage) fell below three 
specific voltage thresholds. 

The figure B-4 shows the time history data of an ABS event taken from a dolly with a 
single modulator ABS. Time, two wheel-speeds, brake-light-circuit voltage and the 
modulator-control signal are shown. 



Figure B-4. Example of time history recording including brake-light-circuit voltage 
and ABS modulator activity switch 

TIME S 1  S2 BRK 11' 
DATA 3600 1 0 . 0  1 1 . 0  1 2 . 3 6  0  
DATA 3 6 2 0 1 2 . 0 1 2 . 0 1 2 . 4 9  0  
DATA 3 6 4 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 7 1 2 . 5 5  0  
DATA 3660 6 . 3  1 0 . 3  1 2 . 4 2  0  
DATA 3680 5 . 0  8 . 0 1 2 . 2 3  1 0  
DATA 3700 1 1 . 0  6.7 1 2 . 1 7  1 0  
DATA 3 7 2 0 1 2 . 0 1 5 . 0 1 2 . 1 7 1 0  
DATA 3740 1 3 . 7  1 2 . 7  1 2 . 1 7  1 0  
DATA 3760 1 1 . 0  1 1 . 7  1 2 . 1 0  1 0  
DATA 3780 1 1 . 3  9 . 3  1 2 . 3 6  1 0  

Whenever there was modulator activity (I1=10), the corresponding brake-light- 
circuit voltage was compared to each threshold value and a count of the voltage values 
below each of the three thresholds was accumulated. If there were two modulators on a 
unit a separate count of the time below each threshold was made for single- and double- 
modulator activity. The time below each threshold was derived by multiplying these 
counts for each threshold by the data sampling period (0.02 sec). These times were then 
compared with the total time of modulator activity. 

!f& 

DATA =Keyword 
T i m e = 5 0 ~ z ~ a m p l i n g  
S1'S2=Whee1Speeds 

BRK=BrakeLightCircuit 
Voltage 

I1=ModulatorActivity; 
0 = Off, 10 = On 

L 

Procedure for determining the number of cycles during ABS activity 

DATA 3800 1 1 . 7  1 0 . 7  1 2 . 0 4  1 0  
DATA 3820 1 1 . 3  1 0 . 0  1 2 . 1 0  1 0  
DATA 3840 1 1 . 0  1 0 . 3  1 2 . 1 7  1 0  

The occurrence of an ABS response cycle was determined by analyzing the wheel 
speed, treadle pressure, and chamber-pressure time-history data, during periods of 
modulator activity. A cycle was assumed to exist if a wheel experienced 20 percent or 
more longitudinal slip (where longitudinal slip is defined as one minus the ratio of 
tangential wheel speed at the tirelroad interface to vehicle speed). However, because 
some of the cycles appeared to be insignificant (like hitting a pothole in the road), 
existence of the ABS cycle had to be confirmed by a significant change in the brake 
chamber pressure for that wheel. Like longitudinal slip (where the wheel speed is 
compared to the vehicle speed), the brake chamber pressure was compared to the service 
line pressure. If the change in the difference between the service line and brake chamber 
pressure exceeded a rate of change of 50 psi per second for two or more consecutive time 
steps (of 0.02 sec.), then the event was considered to be a legitimate ABS response cycle. 

Procedure for determining rearward amplification 

The term rearward amplfzcation refers to the lateral acceleration gain exhibited 
between the tractor and the trailers of a combination vehicle. This gain is known to be 
sensitive to the frequency content of the maneuver in which the accelerations are 
observed. Thus, maneuver frequency is always a consideration in the evaluation of 
rearward amplification. Further, the most comprehensive approach to characterizing 



rearward amplification of a combination vehicle is to determine the full lateral 
acceleration gain function in the frequency domain through spectral analysis techniques. 
That, indeed, was the approach taken in this study. 

The gain of any linear system in the frequency domain can be expressed in the 
following form: 

where 

G is the gain of the system 
PSDi is the power spectral density of an input to the system (having adequate 

power throughout the frequency range of interest) 
PSD, is the power spectral density of the output from the system 

COHoi is the coherence function between the system output and input 
w is frequency 

For those not familiar with the language of the frequency domain and of spectral 
analysis techniques, power spectral density (PSD) is a means for condensing a long, 
continuous data signal (like the continuous measurement of the lateral acceleration of a 
tractor or a trailer) and characterizing it according to the amount of signal strength that it 
has at different frequencies. PSDs can be determined for individual signals, one at a time. 

The coherence function is a means of examining two different continuous data signals 
and describing the extent to which one is related to the other; this is also done as a 
function of frequency. If one signal is purely the results of the other at a particular 
frequency, then the coherence at that frequency is one. If, on the other hand, the two 
signals have nothing to do with each other at a given frequency, then the coherence at that . 

frequency is zero. Coherence functions can be determined only by the sirnultaneou!~ 
analysis of the two signals of interest. 

For example, consider a singer, singing into a microphone and the resulting 
reproduction of the singer's voice at the speakers. If the sound of the singers voice is one 
signal, and the sound produced by the speaker is the other, these two signals will have 
very high coherence (nearly one) at most frequencies covered by the singers voice,. 
However, if the speaker is also producing a background hiss that results from a cheap 
audio amplifier system, then the coherence of the two signals will be much lower than 
one at the frequency of the hiss because so much of the output at this frequency is 
unrelated to the input. 

The gain of this audio system can be determined (at those frequencies at which the 
singer provides sufficient power) by measuring the PSD of each signal, and dividing the 
power of the speaker sound by the power of the singer's voice and multiplying by the 



coherence of two signals at each frequency of interest. At most frequencies being sung, 
the gain would be virtually equal to the ratio of the power of the two signals at the 
frequency since the coherence at that frequency is one. At the frequency of the hiss, 
however, the extra power in the output signal makes the ratio of the two signals actually 
bigger than the true gain, but the lower value of the coherence at this frequency "corrects" 
the result to be equal to the true gain at this frequency. 

In this study, rearward amplification was the gain of interest. The lateral acceleration - 

of the tractor is the input signal, and the lateral acceleration of the trailer is the output 
signal. The data loggers installed on each tractor and each trailer continuously determine 
the PSD of the lateral acceleration of their respective unit. However, the loggers did not 
actually record lateral acceleration continuously, nor did they communicate with loggers 
on other units. Thus, the PSD functions needed to calculate rearward amplification were 
obtained by the loggers, the coherence function was not2 

Instead, the coherence functions for the vehicles of the study were determined 
through the separate measurements made using the special loggers built by UMTRI. As 
noted above, these loggers were capable of continuous and simultaneous recording of 
lateral acceleration of the tractor and trailers of a vehicle. Also as noted above, these 
loggers were used to measure the lateral acceleration time histories of at least one trip of 
each configuration of vehicle used by each participating fleet. These data were used to 
obtain a coherence function that was assumed to be characteristic of that type of vehicle. 
The extremely long time histories that were recorded (many hours of travel) and the fact 
that processing was done after-the-fact, allowed the use of sophisticated data analysis 
algorithms and the subsequent calculation of a continual coherence function from d.c. to 
well out beyond 1 hz. The coherence values used in the final calculation were the values 
taken from these continuous functions at the center-frequencies of the eight PSD 
frequency bins. (See the specifications at the end of this appendix.) 

Calculation of rearward amplification was the finally accomplished on a trip-by-trip 
basis according to the following formula process. 

In the following, the symbols i, j, and k are indices as follows: 

1 varies from 0 to 3 and represents the vehicle unit starting with the tractor 
and proceeding through up to three trailers 

j varies from 1 to 7 and represents the seven frequency ranges of the PSD 
data collected by the data loggers (see logger specifications) 

k varies from 5 to 7 and represents the three highest of the seven velocity 
ranges of the data loggers (above 45 mph, see logger specifications) 

This was not an oversight. The expense of an instrument system that could determine cohemece 
function was not feasible in terms of either the purchase cost to the project or the cost of burden to 
daily operations of the participating fleets. 



The first step in processing was to normalize the PSD data from a unit by the power 
of the lowest frequency. That is: 

where P is the logged power value and P' is the normalized power. The logged power 
value is in fact the integral of the filtered accelerometer signal typically integrated over 
hours. As for any long-term integration, absolute accuracy can only be achieved if the 
base signal is extremely accurate. Accelerometers of sufficient accuracy to allow absolute 
comparison (of these measures) across units was not economically or practically feasible. 
However, it is basic in spectral analysis process, that at sufficiently low frequency, the 
gain of the system is unity. Thus, in this case, the gain of the lowest frequency available 
is assumed to be one, and the problem of absolute accuracy is avoided by normaliz:ing the 
data of each unit by the value of its own lowest frequency data. 

Rearward amplification was then calculated according to the following: 

where COH is the appropriate value of coherence derived from the simultaneous data 
processing described above. 

The validity of this approach to the measurement of rearward amplification is worth 
questioning due to the unconventional elements of (1) the separate determination of 
coherence and (2) the assumption of a rearward amplification of unity for all trailers at 
the lowest frequency which is implied by the normalization of the PSD data. As evidence 
of the validity of the approach, we cite (1) the broad agreement in form of the results 
presented in this report and its appendices to the many findings on rearward amplification 
presented in the literature, and (2) the following specific comparison of results herein 
with previous work. 

UMTRI has recently conducted work on behalf of the International Standards 
Organization (ISO) in its effort to develop standard test procedures for the measure:ment 
of rearward amplification in the test-track environment.[23,25] Of interest here is t:he 
result of computer modeling work which simulated the testing of a fully loaded, western 
double using an A-dolly and traveling at a speed of 62 mph. The work included the: 
simulation of a pseudo-random steering test. The steering time history used for the 
simulation work was taken from data recorded in actual pseudo-random testing coriducted 
by Volvo Heavy Truck at their test facilities in Sweden. The lateral acceleration gain of 
the second trailer of the simulated western double appears as the solid line plotted iin 
figure B-5. Rearward amplification results for the second trailer of loaded western 
doubles and triples using A-dollies and traveling in the 55-66 mph speed range appear in 
the figure in the form of data points. The comparison is good, particularly for the western 



double. The shape of the two curves for western doubles is very similar and the two 
results show peak rearward amplifications occurring at virtually the same frequencies. 

Note that for the LCV study data, lateral acceleration gain is identically 1.0 at the 
lowest frequency of 0.25 hz. This is a direct result of the decision to normalize the power 
data according to the value at this frequency. For the purpose of this discussion on 
validity, it is of interest to alter the process of normalization to force this value not to 1.0, 
but to 1.35, under the assumption that this is the correct value at this frequency as 
indicated by the simulation results. Figure B-6 compares the simulation results with the 
LCV study data which would result from this altered normalization. Under this 
assumption, the comparison between simulation results and the western double results 
from the LCV study are even more striking. 

Finally on this subject, we note that the data reduction process which normalizes 
according to an independently established gain in the lowest frequency (1.35, in this case) 
may be more rationally defensible then the process actually used in this work 
(normalizing to 1). The former method might have been pursued by conducting reference 
simulations for each of the individual variations of the broad classes of vehicle 
configuration, loading condition, dolly type, velocity, etc. The rearward amplification 
value at 0.25 hz found for each trailer in each vehicle in each condition could have then 
been used as the normalizing reference for that group of units in the LCV study. We did 
not pursue this method for the obvious reason that it would add a great deal of 
complication without substantially changing the qualities of the findings. We point out 
however, that results from this method would show even greater differences (absolutely 
and proportionately) between the rearward amplification of vehicles using A-dollies and 
vehicles using C-dollies than are reported herein. This is so because (1) the reference 
values would generally be greater than one, and (2) the reference values for normalizing 
A-dolly data would be larger than the corresponding reference values for normalizing C-  
dolly data. 



Maneuver frequency, hz 
Figure B-5. Comparison of rearward amplification of the second trailer of s'hort- 

trailer combinations as determined in the LCV field study and by vehicle sim~ulation 
(assuming a reference gain of 1.0 for the field test data) 

Maneuver frequency, hz 
Figure B-6. Comparison of rearward amplification of the second trailer of short- 

trailer combinations as determined in the LCV field study and by vehicle simulation 
(assuming a reference gain of 1.35 for the field test data) 



ELECTRONIC DATA LOGGER AND INSTRUMENTATION SPECIFICATION 

REVISION HISTORY 
Second submittal: 
Item - Revision 
6.1. Changed number of wheel speed channels from four to six. Changed speed 

sensor threshold voltage from 250 mv to 750 mv. 
6.7. Deleted extraneous word "indicate". 
8.1.1.3 -3.10. Added acceleration resolution bin. 
8.1.1.3.3.1 1. Added acceleration resolution bin. 
8.1.1.6.1. Added reference to non-event condition. Deleted reference to brake light 

signal state. 
8.2.1.2. Changed pre-event logging rate from ten to four Hz. 
8.2.1.4. Changed post event duration from one to three seconds. Changed post- 

event logging rate from ten to four Hz. 
8.2.2.2.1, Changed normal logger sample rate from 10 to 100 Hz, 
8.2.2.7. Added one second time constraint to the low speed termination condition. 
8.2.8.2. Deleted low acceleration termination condition from lateral acceleration 

event definition. 

Implementation Version One 
Item Revision 
8.1.1.2.3. Rounded all fractional pressure range values up to the nearest psi. 
8.1.1.4.3. Revised acceleration ranges to be equal to those in 8.1.1.3.3. 

Implementation Version Two 
Item Revision 
8.2.1.2. Increased pre-event sample rate from four to ten Hz, 
8.2.1.4. Increased post-event sample rate from four to ten Hz. 
8.3.2. Added description of brake light voltage exception criteria. 

Implementation Version Three (Rev C) 
Item Revision 
8.1.1.6 Extensively re-rewritten to reflect PSD board band pass frequencies, and 

software in lieu of hardware squaring. 
6.9 Paragraph added to define the PSD board. 

1 .O OVERVIEW 
1.1. Data recorder supplier requirements. 
1.1.1. The data recorder supplier shall furnish all materials, equipment, 

personnel, and facilities to design, build, and provide field service for data 
recorder systems. 



The data recorder supplier shall provide instruction and guidance as 
necessary to enable service providers to install the data acquisition 
equipment on project vehicles. 

The data recorder supplier shall provide documentation describing the 
construction, installation, and use of the data recorders. 

The data recorder system shall include these components: 
Sensors. 
Cable to provide power and to connect system components. 
Signal conditioning capability, as necessary. 
Microprocessor capability sufficient to comply with the data acquisition, 
storage, and transfer requirements as detailed in this document. 
All software necessary to accomplish these tasks: 
Data acquisition (Ref 8.0.). 
Data extraction (Ref 5.0.). 
Display of data (Ref 9.0.). 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DATA RECORDER 
SYSTEM 
The data recorder is required to withstand the levels of shock and vibration 
typically encountered in tractors, trailers, and dollies during nonnal on- 
highway service. 

The data recorder shall operate for a minimum of two years without any 
scheduled maintenance. 

The data recorder is required to function reliably over a temperature range 
of -20" - 140" F. 

The data recorder is required to function reliably in humidity ulp to 99 
percent. 

The data recorder must be shielded against radiated emissions. Both the 
recorder enclosure and the various cables that attach to the recorder shall 
be shielded against radiated emissions. Additionally, the recorder slhall not 
serve as a source of radiated emissions. 

The data recorder enclosure and all its peripheral hardware must be 
sufficiently protected against moisture such that these components can be 
installed on the outside of a vehicle. Components installed on the outside 
of a vehicle shall be in an enclosure with an environmental integrity 
equivalent to the NEMA 4 standard. 

If known in advance, data recorder components which will be installed 
inside a vehicle may be supplied in an enclosure with an envirorimental 
integrity equivalent to the NEMA 12 standard.. 



ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DATA RECORDER 
SYSTEM 
The data recorder must perform all normal functions with supply voltages 
from 11 to 14 volts DC. 

The data recorder is required to withstand supply voltage fluctuations of 
7.2 to 16 volts DC without damage or loss of data. 

The data recorder is required to retain data for 30 days during periods 
when vehicle power is not available. 

MEMORY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DATA RECORDER 
The data recorder shall have 256 kilobytes of battery-backed RAM 
available for storage of data. 

The data stored in recorder memory must be accessible by an MS-DOS 
computer via an RS-232 port. 

DATA TRANSFER REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DATA 
RECORDER 
The data logger must be capable of transferring 256 kilobytes of stored 
data to an MS-DOS computer in six minutes or less. 

The data transfer procedure must be sufficiently simple such that a person 
who is "computer illiterate" can accomplish the transfer. 

Upon completion of a successful offload, the memory of the data logger 
shall be reset to a state in which all registers and counters (except those 
which contain configuration and identification information) are reset to a 
default state. 

INPUT CAPABILITIES FOR THE DATA RECORDER SYSTEMS 
Six wheel speed pulse channels (frequencies in the range of 15 Hz to 1.2 
KHz with a resolution of one mph with an accuracy of plus or minus one 
mph when speed sensor output voltage is in excess of 750 mv. 

Five pressure channels with range from 0 to 150 psi with a resolution of 
plus or minus one psi. These pressure channels shall be optionally used for 
the measurement of other 0-5V DC analog data. 

Two accelerometer channels with a resolution of 1 ft/secl and an accuracy 
of plus or minus 0.5 ft/sec<. 
On tractor data recorder systems, one accelerometer shall be used for 
lateral acceleration (Ref 8.1.1.4.) and one accelerometer shall be used for 
longitudinal acceleration (Ref 8.1.1.3.). 
On trailer data recorder systems, it shall not be necessary to provide a 
channel for longitudinal acceleration. 



6.3.3. On dolly logger systems, it shall not be necessary to provide any 
accelerometer channels. 

Four antilock solenoid activity channels which will indicate the Boollean 
state of modulator solenoid current. 

One ABS warning lamp channel will indicate the Boolean state of a 
vehicle's warning lamp. 

Data recorder power will be used to record the level of vehicle power as 
well as to determine the Boolean state of the vehicle's switched power. 

One analog channel will be used to record the level of brake light voltage. 

On dolly recorder systems, one pressure channel will be used to record the 
Boolean state of steering input (Ref 6.2.). 
A PSD board will be supplied that will accept the lateral acce1erome:ter 
output as an input, and provide seven channels of output as described in 
paragraph 8.1.1.6. 

INTERNAL DATA TO BE PROVIDED BY THE DATA 
RECORDER SYSTEM 
Real time clock information which provides the time and date of the 
occurrence of a data item, relative to the start of a file, with resolution to 
one second. 

Vehicle identification. 

Data recorder diagnostic status. 

RECORDED INFORMATION TO BE PROVIDED BY THE DATA 
RECORDERS 
HISTOGRAMS 
The logger shall record histograms using the following bin structures as 
appropriate: 
- -  - 

Various histograms are two-dimensional, with one independent variable 
being vehicle speed. In such an occasion, the histogram shall use the 
following speed bin ranges: 

S ~ e e d  is greater than or equal to 
0 rnph 
5 rnph 
15 rnph 
25 rnph 
35 rnph 
45 rnph 
55 rnph 
65 rnph 

and less than 
5 rnph 
15 rnph 
25 rnph 
35 rnph 
45 rnph 
55 rnph 
65 rnph 
Unbounded 



8.1.1.2. Brake pressure histogram (tractors only). 
8.1.1.2.1. Recorded while switched power is available, vehicle speed is in excess of 

the Vehicle Speed Low Trip Point, and the brake light signal is high. 
8.1.1.2.2. Counter incremented at 10 Hz. 
8.1.1.2.3. Bin structure is eight arrays of 12 four-byte counters (384 bytes). 

Incrementation of a counter occurs as' a function of vehicle speed (Ref 
8.1.1.1 .) and pressure. Pressure resolution is achieved using the following 
bins: 

Treadle pressure is greater than or equal to and less than 

0.0 psi 
3.0 psi 
5.0 psi 
8.0 psi 
10.0 psi 
13.0 psi 
15.0 psi 
18.0 psi 
20.0 psi 
25.0 psi 
35.0 psi 
50.0 psi 

3.0 psi 
5.0 psi 
8.0 psi 
10.0 psi 
13.0 psi 
15.0 psi 
18.0 psi 
20.0 psi 
25 .O psi 
35.0 psi 
50.0 psi 
Unbounded 

8.1.1.3. Longitudinal acceleration histogram (tractors only). 
8.1.1.3.1. Recorded continuously while switched power is available, vehicle speed is 

in excess of the Vehicle Speed Low Trip Point, and the brake light signal 
is high. 

8.1.1.3.2. Counter incremented at 10 Hz. 
8.1.1.3.3. Bin structure is eight arrays of 12 four-byte counters (384 bytes). - 

Incrementation of a co.unter occurs as a function of vehicle speed (Ref 
8.1.1.1 .) and acceleration. Acceleration resolution is achieved using the 
following bins: 

Deceleration is greater than or equal to 
o ft/sec2 
I ftlsec2 
2 ft/sec2 
3 ft/sec2 
4 ft/sec2 
5 ft/sec2 
6 fuse$ 
7 ft/sec2 
8 ft/sec2 
I1 ft/sec2 

and less than 
I ft/sec2 
2 ft/sec2 
3 ft/sec2 
4 ft/sec2 
5 ft/sec2 
6 ft/sec2 
7 ft/sec2 
8 ft/sec2 
I 1 ft/sec2 
13 ft/sec2 



15 ft/sec2 
Unbounded 

8.1.1.4. Lateral acceleration while brake light signal low histogram (tractors 
and trailers). (Type 0). 

8.1.1.4.1. Recorded continuously while switched power is available, vehicle speed is 
in excess of the Vehicle Speed Low Trip Point, and the brake light signal 
is low. 

8.1.1.4.2. Counter incremented at 10 Hz. 
8.1.1.4.3. Bin structure is eight arrays of 12 four-byte counters (384 bytes). - 

Incrementation of a counter occurs as a function of vehicle speed (Ref 
8.1.1.1 .) and the absolute value of lateral acceleration. Acceleration 
resolution is achieved using the following bins: 

Absolute value of acceleration is greater than or equal to and less than 
o ft/sec2 1 ft/sec2 
1 ft/sec2 2 ft/sec2 
2 ftJsec2 3 ft/sec2 
3 ft/sec2 4 ft/sec2 
4 ft/sec=! 5 fuse$ 
5 ft/sec2 6 ft/sec2 
6 ft/sec2 7 ftlsec2 
7 ft/sec=! 8 ftlsec2 
8 ft/sec2 1 1 ft/sec2 
1 1 ft/sec2 13 ft/sec2 
13 ft/sec2 15 ft/sec2 
15 ftJsec2 Unbounded 

8.1.1.5. Lateral acceleration while brake light signal high histogram (tiractors ' 
and trailers). (Type 1). 

8.1.1.5.1. Recorded continuously while switched power is available, vehicle speed is 
in excess of the Vehicle Speed Low Trip Point, and the brake light signal 
is high. 

8.1.1.5.2. Counter incremented at 10 Hz. 
8.1.1.5.3. Bin structure is eight arrays of 12 four-byte counters (384 bytes). 

Incrementation of a counter occurs as a function of vehicle speed (Ref 
8.1.1.1 .) and lateral acceleration. Acceleration resolution is achieved using 
the following bins: 

Absolute value of acceleration is greater than or equal to and less than 
8.1.1.5.3.1. 0 ft/sec2 1 ft/sec2 
8.1.1.5.3.2. 1 ft/sec2 2 ft/sec2 
8.1.1.5.3.3. 2 ft/sec2 3 ft/sec2 
8.1.1.5.3.4. 3 ft/sec2 4 ft/sec2 
8.1.1.5.3.5. 4 ft/sec2 5 ft/sec2 



6 ft/sec2 
7 ft~sec2 
8 ftlsec2 
I1 ft/sec2 
13 ft/sec2 
15 fused 
Unbounded 

8.1.1.6. Lateral Acceleration Power Spectral Density 
8.1.1.6.1. PSD is recorded continuously after a settling period of 2 minutes have 

elapsed and switched power is available, vehicle speed is in excess of the 
Vehicle Speed Low Trip Point, and the logger is not in an event condition 
(Ref 8.2). 

8.1.1.6.2. Counter incremented at 10 Hz. 
8.1.1.6.3. Bin structure is a three dimensional array of three-byte counters: 

x Eight speed bins, reference 8.1.1.1, 
C Seven PSD Bins as described below, 
x Amplitude, 132 bins as described below. 

This array will require 22,176 bytes. Incrementation of a counter occurs as 
a function of vehicle speed (Ref 8.1.1.1.) and PSD board output. A 
separate bin is provided for each speed increment, each PSD channel, and 
each PSD signal level. The PSD signal level is: 

PSD-Sig = PSD-AID-Count - Comp-Null 

where the PSD-Sig is the PSD signal level, PSD-AID-Count is the 
Analog to Digital converter count for the PSD channel, and Comp-Null is 
the computed offset or null for the PSD channel. The PSD board will filter 
the lateral acceleration signal with the low pass and high pass frequencies - 

as defined below, using 4th order roll off for both the high pass and low 
pass, using a Butterworth implementation with a damping ratio of 0.7: 

High Pass break point 
8.1.1.6.3.1. 1.115Hz 
8.1.1.6.3.2. 0.990 Hz 
8.1.1.6.3.3. 0.865 Hz 
8.1.1.6.3.4. 0.740 Hz 
8.1.1.6.3.5. 0.615 Hz 
8.1.1.6.3.6. 0.490 Hz 
8.1.1.6.3.7. 0.365 Hz 

Low Pass break point 
0.990 Hz 
0.865 Hz 
0.740 Hz 
0.616 Hz 
0.490 Hz 
0.365 Hz 
0.240 Hz 

8.1.1.6.4. The bins are counters. There is a separate bin for each speed range, PSD 
channel and output level. Each 100 milliseconds (except for the settling 
time or during a lateral event) one bin for each PSD channel will be 
incremented. The bin incremented will depend upon the vehicle speed and 



the output level. Each bin will have the count of occurrences of 0.1 second 
time intervals that the speed and output level were in the ranges that 
particular bin represents. The accumulated PSD for each channel can then 
be computed by the following equation: 

where c is the PSD.channe1 number, and the Bin subscript number 
represents the signal level bin for that channel. 

8.1.1.6.5 The Null for each channel will be computed by using a recursive filter that 
increments the long present value for the null by the equivalent of one 
count, i.e.: 

where x is 0 if the signal level is zero, +1 if the signal level >O and -1 if 
the signal level <O. The Bin132 will be considered overrange, and will not 
be included in the PSD sum. If there are a few counts in this bin, it can be 
assumed that there was a event that created an "out of range" condition. If 
this bin is full of counts, a filter failure for this channel can be assumed. 

8.1.1.7. Solenoid pulse count histogram (tractors, trailers, and dollies), 
8.1.1.7.1. Recorded continuously while switched power is available and .vehicle 

speed is in excess of the Vehicle Speed Low Trip Point. 
8.1.1.7.2. Counter incremented at 10 Hz. 
8.1.1.7.3. Bin structure is six four-byte counters (24 bytes). Incrementation of a 

counter occurs when a solenoid state transitions from on to off (trailing 
edge triggered). 

8.2. EVENTS 
8.2.1. An event will be recorded in logger memory with the following format: 

8.2.1.1. EVENT START exception. 
8.2.1.2. Pre-event data. This shall be comprised of a record of all active sensor 

readings for the three seconds which preceded the event condition, 
recorded at 10 Hz. 

8.2.1.3. Event data. This shall be comprised of all active sensors readings, 
recorded at 50 Hz. 

8.2.1.4. Post-event data. This shall be comprised of all active sensor readings for 
the three seconds which followed the event condition, recorded at 10 Hz. 

8.2.1.5. EVENT END exception. 
8.2.1.6. An INTO EVENT exception will be recorded in the event table. This 

exception will be comprised of a time stamp followed by a bit map of the 
event conditions which initiated the event. 



8.2.1.7. An OUT OF EVENT exception will be recorded in the event table. This 
exception will be comprised of a time stamp followed by the OR'ed result 
of every event initiation condition which occurred during the event. 

Event initiation and termination shall be accomplished by testing the state 
of the following conditions: 

Vehicle Speed > Vehicle Speed High Trip Point (Speedv > S p e e d ~ ~ p )  
Vehicle Speed is defined as the highest functional wheel speed taken- 
during a sample period. 
The vehicle speed high trip point is currently set at 8 mph. 

Solenoid Activity Density > Solenoid Activity Density Trip Point 
(ActDenss01 > ActDens~p) 
When a sample of all sensors is taken at a rate of approximately 100 Hz, 
the logger shall determine at each sample period if there was any solenoid 
activity. This shall effectively be determined by OR'ing together the 
activity status of all functional current sensors. The logger shall maintain a 
queue of the last ten such status bytes. The solenoid activity density is 
determined by counting the number of samples periods over the last ten 
sample periods (last 100 ms) which had solenoid activity. 
The solenoid activity density trip point is currently set at 20 percent. This 
implies that the solenoid activity density must be at least 30 percent to set 
this flag. 
The solenoid activity density trip point shall be field programmable. 

Brake Light Voltage > Brake Light Voltage Trip Point (Voltagebrake > 
voltage brake^^) 
The brake light voltage trip point shall, by default, be set at 6 volts. 
The brake light voltage trip point shall be field programmable. 

Wheel Lock Duration (Wheel Lock) 
A wheel is deemed to be in a lock state when the speed of a wheel drops 
below 50 percent of vehicle speed for more than I00 milliseconds. 

Lateral Acceleration > Lateral Accel Trip Point For Accel Trip Point 
Period (Accellat > Accellat~p) 

The lateral acceleration trip point will, by default, be set at 181 ft/sec2. The 
"left" and "right" trip points shall be field programmable. 
The lateral acceleration trip point period will, by default, be set at 0.3 sec, 
This parameter shall be field programmable. 

Solenoids inactive for a period of time exceeding the post-event time 
(Inactivesol). 

Vehicle Speed < Low Trip Point (Speed, c S p e e d ~ ~ p )  for one second. 
The vehicle speed low trip point is currently set at 3 mph. 



Event Time Out (Time OutEvent) 
The event time out is currently set at 5 seconds. If any event termination 
condition has not been encountered within the specified period a.fter an 
event initiation condition has been encountered, then this flag sha1:l be set 
to TRUE in order to terminate the event. 

When the logger is in a non-event state and an event initiation condition is 
detected, the logger shall write the items mentioned in 8.2.1.1, 8.2.1.2., 
and 8.2.1.6. to logger memory. 
The event initiation condition shall be maintained by the logger for the 
duration of the event. 
While recording event data to memory, the logger shall continue to test 
data for event termination conditions or new event initiation conditions. If 
a new event initiation condition is satisfied before an event termination 
condition is encountered, the following actions shall occur: 
The event time-out clock shall be reset to zero. 
The logger shall OR the new event initiation condition with all previous 
event initiation conditions which have occurred since the last event 
termination. 
The logger shall use the most recent event initiation condition to test for 
initiation-condition-specific event termination conditions. 

While in an event condition, the logger shall perform these tasks: 
Sample data at 50 Hz and write the data from all active sensors to logger 
memory. 
Test data for event termination conditions or new event initiation 
conditions. If a new event initiation condition is satisfied before an event 
termination condition is encountered, the following actions shall occur: 
The event time-out clock shall be reset to zero. 
The logger shall OR the new event initiation condition with all pirevious 
event initiation conditions which have occurred since the last event 
termination. 
The logger shall use the most recent event initiation condition to test for 
initiation-condition-specific event termination conditions. 
Record POWER DOWN exceptions as necessary. 

When the logger is in an event state and appropriate event termination 
condition is encountered, the logger shall write the items mentioned in 
8.2.1.4, 8.2.1.5., and 8.2.1.7. to logger memory. 

Solenoid Event Definition 
Initiation: 
Condition State 
(Speedv > S p e e d ~ ~ p )  True 
(ActDenss01 > ActDens~p) True 
(Voltagebrake > Voltagebrake~p) True 
Wheel Lock Don't Care 
(Accellat > Accellat~p) Don't Care 



(Inactivesol) 

(Speed, < S P ~ ~ ~ L T P )  
(Time O U ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ )  

Solenoid Inactivity Termination 
Condition 
(Speedv > S p e e d ~ ~ p )  
(ActDenss01 > ActDens~p) 

(Voltagebrake > V ~ l t a g e b r a k e ~ ~ )  
Wheel Lock 
(Accellat > AccellatTp) 
(Inactivesol) 

(Speedv < S p e e d ~ ~ p )  
(Time OutEvent) 

Time Out Termination 
Condition 
(Speedv > S p e e d ~ ~ p )  
(ActDenss01 > ActDens~p) 

(Voltagebrake > VoltagebrakeTp) 
Wheel Lock 
(Accellat > AccellatTp) 
(Inactivesol) 
(Speedv < S p e e d ~ ~ p )  
(Time 

Low Speed Termination 
Condition 
(Speedv > S p e e d ~ ~ p )  
(ActDenss01 > ActDens~p) 

(Voltagebrake > VoltagebrdkeT~ 
Wheel Lock 
(Accellat > AcceljatTp) 
(Inactivesol) 
(Speed, < S p e e d ~ ~ p )  
(Time OLltEveni) 

Wheel Lock Event Definition 
Initiation: 
Condition 
(Speed, > S p e e d ~ ~ p )  
(ActDenss01 > ActDens~p) 

Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 

&& 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
True 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 

&I& 

Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
True 

State - 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
True 
Don't Care 

State 
True 
Don't Care 



(Voltagebrake > VoltagebrakeT~) True 
Wheel Lock True 
(Accellat > Accellat~p) Don't Care 
(Inactivesol) Don't Care 

(Speedv < S p e e d ~ ~ p )  Don't Care 
(Time OutEvent) Don't Care 

Unlock Termination: 
Condition 
(Speedv > Speed1-1~~1 
(ActDenssol > ActDensTp) 

(Voltagebrake > V ~ l t a g e b r a k e ~ ~ )  
Wheel Lock 
(Accellat > AccellatTp) 
(Inactivesol) 

(Speed, < S p e e d ~ ~ p )  
(Time Out~,,,t) 

Time Out Termination: 
Condition 
(Speedv > S p e e d ~ ~ p )  
(ActDenss01> ActDens~p) 

(Voltagebrake > voltage brake^^) 
Wheel Lock 
(Accellat > AccellatTp) 
(Inactivesol) 

(Speed, < S p e e d ~ ~ p )  
(Time OLltEvent) 

Low Speed Termination 
Condition 
(Speedv > Speed~Tp)  
(ActDenssO1 > ActDens~p) 

(Voltagebrake > VoltagebrakeT~) 
Wheel Lock 
(Accellat > AccellatTp) 
(Inactivesol) 

(Speedv < S p e e d ~ ~ p )  
(Time O u t ~ ~ ~ ~ t )  

State - 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
False 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 

State 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
True 

State 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
True 
Don't Care 

Lateral Acceleration Event Definition 
Initiation 



Condition 
(Speed, > S P ~ ~ ~ H T P )  
(ActDenss01 > ActDens~p) 

(Voltagebrake > VoltagebrakeTp) 
Wheel Lock 
(Accellat > AccellatTp) 
(Inactivesol) 

(Speed, < S P ~ ~ ~ L T P )  
(Time O U ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ )  

State - 
True 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
True 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 

Low Acceleration Termination: Deleted (Second Submittal) 

Time Out Termination: 
Condition 
(Speedv > S P ~ ~ ~ H T P )  
(ActDenssO1> ActDens~p) 

(Voltagebrake > voltage brake^^) 
Wheel Lock 
(Accellat > AccellatTp) 
(Inactivesol) 

(Speedv < S P ~ ~ ~ L T P )  
(Time Out~vent) 

State - 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
Don't Care 
True 

Low Speed Termination 
Condition - State 
(Speedv > S p e e d ~ ~ p )  Don't Care 
(ActDenss,~ > ActDens~p) Don't Care 
(Voltagebrake > VOltagebrakeTp) Don't Care 
Wheel Lock Don't Care 
(Accellat > Accellat~p) - Don't Care 
(Inactive Don't Care 
(Speedv < S p e e d ~ ~ p )  True 
(Time OutfiVent) Don't Care 

EXCEPTIONS 
The logger shall record self-diagnostics exceptions in memory. 
Additionally, exceptions shall be recorded in logger memory when the 
following events occur: 

EVENT TIME STAMP ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
8.3.1.1. POWER ON YES NONE 
8.3.1.2. POWER OFF YES NONE 
8.3.1.3. THIS OFFLOAD YES NONE 



LAST OFFLOAD YES NONE 
BRAKE LIGHT ON YES BRAKE LIGHT VOLTAGE 

LEVEL 
EVENT START YES NONE 
EVENT END YES NONE 
WARN ON YES WHEELS SPEEDS, ECU 

POWER LEVEL 
WARN OFF YES NONE 
CAPTURE START YES NONE 
CAPTUREEND YES NONE 
INTO EVENT YES EVENT INITIATION 

CONDITION 
OUT OF EVENT YES OR'ed SUM OF ALL 
EVENT INITIATION CONDITIONS WHICH OCCURRED DURING 
TJ3E EVENT. 

8.3.2. The brake light voltage level referenced in 8.3.1.5. shall be recorded 20 
milliseconds after the brake light voltage trip point has been exceeded. 

CAPTUREDDATA 
The logger normally logs data when triggered by an event condition. It 
shall be possible to log data upon demand by the user (via an RS-232 
link). This data is defined as "captured data". 
Captured data shall be logged at 100 Hz. Data will continue to be logged 
until one of the following conditions occur: 
The operator notifies the logger to stop capturing data (via an RS-232 
link). 
The logger memory is exhausted. 
A CAPTURE START exception shall be written to logger memory when 
the START CAPTURE command is received. 
Captured data shall include a sample from every active sensor. 
A CAPTURE END exception shall be written to logger memory when the 
END CAPTURE command is received. 

8.5. EVENT TABLE 
8.5.1. The event table is a list of event start and end time and conditions. It 

appears in a data file immediately after the THIS OFFLOAD exception. 
8.5.2. The event list shall consist of a series of matched sequential pairs of INTO 

EVENT and OUT OF EVENT exceptions. A matched pair shall appear for 
every event which occurs in the file. 

8.6. MAINTAINED PARAMETERS 
8.6.1. Distance traveled between consecutive offloads. 

9.0. DATA RECORDER OUTPUT 
9.1. Data extracted from recorder memory will consist of all data stored in 

available memory since the last data extraction. 



A report on data collected shall be capable of providing the following 
items: 
Vehicle identification information (Ref 7.2.). 
A sequential list of the time and date of each exception (Ref 8.3.). 
A sequential list of the time, date, and duration of each event (Ref 8.2.). 
A sequential history of data recorded during braking events (Ref 8.2.1.3.). 
A summary of all histograms recorded (Ref 8.1 .). 
A summary of all maintained parameters (Ref 8.6.). 
A sensor diagnostic report (Ref 8.3.1.). 



APPENDIX C 

FLEET PERSONNEL OPINIONS AND COMMENTS 

This appendix contains additional information on the reactions and opinions of fleet 
personnel to the C-dolly and ABS. This information includes: 

Information on the average age and heavy-truck experience of the fleet 
personnel .............................. ,: ............................................................................. C- 1 

An example driver opinion form from the study .............................. .......... .......... C-2 
A figure showing the drivers' reaction to ABS and the C-dolly for each of the 

five fleets involved in the study ......................... .. ......................................... C-3 
A figure showing the managers' reaction to ABS and the C-dolly for each of' 

the five fleets involved in the study ..................................................................... C-8 
A figure showing the mechanics' reaction to ABS and the C-dolly for each of 

the five fleets involved in the study ........................ ... .................................. C-12 
A complete list of the comments (as written on the opinion survey forms) 

made by drivers, managers, and mechanics on the C-dolly and ABS during; 
the study ......................... .. ............................................................................... C- 15 

A complete list of the comments made by drivers on their Driver Trip Forms ...... (2-21 

Average Age And Experience Of The Fleet Personnel 

Table C-1 below summarizes the average age and years of experience with heavy- 
trucks of each group involved in the study. The average age of the participants at the start 
of the study was forty-two years. The average length of heavy-truck experience was 
nineteen years. 

The table also shows the number of survey responses for each evaluation period. The 
large number of responses to the first survey was due to the fact that all potential 
participants were asked to complete an evaluation at the start of the study. In subsequent 
survey periods, only drivers who had some experience with the test units were asked to 
complete the forms. The number of participants in the fourth survey period is low due to 
a strike of drivers and loading-dock clerks at one of the fleets. 

Table C-1, The number of survey participants and their average age and experience 

All Personnel 1 42 1 19 1 9 2  1 6 9  1 6 6  1 4 4  1 73 1 

Group 
Drivers 
,%!s.;ragers ----"- 
Mechanics 

Average 
(years) 

Total Number of Participants for. each 
Evaluation Period 

Age 
44 

45 
36 

Experience 
2 1 

22 
14 

1 
49 
14 
29 

2 
28 
16 
25 

5 
38 
15 
20 

3 
3 1 
14 
2 1 

4 
20 
8 
16 



Driver Opinion Form 

Name Company Date 
Please answer the following questions by circling the appropriate number that best 
represents your opinion. The numbers represent a scale defined by the smaller text 
written above the numbers 1,4, and 7. (Comments can be written on the back.) 

1) How familiar are you with Anti-lock Braking Systems (ABS)? 
not familiar somewhat familiar 

1 2 3 4 5 
very familiar 

6 7 

2) How would you rate the reliability of ABS? 
not reliable average reliability very reliable 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3) What is your opinion regarding ABS on tractors? 
strongly opposed 

1 2 
no opinion 

3 4 5 
Strongly favor 

6 7 

4) What is your opinion regarding ABS on trailers? 
strongly opposed no opinion strongly favor 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5) What is your opinion regarding ABS on dollies? 
strongly opposed no opinion strongly favor 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

6) Have you ever been in an emergency situation where ABS helped you avoid or 
reduce the severity of an accident? 
never a few times many times 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

7) How would you rate the imponance of having ABS on the tractor you drive? 
not important does not mancr very important 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8) Do you feel ABS on the entire vehicle (tractor, trailers, dolly(s)) changes your job? 
makes it easier no change makes it harder 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

9) How familiar are you with double draw-bar C-dollies? 
not familiar somewhat familiar very familiar 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

10) How would you rate the reliability of the Cdolly? 
not reliable rvcrrfr rr l~.hi l ir~ very reliable 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

11) Judging from your experience with A-  and Cdollies, is one more difficult to use? 
A-Dolly more difficult h o l h u c k u m c  C-Dolly more difficult 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

12) Does the use of the C-dolly change your job? 
makes it easier w c h e c  makes it harder 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

13) What is your opinion of using Cdollles in double and triple combinations? 
strongly opposed 

1 2 
strongly favor 

6 7 



F ~ e e t  1 --a- neet 2 -c neet 3 --c meet 4 - ~ e e t  s I 
-- 

How familiar are you with Anti-lock Braking Systems (ABS)? 
Very 

Familiar 

Somewhat 
Familiar 

Not 
Familiar 

Study Time Period 

How would you rate the reliability of ABS? 
Very 

Reliable 

Average 
Reliability 

Not 
Reliable 

Study Time Period --b 

Do you feel the use of ABS on the entire vehicle will change your job? 
Make i t  
Easier 

No 
Change 

Make i t  
Harder ( 2 3 , 1 6 1  1 3  ( 6 4 1  1 1 4  (6,4,4,1 1 3 )  (4,0,5,7,3) 

Study Time Period 4 
*Number of replies for each evaluation period. 

Figure C-1. Reaction of drivers to ABS for each fleet in the LCV study 



+- Fleet 1 --r- Fleet 2 -r- Fleet 3 -+ Fleet 4 - Fleet 5 
- 

Strongly 
Enrmr 

No 
Opinion 

Strongly 

Opposed (13,4,17,1 1 3  ( 7,4,2,11,4) (6,4,5,11,5) (4,0,5,8,3) (14.3,6,10,5) 
Study Time Period -b 

Strongly What is your opinion regarding ABS on trailers? 
Favor 

No 
Opinion 

Strongly 
Opposed (134,171 1.2) ( 7,4,2,11,4) (6,4,5,11,5) (4,0,5,8,3) (14,3,6,10,5) 

Study Time Period D 

What is your opinion regarding ABS on dollies? 
Strongly 

Favor 

No 
Opinion 

I I I 

I I I I 1 
Strongly I 
Opposed ' (13,4,17,11,2) ' ( 7.4.2.1 1.4) (6.4.5.1 1.5) (4,0,5,8,3) (14,3,6,10,5) 

I 
Study Time Period Y 

Figure C-1 (continued). Reaction of drivers to ABS for each fleet in the LCV study 



I -e- Fleet 1 -+- Reel 2 --c Fleet 3 --c Fleet 4 -- F l e z I  

Have you ever been in an emergency situation where ABS 
helped you avoid or reduce the severity of an accident? 

Many 
Times 

A Few 
Times 

Never 

Study Time Period A 

Figure C-1 (continued). Reaction of drivers to ABS for each fleet in the LCV study 



--c Fleet 1 Fleet 2 4- Fleet 3 --A- Fleet 4 - Fleet 5 

Very 
How familiar are you with double draw-bar C-dollies? 

Somewhat 
Familiar 

Not 
Familiar 

Study Time Period -D 

How would you rate the reliability of the C-dolly? 
Very 

Reliable 

Average 
Reliability 

I I I I 
Not I I I I I 

Reliable (12,3,16,11.3) ' ( 5.4.2.1 1.4) ' (6.4S31 1.5) ' (4,0,5,8,3) ' (1493.6910S)' 

Study Time Period -P 

Based on your experience with both A- and C-dollies, have you found one to be 
more difficult to use? 

A-dolly more 
Difficult 

Both are 
the same 

Cdolly more 
Difficult 

Study Time Period 
*Number of replies for each evaluation period. 

Figure C-2. Reaction of drivers to C-dolly for each fleet in the LCV study 



C 

Fleet 1 -a- Fleet 2 -r-. Fleet 3 -c- Fleet 4 - Relet 5 - 
Make it 

Do you feel the use of the C-dolly wiU change your job? 
7 

Easier 

No 
Change 

Make it 
Harder 

Study Time Period --b 

What is your opinion of using C-dollies in double and triple combinations? 
Stronglv - G ,  

Favor 

No 
Opinion 

I Strongly 
Opposed (13,4,17,10.3) ' ( 6,4.2.1 1.4) (6.4,5,11.5) (4.0,5,8,3) (14,3,6,10,5) 

Study Time Period 

Figure C-2 (continued). Reaction of drivers to C-dolly for each fleet in the LCV 
study 



-+-- Fleet 1 -a- Fleet 2 --c Fleet 3 -A- Fleet 4 I. Fleet 5 

How familiar are you with Anti-lock Braking Systems (ABS)? 
Very 

Familiar 

Somewha 
Familiar 

Not 
Familiar 

Study Time Period 9-b 

How would you rate the reliability of ABS? 
Verv , 'L 

Average 
Reliability 

Not 
Reliable 

Study Time Period A 
Based on your experience and feedback from mechanics and 

drivers, how dimcult is ABS to maintain? 
Not 

Difficult 

Average 

Very 
Difficult 

Study Time Period --0 
*Number of replies for each evaluation period. 

Figure C-3. Reaction of manager?, to ARS for each fleet in the LCV study 



-c- Fleet 1 A Fleet 2 a- Fleet 3 --c Fleet 4 Fleet 5 A 
What is your opinion regarding ABS on tractors? 

Study Time Period --O 

What is your opinion regarding ABS on trailers? 

What is your opinion regarding ABS on dollies? 

Strongly 
Favor 

No 
Opinion 

Strongly 
Favor 

No 
Opinion 

Strongly 
Opposed 

Strongly 

Study Time Period - 
Figure C-3 (continued). Reaction of managers to ABS for each fleet in the LCV 

study 

- 
- 
- 

Opposed (4,1,3,9,3) (4,2,3,4,3) (3,2,3,2,4) ( 2 ,  4 (4,2,3,2,4) 

Study Time Period - 



-c- Fleet 1 -a- Fleet 2 -c- Fleet 3 - Fleet 4 - Fleet 5 

How familiar are you with double draw-bar C-dollies? 
Verv -, 

Familiar 

Somewhat 
Familiar 

Not 
Fami liar 

Study Time Per id  - -  

Very 
Reliable 

Average 
Reliability 

How would you rate the reliability of the C-dolly? 

Not 
Reliable (4,1,3,9,2) (4,2,3,4,3) (3,2,3,2,4) , 4 (4,2,3,2,4) 

Study Time Period 

Based on your experience with both A- and C-dollies, have you found 
A - ~ O I I ~  more one to be more difficult to use? 

Difficult 

Both are 
the same 

C-dolly more 
Difficult 

Study Time Period A 

Figure C-4. Reaction of managers to the C-dolly for each fleet in the LCV study 



[ -c Fleet 1 - Fleet? --c Fleet 3 + Fleet 4 i-- ~ e e ' g  - 
What is your opinion of using C-dollies in double and triple combinatia~ns? 

Strongly 
Favor 

No 
Opinion 

Strongly 
Opposed . . 

Study Time Period A 
Figure C-4 (continued), Reaction of managers to the C-dolly for each fleet in the 

LCV study 



-c Fleet l i Fleet 2 -L Fleet 3 -c Fleet 4 - Fleet 5 I 
I I 

How familiar are you with Anti-lock Braking Systems (ABS)? 
Very 

Familiar 

Somewhat 
Familiar 

Not 
Familiar 

Study Time Period -b 
How would you rate the reliability of ABS? 

Very 
Reliable 

Average 
Reliability 

Not 
Reliable 

Study Time Period .-b 
Based on your experience how difficult is ABS to maintain? 

Not 
Difficult 

Average 

Very 
Difficult 

Study Time Period .-f) 
*Number of replies for each evaluation period. 

Figure C-5. Reaction of mechanics to ABS for each fleet in the LCV study 



I + Fleet 1 -+ Fleet 2 --c- Fleet 3 - Fleet 4 -- Fleet 5 I 

Strong1 y What is your opinion regarding ABS on tractors? 
Favor 

No. 
Opinion 

Strongly I I I '  I -4 
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Figure C-5 (continued). Reaction of mechanics to ABS for each fleet in the LCV 
study 
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Figure C-6. Reaction of mechanics to the Cdollg for each fleet in the LCV study' 
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Figure C-6 (continued). Reaction of mechanics to the C-dolly for each fleet in the 

LCV study 

Fleet Personnel Comments On The C-dolly And ABS From The Opinion Surveys 

Survey 1 

Positive comments on ABS and C-dollies 

8/21/93, Driver -"I haven't had too much experience with ABS because up until 2 weeks ago I wasn't 
assigned a tractor that had it. I am very glad to have ABS and if they've been out {For several 
years I am disappointed that we didn't have them right from the beginning. 
On C-dollies, I've been using the C-dolly for three years. I pull nothing but triples and the 
C-dolly has at least saved me once from loosing the back trailer in a curve. I think they are 
the safest thing to have for triples operation. I would hate to have to go without them." 

11/16/93, Driver -"ABS: Should be a comfort knowing that on brake applications trailers will sitay 
straighter and not lock-up. C-dolly: It should have less sway, less shoulder rocking, and 
100% better stability." 

Positive comments on ABS 

1/14/94, Driver -"I owned a '77 Kenwonh with the old style ABS system that worked very we'll! I really ' 
noticed a difference in the winter driving conditions and I'm sure the ABS kept me: from 
losing it in Salem one time when I had to make an emergency stop on an icy highway. " 

Positive comments on C-dollies 

Driver -"After learning how the C-Dolly works, its the best way to go! Back trailers are a lot 
more stable in wind, on rutted road$, etc." 

Driver -"Cdolly Saves!" 
Driver -"In my opinion the C-dolly is the best thing made for safety of pulling combinations." 
Driver -"Wouldn't want to haul triple combos or Rocky sets up 95 without C-dollies." 
Manager -"From what I have seen of the C-dolly, [it] seems to have a lot of the right qualities." 
Manager -"As a driver I operated C-dollies i n  a 60 day test in  the late 1980's. I was and am 

favorably impressed wirh the operation of C-dollies for safety and easeof operation." 
Driver -"I have yet to drive with C-dollies i n  bad weather, if they handle then like the:y do now I 

would say that they should become mandatory on all combo's, especially triples!!! Backing 
and Hooking is much quicker once you get the drift of it all and a whole lot safer. No longer 
necessary to lift or push the dolly around." 

Driver -"Very good to back sets. Very good in high winds." 



Neutral or mixed comments 

911 1/93, Driver -"We will see!" 
9/12/93, Manager -"Don't have very much knowledge on ABS or Cdollies. Know a lot more today in 

theory than in the past." 
11/21/93, Driver -"We will see how they [C-dollies] operate after running in snow conditions on my run." 
11/21/93, Driver -"Don't know enough about ABS or Cdolly to make an opinion yet." 

Ne~ative - comments on C-dollies 

10128193, Mechanic -"C-dollies look like they are more of a hassle for drivers and more things can go 
wrong with them with all the extra parts on them." 

12/15/93, Driver -"Long runs - OK; for our operation, I feel it [C-dolly] will just create a lot of extra work 
time and effort." 

12/16/93, Driver -"I am very familiar with the old double tongue dolly. I haven't tried the new style. I 
didn't have any reason to apply the brakes hard so I really can't critique the ABS system." 

1/19/94, Driver -"Time will tell." 

Survey 2 

Positive comments on ABS and C-dollies 

1/22/94, Driver -"Strongly agree that both [ABS and Cdolly] should be part of a [trucking] operation." 
1/25/94, Driver -"I strongly believe that Cdollies should be mandatory for all triple trailer operation. As 

goes for doubles they are more stable on rough and cambered roads. They [trailers] don't 
sway all over in rutted road ways. Doesn't take any longer to hook C-doilies up as it does A- 
dollies. The only disadvantage I see is moving them around at the store or in yard, because 
the off set is so much greater. But they can be moved with a little common sense. Best thing 
I've seen in 28 years of pulling doubles and triples!!! I'll take them every trip. Also, like 
ABS braking system, nice and smooth." 

1130194, Driver -"I believe the ABS brakes, when used on tractors, trailers, and dolly together as a unit, 
gives the driver a much greater braking ability in a much shorter distance. 
The C-dollies are much more stable, especially with triples, pulls a lot straighter and much 
more stable." 

2/1/94, Driver -"I have never been in a "near" accident with ABS and yet I feel much more comfortable 
pulling equipment with ABS systems -- especially when "bobtail" or pulling empty trailers. 
The C-dollies are much (very much) an improvement in trackability in long combinations 
(triples). They also eliminate sway almost completely. I feel safer in snow or ice when 
pulling a set with a C-dolly than with an A-dolly. I would hope that, in the near future, these 
C-dollies will become universal converter gear used with all doubles and triple 
combinations." 

2/2/94, Driver -"ABS brakes are the way to go. 
All doubles should have Cdollies, they are safer and the most efficient way to go." 

2/23/94, Mechanic -"From what I've seen the brakes JABS] work well and seem to be reliable. We have 
not seen many problems with the ABS. 
The C-dolly - I've heard from most driven [that] they like i t  better than a regular dolly. The 
trailers change lanes better and without the whipping you get from a regular dolly. From a 
service point of view, the C-dolly is not much harder than the A-dolly. As a mechanic and 
shop foreman I am impressed with the operation of both ABS and the C-dolly." 

2/23/94, Mechanic -"The C-dolly is definitely the way to go. There is mare to take care of and maintain 
but they don't have any major problems that I have seen. The drivers also appreciate the 
advantages of the C-dolly. The ABS also are a great advantage. I haven't heard any 
complaints by the drivers and I haven't noticed much mechanically wrong with the system." 



Positive comments on ABS 

1/22/94, Driver -"Only tested ABS once on trailer. Was impressed with action." 
1f22/94, Driver -"Anything that makes my job safer I'm all for it. I had used ABS back in the late 70's 

and this ABS is a major improvement over the old. I enjoy testing it and would like to help 
to make it mandatory on all heavy vehicles on the highway today." 

1/22/94, Manager -"[Fleet] is purchasing only ABS Tractors. ABS is not as necessary on C-dollies if it's 
leading trailer has ABS." 

1/28/94, Manager -"Braking and stability of doubles and triples combinations are greatly improved with 
ABS." 

2/1/94, Mechanic -"I feel that ABS is a plus to all fleets operating LCV's." 
2/23/94, Mechanic -"Rockwell ABS is real simple to install and maintain, as well as finding fault codes." 

Positive comments on C-dollies 

1/22/94, D~iver -"C-dolly operation is much safer than A-dolly." 
3 194,  Manager -"The feedback I have heard from the drivers that have been using them [is that] they 

are very good. The drivers all feel they take the sway out of the road and make the: whole 
ride safer and more comfortable." 

2/1/94, Driver -"I think A-dollies should be outlawed!" 
2/2/94, Manager -"The drivers seem to be learning how to hook and unhook the C-dollies much better 

and are beginning to like them very much." 
2/10/94, Hostler -"They take some getting used to as far as hooking goes, but after that they are a good 

idea." 
2/15/94, Hostler -"Speaking from a hostlers position, [C-dollies] are easier to back (ABS trailer with C- 

dolly attached) than a trailer with an A-dolly attached. My only experience with ABS has 
been in the yard hooking doubles and triples." 

Neutral or mixed comments 

Driver -"The only reason I feel the ABS is more work at this time is the extra we are doing for 
this test." 

Manager -"My experience comes from driver comments and watching hostlers hookirig 
equipment in our Portland yard." 

Manager -"Only thing I have to go by is hear-say." 
Hostler -"Let me pull a set and I'll tell you more." 
Hostler -"I have no idea how reliable they are. I have just put together a couple of dollies and 

trailers while hostling." 
Hostler -"I've only been working with C-dollies for two weeks. I'm not sure how they really 

work yet." 
Mechanic -"The ABS is still new. I am curious 10 see how they are after some age and wear and 

tear." 
Driver -"They [C-dollies] are great for backing and keeping trailers in line on ice but breaking 

up is a pain. Has to be just so for locking handle to stay down." 
Mechanic -"So far no complaints!" 

Negative comments on ABS 

2110194, Mechanic -"Make some changes to mounting of ABS box and tail lights. -- they're too exposed 
and will be damaged when stacking!" 

Negative comments on C-dollies 



1/28/94, Mechanic -"The C-dolly hitches require training in addition to regular single hitches. They can 
easily frustrate an unfamiliar driver." 

1/29/94, Manager -"C-Dollies hard to hook up and seem to get damaged during hooWunhook more than 
Adollies. Drivers and yard hostlers say it takes twice as long to hook triples with Cdollies." 

2/1/94, Mechanic -"May still be room for improvement on C-dolly "down the road."" 
2/1/94, Mechanic -"The C-dolly pintle hooks stink. The day they hook up and release without 3 or 4 

attempts, then we will see." 
2/8/94, Hostler - "I have hooked C-dollies three times and each time it has taken a minimum of 45 

minutes and on one occasion 1 changed to an A-dolly because pintle hook would not latch - 
and stay latched! I think the release mechanism is extremely hard lo pull in order to release 
tongues. They are extremely heavy and difficult to maneuver by hand. My overall view of 
the Cdolly is very poor!" 

2/9/94, Mechanic -"Drawbar eyes have broken - support leg and braces have broken - releasdatch jaws 
are a pain and hard on back to reach across to unlatch." 

2110194, Mechanic -"C-dollies need to go through a slight change. Concept of idea is good but some 
mechanical aspects were over-looked. Needs to be more user friendly for a fleet operation 
like us." 

Survey 3 

6/1/94, Driver -"Would like to see it [C-dolly] mandatory for all triples! The stability and handling is 
100% better than A-dollies. No whipping or rocking, all around safer handling. ABS brake 
system are 100% more efficient than standard air brake systems. Smoother-more 
responsive and better combined braking over all." 

6/1/94, Driver -"C-dollies work real good with three trailers. ABS is probably the coming thing in 
transponation. More testing should be done in winter driving." 

6/1/94, Driver -"Both features [ABS and C-dolly] are a huge contribution toward safety in operation on 
highways. No whipping at highway speed and simple hooking because a Cdolly can be 
backed easily when hooked behind one or two trailers. The ABS delivers maximum braking 
ability to double and triple operation with obvious safety consequences. Attaching to C- 
dollies is sometimes not as quick an operation, but is safer than manhandling done with " A  
dollies. Fewer comp. claims and injury losses should occur using "C' dolly techniques." 

6/1/94, Driver -"It was a joy to drive the all ABS systems between Portland and Boise-the "C" dollies 
were terrific and the ABS brakes were a nice change from individual axles "locking-up" in 
demand situations." 

6/1/94, Driver -"I have found the C-dolly to be the greatest safety feature that could be imagined. I 
firmly believe that C-dollies should be a mandatory requirement for double or triple trailer 
operations. I always feel confident I ' l l  be able to control my equipment even under extreme 
conditions when my truck and trailers are equipped with an ABS equipped C-dolly. C- 
dollies equipped with ABS keep your trailers in  a straight line on slick surfaces even under 
hard braking situations." 

6/1/94, Manager -"Both types of equipment will improve the safety and handling of doubles and 
trjples." 

6/1/94, Mechanic -"This stuff is still working great; everybody should be using it." 
6/4/94, Driver -"I feel very comfortable driving on a two lane or four-lane highway with the ABS 

brakes on my tractor. It's not that I drive faster or take chances because of the brakes but 
when I have to use my brakes it's a nice or more even stop. Even though when I run I don't 
have the ABS on the dolly or trailers. The C-dolly is the only way to pull combinations. 
Hopefully soon all trucks, trailers and dollies will have ABS." 



9/14/94, Driver -"The ABS system seems to work very good in  the few times I have had to really use it.  
The C-dolly equipment is great. I have never driven anything that handled that good in my 
life!" 

Positive comments on ABS 

6/1/94, Driver -"Only tested ABS once on trailer. Was impressed with action." 
6/1/94, , Driver -"Anything that makes my job safer I'm all for it. I had used ABS back in the late 70's 

and this ABS is a major improvement over the old. 
I enjoy testing it and would like to help to make it mandatory on all heavy vehicles on the 
highway today." 

6/1/94, Mechanic -"We do not see enough of the equipment now because of no problems so the ABS 
must be doing a real good job." 

6/1/94, Mechanic -"I feel that ABS is a plus to all fleets operating LCV's." 

Positive comments on C-dollies 

6/1/94, Driver -"I have not run into any problems to use and see the difference in an emergency. I do 
like the way we can back up with this set using the C-dolly." 

6/1/94, Driver -"Turns comers better (sharp-like stinger steering). Easier to back set." 
6/1/94, Driver -"I feel the C-dolly should be law to pull triples and doubles. [LCVs] would be a lot 

safer. I have had several compliments pulling doubles and triples down the road on how 
straight they are pulling! (No Wiggle!)" 

6/1/94, Mechanic -"I think that everyone should use the C-dolly. It isn't much more to maintain and it 
is a lot safer for everyone on the road." 

6/1/94, Mechanic -"It's [C-dolly] the way to go!" 
712 1/94, Driver -"Like C-dollies!" 

Neutral or mixed comments 

Driver -"The C-dollies could use a little more play around the hooks. This would make them 
easier to unhook. Other than that 1 really like them." 

Mechanic -"Haven't worked on enough to have an opinion." 
Mechanic -"So far no complaints!" 
Mechanic -"The ABS seems to be going well. If i t  wasn't for the hooking and moving around . 

they [C-dollies] would be better." 
Mechanic -"Is still too early to tell-have ulked with a few drivers that like the systern!" 
Driver -"Liked the way they pulled down the road. First trip with C-dolly made job a little slow 

because of hook-up but can see no real change in job or time with more trips." 
Driver -"Good idea but hitch system needs ~mproving." 
Driver -"I did not have enough tlmc or wcather conditions to form an opinion good or bad on 

one versus the other. I do th~nh the Cdolly has obvious advantages, but without the proper 
conditions one can not make an ~nf~rrmed'o~inion." 

Negative comments on C-dollies 

6/1/94, Manager -"The C-dolly hitching =I-up can hc difficult to unlatch." 
6/1/94, Mechanic -"Pintle hooks are hard to u x  " 

6/1/94, Mechanic -"C-dolly hitches still hard lo unlock; Cdollies not suited for this company's type of 
work." 

6/1/94. Mechanic -"Relocate all tail i ~ p h ~ s  and ABS control box. Also need better wiring metl~ods on 
light cord and junction box ."  



Survey 4 

Positive comments on ABS and C-dollies 

10127194, Driver -"Any attempts at trying a "panic stop" when using the Cdollies with the test trailers 
while I was Boise bid driver were very positive. 
Use of a bobtail tractor with ABS is much more easily maneuverable when in a braking 
situation. I appreciate the use of ABS equipment I've had the opportunity to use as a driver 
here at MeetJ." 

10127194, Mechanic -"I think ABS on all units of any combination along with Cdollies in doubles or 
triples is the safest rig on the road." 

10/29/94, Driver -"I like having ABS. I t  makes my job safer and the safer it is, the more I like it. I could 
say the same for Cdollies. 1 hope I never have to look for a different driving job cause they 
probably won't have C-dollies and ABS." 

11/4/94, Driver -"I do like ABS brakes on all wheels. It greatly reduces the stopping distance. I have 
nothing but good things to say about ABS. C-dollies are a major step in combination vehicle 
safety." 

Positive comments on ABS 

11/7/94, Mechanic -"I feel that ABS is a plus to all fleets operating LCV's." 

Positive comments on C-dollies 

11/17/94, Driver -"A-dolly should be outlawed!" 

Neutral or mixed comments 

1013 1/94, Manager -"C-dollies seem to hc more stable but harder to maintain and more difficult to use." 

Negative comments on C-dollies 

11/2/94, Manager -"C-dollies need hi~chcs changed to easier ones to operate." 
11/3/94, Mechanic -"Pintle hooks are hard to use." 

Survey 5 

Positive comments on ABS and C-dollies 

4110195, Mechanic -"From what 1 havc seen I am impressed with both." 
4/12/95, Driver -"We only havc ABS on onc drive axlc on tractor. When applying brakes, drive axle will 

lock up causing the tractor to slide. I f  thc power divider is locked in it causing both axles to 
lock up and then you really slide & ctwld cause a jack-knife. The same thing could happen 
with a combination that ABS on t r ~ ~ l c n  ti not on uacror. I also wonder what would happen 
in a panic stop situation whcrc ABS \ra\ cm one uailer & not on the others. 
If I had my choice, I would want ADS on all vchiclcs & i f  i t  was a double or triple 
combination then 1 would want 111 ~ J I C  C-doll~cs." 

4/18/95, Mechanic -"Equipment wise, from a mruhnical view. ABS has proven to be very effective and 
reliable. Very few problems wen. encountcrcd. From an operational view, ABS & C-dollies 
require more education & training Opcraton acccpt them for the most part, but as with 
anything new therc is always some rc\t\tancc. I personally liked all the equipment involved 
and after a delayed s w - u p  pcntd. I thrnk our pan of thc test went really well!" 

4/18/95, Mechanic -"The rest equipmcnt wrrr t en  rcl~shlc. I don't think we encountered any more 
problems with rhe tcst equipmcnt than other equipment in the fleet. The majority of the 
problems I ran into wcrc with thc ~nforrnation gathering equipment and getting the drivers to 
fill out the forms properly." 



Positive comments on ABS 

3/21/95, Mechanic -"Drivers pleased with braking capability" 

4/18/95, Manager -"It appears that ABS is NO more difficult to maintain than non-ABS equipment" 
4/19/95, Mechanic -"It gave me great insight into ABS equipment and its importance to the trucking 

industry" 

Positive comments on C-dollies 

411 8/95, Driver -"C-dollies should be mandatory." 
4/21/95, Driver -"A-dollies should be outlawed!" 

Neutral or mixed comments 

312 1/95, Manager -"NoneN 
3/21/95, Mechanic -"None." 
4/4/95, Manager -"Nonev 
4110/95, Manager -"The data recording equipment left much to be desired. This put a big burden on our 

drivers. I think that we did an excellent job for all the electronic problems we had.'" 
411 8/95, Manager -"Just insuring continuing education of unfamiliar drivers with new equipment" 
4120195, Driver -"The only problem I have or see with the C-dollies is trying to hook them to kont of 

trailer. The same person doing i t  all the time won't have much of a problem but somebody 
new each time will. The A-dollies are a lot easier to move around. As for the whole ABS 
system, it's probably a good thing for the transportation industry in the long run. I enjoyed 
taking part in the test. Thanks." 

Negative comments on ABS and C-dollies 

411 8/95, Mechanic -"ECU Box needs to be placed other than in front of tires, too much water & spray 
shorts out (on trailers). Cdollies have eye wear & 36" steering diaphragms are tool big, need 
smaller. Brakes wear fast on 35 ft trailers. Tires wear fast on C-dolly, not just tow problem." 

Negative comments on C-dollies 

411 8/95, Driver -"Cdollies are difficult to use & makes i t  harder because of hitch releases" 
411 8/95, Mechanic -"Very hard on tires (C-dollies & 35 ft.) Hitches need improvements" 
4/19/95, Mechanic -"me C-dollies seem to have been rough on tires & the hitches could use solme 

release improvements." 
4/22/95, Manager -"I have a concern with tire wear on the C-dolly" 

Comments On The C-Dolly And ABS From The Driver Trip Form 

The comments below were logged by drivers on their Driver Trip Forms. Drivers 
were asked to complete a DTF for every trip. (An example copy of the Driver Trip Form 
can be found in appendix A). These comments are arranged into events associated with 
braking and events associated with maneuvering. In general the comments are followed 
by a description of the general weather conditions and LCV load. 

Braking cornmen ts 
Sudden Braking - "Trucks in middle of road on hill and curve. Road surface was solid ice. I was able to 

stop and pull off out of the way with very little trouble. C-dolly Problem - Had tongue on driver's side 
come loose when leaving the yard. After precheck and locking both handles, tongue popped out of 
lock. I relocked i t  and had no more problems. I think il is very important to tell all drivers to double 



check mechanism and make sure they are locked." Conditions: 12:30 AM, Climate - Freezing Rain, 
Road -Wet, Load - Full. 

"While descending 6% grade at approx. 33 mph, I had a sudden stop for a red light. The road was wet and 
it was raining. The auck had 4 pallets in the front trailer and the rear trailer was empry. The truck 
stopped in a straight line and the rear trailer and dolly tracked straight with no wheel lock-ups. " 
Conditions: 8:38 AM, Climate - Rain, Road - Wet, Load - mixed. 

Braking Event - "Stopped fast for red light. 40 footer loaded, pup empty. Pup rear tires locked for a split 
second, slid to left. Immediately released and stopped in a straight line. " Conditions: 6% downgade, 
going approx. 30 mph. 

"Large deer ran out in front from ditch. Foggy conditions made it impossible to see her until point of 
imminent impact. I braked hard and turned to the right without running off the road and missed the 
deer. I was surprised at the handling quality and how easy it straightened back out. The hard braking 
without skidding was just enough to miss her. If I had hit this deer, it would have caused extensive 
damage and possibly caused me to wreck. Very impressive!" Conditions: Time - 3:OOAM; Climate - 
fog, snow,windy; Road - wet: Load - full. 

"A car stopped abruptly in front of me in a dust storm. I served and applied brakes to avoid a collision - 
successfully. " Conditions: 3:00 AM, Climate - windy, Road - dry, Load - firll. 

"Avoided a deer. " (driver reported that stated that everything worked fine and he stopped in a straight line 
with no problem. He liked the handling of the Cdolly and ABS.) 

"Hard bralung at RR tracks without warning lights." Time - 3:15 AM, Climate - clear, Road - dry, Load - 
full. 

Aggressive braking - "A car stopped at green light; realized it was green and accelerated" - aggressive 
brake at slow speed; approx. 25 mph - Time - 6:55AM, Climate - clear, Road - dry, Load - mixed. 

"ABS - Absolutely Great!! Good cont~ol of brakes. Comes on easy. Works well under short 5 mph drops in 
speed. C-dolly should be mandatory for triples!! Excellent!" 

"C-dolly would not release from front trailer until I pulled up and back. These dollies sure are 
temperamental about releasing from front trailer hitches. Other than that, I was very impressed with 
the handling characteristics, and the ABS seemed to work well, too. I hope I get to run this system 
again sometime." 

"Sudden stop due to sudden traffic light change at odometer 463857." Conditions: 8:20 AM, raining, road 
wet, empty loading. 

"Following about 100 ft. behind a four wheeler southbound on Hwy 395 at milepost 67 in a (severe) dust 
storm when I saw brake lights and then was able to see traffic at a stop in front of us (because of an . 

accident in the nb lane).The four wheeler locked up his brakes and steered off the roadway to avoid 
stopped vehicles. Est. speed at time of emergency was 40-50 mph. Even though trailers were virtually 
empty, everything came to a smooth, straight stop with about 80 ft. to spare." 

"Via Coeur d'Alene - At 10:00 AM, had to set down real hard to avoid accident. Everything worked fine." 
Braking incident - "A vehicle spun out sideways In front of me and I had to come to a very sudden stop to 

avoid. Everything stayed in line and seemed to handle well. "Time - 2:10AM, Climate - snowlice, 
Road - ice, Load - full (68500 GCW). 

"Sudden traffic light change; had to stop very quickly" - Time - 12:25 PM, Climate - rain, Road - wet, Load 
- full. 

"At approximately 8:40 am on a clear day with dry roads and a full load, the driver reported he had a very 
aggressive braking incident at about 15 mph. According to written comments by the driver a "car with 
no direction lamp on, stopped and turned in front of me." The driver made a panic stop about 10 feet 
short of the car in his path. The driver belleves that the ABS on all units worked correctly and he 
credits i t  for making the difference between a near miss and an accident." 

Sudden stop - "Light turned red at intersection, had to stop quickly. " Conditions: Time - 7:00PM, Weather 
- clear, Road - dry, Load - empty. 

"Ran on about one mile of slightly slick roads. Temp. was 22 degrees in the canyon area about 10 miles 
north of New Meadows on 95. Road runs along the side of the river and moisture came from the river 



and the road was what we drivers call greasy. Didn't have to put on brakes, but I had a surge of 
confidence that if I did I wouldn't sllde out of control. Can't wait for snow to get here so I can really ay 
these babies out." 

"Six head of deer ran out into roadway. I had to come to a complete stop in order to miss all of thr: deer. I 
don't think that I could have stopped in time or without skidding tires or jackknifing with regl~lar 
brakes." Conditions: Time - 10:30 AM, Weather - clear, Road Condition - dry, Loacl Conditi,on - full. 

"I was driving in heavy traffic at 50 mph headed into Reno. The traffic ahead of me came to an abrupt stop 
which forced me to severely brake. An empty truck in front of me locked brakes and swerved to avoid 
hitting traffic. I was able to brake to an appropriate speed without wheel lock and svverving." 
Conditions: 5 4 5  PM, climate - clear, road - dry, load - full. 

"Had to apply brakes hard to avoid a dog that crossed the road in front of me. Set stayed straight and 
stopped well." Conditions: 1 1:30 AM, climate - clear, road - dry, load - full. 

"Coming down hill north of Grangeville, ID, on US 95 S, had a car pull out in front of me. Hit the brakes 
pretty hard 3 times; on solid ice. The combination stayed in  line in spite of stab braking prociedure. " 
Conditions: 9:30 AM, Climate: Snow/Ice & Windy, Road: Ice, Load: Empty. 

"Accident at junction west of [city]. Struck car . . . after it ran a stop sign." See Accident Report for 
details. 

"Came up on pickup making left hand turn coming down Winchester Grade. No oncoming traffic,, just took 
too long to turn. I may have overreacted to the situation." Conditions: 4:10 PM, windy and raining, 
road wet, full load. 

"Had to apply brakes hard to avoid a car that pulled out in front of me. Everything seemed to worlc 
properly." 

Sudden stop or aggressive braking; "Following a car that made a sudden left hand turn." 'Time - 2:00 
PM,Climate - clear, Road - dry, Load Condition -empty. 

"Straight truck pulled out in front of me on 1-84 in Boise." Time - 3: 12 PM, Climate - clear, Road - dry, 
Load - full. 

"Sudden stop because of merging traffic, jam up downtown Reno." Conditions: 4:42 PM, Climate - clear, 
Road - dry, Load - full. 

"On US 95N, going downhill - car, apparently lost, stopped right in front of me." Time 3:26 PM, Climate - 
clear & windy, Road - dry, Load - full.  

"Had to stop quickly, came up on stopped traffic turning left while rounding curve on US 95N." Time - 
5:09PM. Climate - clear, Road - dry, Load - full. 

Sudden stop - "Came up behind tanker truck with no rear lights stopped at RR tracks on US 95N near . . 
Weiser, ID." 

Sudden stop - "In middle of curve - truck turning right with half sticking out in the road and with on- 
coming traffic." Time - 5 5 8  PM, Climate - clear, Road - dry, Load - full. 

"Sudden stop; caught by stop light." T~me - 9:30 AM, Cllmate - clear, Road -dry, Load - full. 
Sudden stop or aggressive braking - "Car in front of me hit the shoulder and stopped." Time - 5:59 AM, 

Climate -clear, Road - dry, Load - full.  
Sudden stop or aggressive braking - "A car mak~ng slow turn to right; had to slow and go around."' Time - 

1 t :44 AM, Climate - clear, Road - dry, Load - full. 
Sudden stop or aggressive braking: (1)"US 95N, car pulled out in front of me." Time - 1:12 PM, Climate - 

windy, starting to snow, Road - snowlwet, Load - full. (2) "Car passing me on double yellow line met 
oncoming traffic." Time - 4:25 PM, Climate - snow, Road - wet, Load - full. 

Sudden stop or aggressive braking - "A car slid off road in front of me." Time - 1 1  :50 AM, Climate - fog & 
snowlice, Road - snow, Load - empty. 

"Forest Serv~ce truck stopped suddenly in front of me to help person slid off road. Combination stayed in 
line." Conditions: Time -1 1:21 AM, Cl~mate - snowlice, Road - snow covered, Load - full, Olher - had 
chains on. 



"Coming down Winchester grade, I came around a curve and a rock slide came across two lanes. I got on 
the brakes hard and went to the right into a wide spot along the road. I had no problems with any 
sliding or locking up. Tractor, dolly and trailers handle good!" Time - 1:40 PM, Climate - rain, 
snowlice and windy, Road - wet, Load - full. 

"Car made sudden left turn in front of me. Trailers stayed straight." Time - 11:26 AM, Climate - Snowflce, 
Road - Snow, Load - Full. 

"Coming around curve and met vehicle over in my lane." Time - 8:30 PM, Climate - clear, Road - dry, 
Load - full. 

"Coming into Boise on Interstate - cars merging from right off Meridian interchange mixed it up with cars 
in front of me - I got on the brakes - truck combination stayed straight." Time -12:07 PM, Climate - 
clear, Road - dry, Load - empty. 

"Chains used once for 100 miles. Snow was rough and rutted. Trailers pulled very well, back box didn't 
flop around and try to pull the rest of the set out of line (like with A dollies). ABS brakes seem to 
work real well under these conditions; never slid a wheel under braking and was able to stop without 
sliding." 

"Via Umatilla. This set of triples had 30000# on the front two boxes and light load on the third. With this 
combination, routine braking almost always locks up the back box, causing smoke and dust." 

"A wide load (112 house) drove into the path of my truck with traffic in the left lane that wouldn't move, so 
I had to make a sudden stop - from 55 mph to 10 mph." 

"Heavy braking to avoid three deer - unsuccessfully! Evasive maneuver to avoid merging traffic and 14' 
wide mobile homes." 

"Pickup towing a car moved into my lane as I was getting ready to pass, had to get on the brakes fairly 
good (hard). Everything stayed straight and handled OK." Conditions: 4:30 AM, Climate - clear, Road 
- dry, Load - full. 

"Had to change lanes and get on the brakes hard to avoid a slow car. I was very impressed with the ABS 
system; it works like a dream." Conditions: Time - 1 1 :00 AM, Climate - clear, Road - dry, Load - 
mixed. 

"I was blinded by lights in  a construction tone and drove off the pavement edge, which resulted in surprise 
steering to correct. I reacted with power braking based on past A-dolly experience, (but) I do not 
believe i t  was necessary with the Cdollies." 

"Lost sight of the road in  a comer during extremely heavy fog. Applied brakes hard and turned to avoid 
going off shoulder. Stopped. Speed at the time was less than 10 mph." Conditions: Time 1:45 AM, 
Climate - fog, Road - wet, Load - full.  

Maneuvering Comments 
"Swerved slightly and braked for deer crossing roadway." Time - 11:15 PM, Climate - clear, Road - dry, 

Load - full. 
"Surprise rnaneuveringJsteering to avoid an obstacle or vehicle" - Time - 1 1 :00 AM, Climate - clear, Road - 

dry, Load - empty. No other details provided. Driver reported that trailers stayed straight behind the 
tractor; he was pleasantly surprised. 

"Vehicle had a more violent whipping action while attempting to move in or out of highway ruts." 
"I sure do like this set-up; nothing bad lo say. Good trip." 
"The C-dolly made for the most stable combination of trailers that I have ever pulled. I was highly 

impressed with the way the trailers handled. 11 also made it  very easy to maneuver when backing into a 
dock. " 

"This is the best thing that's happened to the ransportation industry. There should be a law that all trucking 
companies have this system." 

"Seemed to handle well even in rut.. with lots of water in them. Super C- dolly seems to make the unit a lot 
more stable." 

"Set seemed to handle good in  heavy snow and slippery conditions." 



" k g  does not handle very well when hooked up like this - 27' + A-dolly + 27' + C-dolly + 27'. Mhen near 
trailer sways, it actually sways middle and back trailer, which in turn sway front trailer and rractor 
pretty bad." 

"The tracking is much better and almost all the trailer sway is gone." 
"%%en triples are hooked up with C-dolly up front and A-dolly as the rear dolly, the whole unit is easier to 

control; much smoother set-up." 
"Triples pull real nice and handle well loaded or empty with two C-dollies." 
"With 27' in front and 35' in back, combination handles good until you get on grooved road, then it handles 

terrible." 
"My third trailer was to be left at Springfield. I was able, because of the Super C- dollies, to back all three 

trailers into the dock and disconnect as usual, leaving the dolly under the trailer. I have been able to 
save a considerable amount of time using the Super Cdolly." 

"On this trip, I went from Spokane to Coeur d'Alene (about 30 miles) with the 35' trailer empty as my lead 
box and my 27' trailer loaded. Even with this situation, my whole unit was very stable." 

"With A-dolly up front and C-dolly as the 2nd dolly, the whole unit sways some; not as bad as 2 A-dollies, 
but when it sways, it moves the tractor a lot more. I think it moves the tractor more because as the 
sway occurs it's moving the two back trailers as one - the tail wagging the dog, so to speak, but the tail 
is bigger than the dog." 

"With C-dolly as # I  dolly and A-dolly as #2, the whole unit is much more stable than with A-dollly #I and 
C-dolly #2." 

"The equipment handles very good - triples track very straight, back trailer doesn't flip back and forth. C- 
Dolly Problem: Each time I have used C dollies I have had some trouble releasing latches." 

"Handled very good in the wind." 
"During high crosswinds, lock steering wheels on dollies on straight highways; makes tandem axle trailers 

very stable - same as B Train sets." 
"I keep marking winds in the bottom of the Columbia River Gorge as normal, when in fact they are very 

strong. These triples handle so good that you don't notice the strong winds." 
"This set - empty, in high winds - handled very well. No noticeable sway; great." 
"I had forgotten how great these C-dollies are; had a straight trip!" 
"Very good trip. Great not to have the back trailer whipping back and forth in construction zones and on 

rutted highways," 
"After using a C-dolly for so long, going back to the A-dolly is like going from the space shuttle to a horse . 

and buggy. It takes longer to do my work; more hooking and unhooking, switching trailers around. 
- 

Going down the road there is a considerably more rear trailer sway. Also, I believe that when the rear 
trailer sways and moves the dolly, it also allows the front trailer to move more. The C-dolly provides 
stability to both front and rear trailers." 

"I'll sure be glad to get back to C-dollies, hopefully next week." 
"Triples handled very well with C dollies, almost like i t  wasn't even three trailers." 
"Car pulled out in front of truck west of Nampa on Hwy. 55." 
"Vehicle in f~on t  made sudden left hand turn in upper Salmon Canyon US 95 S." 
"Steered to avoid merging traffic trying to avoid an accident in Boise." Time - 1:24 PM, Climate - clear, 

Road - dry, Load - empty. 
Surprise maneuvering/steering to avoid an obstacle or vehicle - "A car pulled out in front of me from 

shoulder of road while coming down Winchester Grade." Time - 2 5 3  PM, Climate - clear, Road - dry, 
Load - full. 

'"Surprise maneuvering/steering to avoid an obstacle or vehicle - trying to avoid a box in the middle of the 
road on US 95s." Time 11:00 AM, Climate - clear, Road -dry, Load - empty. 

"Caught by a strong side wind gust" - Time - 7 5 5  AM, Climate - clear, Road - dry, Load - emptli. 



"Coming down Winchester grade, I came around a curve and a rock slide came across two lanes. I got on 
the brakes hard and went to the right into a wide spot along the road. I had no problems with any 
sliding or locking up. Tractor, dolly and trailers handle good!" Time - 1:40 PM, Climate - rain, 
snowlice and windy, Road - wet, Load - full. 

"Noticed difference between A-dollies and Cdollies in the first mile of freeway driving. Cdollies pull 
straight as a pin - can't get them to sway without really trying. The C-dolly cornering at road speed is 
much improved over A-dollies. First impression - They're a pleasure to pull," 



APPENDIX D 
EQUIPMENT LIST AND ABS CONFIGURATIONS 

The table below shows a list of all the equpment involved in the study. It also shows 
the ABS manufacturer, ABS configuration, and suspension type for each piece of' 
equipment. Figure D-1 shows the ABS configurations for the semi-trailers and dollies 
used in this study. 

I 1 01-528 11993 Kenworth 6 X 4 R ~ ~ ~ W ~ ~ V W A B C O  1 4 ~ 1 4 ~  /.Air I 

Table D-1. Equipment list and ABS manufacturers and configurations 

Albertsons I Trailers l ~ e s c r i ~ t i o n  I ABS hfanufacauu Iconfig. susp. ~ y p e  I 

Albertsons 

I 1 13-737 11988 Utility 40' Tandem Axle Van l~ l l i ed  SignlVBendix 1 2 ~ 1 1 ~  l ~ t e e l  I 
I 1 13-738 11988 Utilitv 40' Tandem Axle Van l~ l l i ed  SimaYBendix 1 2 ~ 1 1 ~  1 steel I 

Tractors 

01-526 

01-527 

I 13-739 1988 Utility 40' Tandem Axle Van l~ l l i ed  SignaVBendix 1 2 ~ 1 1 ~  l ~ t e e l  I 

Description 

1993 Kenworth 6 X 4 

1993 Kenworth 6 X 4 

Albertsons I c - ~ o l l i e s ~ ~ e s c r i ~ t i o n  A B S  Manufacturer Iconfig. / S U S ~ .  Type I 

13-753 

13-754 

13-755 

ABS Manufacturer 

RockwelVWABCO 

RockwelWABCO 

1988 Utility 24' Tandem Axle Van 

1988 Utility 24' Tandem Axle Van 

1988 Utilitv 24' Tandem Axle Van 

15-068 

15-069 

15-070 

Config. 

4Sl4M 

4Sl4M 

Fred Meyer 

Susp. Type 

Air 

Air 

Allied SignaVBendix 

Allied SignlVBendix 

Allied SienaYBendix 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

1993 Indeoendent Trailer Suwr C 

2Sl1 M 

2SllM 

2S/IM 

Fred Meyer 

I 
t--- -- 

Allied SignaVBendix 

Allied SignaVBendix 

Allied SienaYBendix 

Tractors 

403 10 

4031 1 

403 1 2 

Description 

1990 27' Wabash Single Axle Van 

1990 27' Wabash Single Axle Van 

1990 31' Wabash Single Axle Van 

1990 27' Comet Sinele Axle Reefer 

Trailers 

5 1220 

5 I22 1 

52209 

61 146 

2Sl1 M 

2S11 M 

2Sl1 M 

ABS Manu'facturer 

RockwelVWABCO 

Rockwell/WABCO 

RockwelVWABCO 

Description 

1993 Freightliner 6 X 4 

1993 Freightliner 6 X 4 

1993 Freiehtliner 6 X 4 

6 !  147 

62 162 

62 163 

5 121 9 

Config. 

4Sl4M 

4Sl4M 

4Sl4M 

ABS Manufacturer 

Allied SignallBendix 

Allied SignaUBendix 

Allied SignaVBendix 

Allied SienaVBendix 

Config. 

2SllM 

2SllM Steel 

2SllM 

2SllM Steel 

1990 27' Comet Slngle Axle Reefer 

1990 31' Comet Slngle Axle Reefer 

1990 31' Comet Single Axle Reefer 

1990 27' Wabash Single Axle Van 

Allied SignaVBendix 

Allied SignaVBendix 

Allied SignaVBendix 

Midland-Crau 

2SIlM 

2Sll M 

2Sll M 

2Sl2M 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 
A 



Table D-1 (continued). Equipment list and ABS manufacturers and 
configurations 

Fred Meyer 

Payless 

Payless 

Payless 

ShopKo 

ShopKo 

i 

52220 

61 148 

62 164 

C-Dollies 

18284 

1 8285 

18286 

1 8287 

18288 

1 8289 

Tractors 

133264 

133265 

Trailers 

2355 13 

235519 

127351 

127352 

127353 

127354 

127355 

127356 

123357 

127358 

C-Dollies 

9 10887 

91 0888 

9 10889 

910890 

Tractors 

127 

128 

130 

13 1 

132 

133 

134 

Trailers 

19 

20 

1990 31' Wabash Single Axle Van 

1990 27' Comet Single Axle Reefer 

1990 31' Comet Single Axle Reefer 

Description 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

Description 

1991 Freightliner 6 X 4 

1991 Freightliner 6 X 4 

Description 

1987 Alloy Frp 35' Tandem Axle Van 

1987 Alloy Frp 35' Tandem Axle Van 

1987 Alloy 27' Single Axle Van 

1987 Alloy 27' Single Axle Van 

1987 Alloy 27' Single Axle Van 

1987 Alloy 27' Single Axle Van 

1987 Alloy 27' Single Axle Van 

1987 Alloy 27' Single Axle Van 

1987 Alloy 27' Single Axle Van 

1987 Alloy 27' Single Axle Van 

Description --- - 
1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C ' 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

Description 

1992 Peterbilt Model 362 6 X 4 

1992 Peterbilt Model 362 6 X 4 

1993 Petehilt Model 362 6 X 4 

1993 Peterbilt Model 362 6 X 4 

1993 Peterbilt Model 362 6 X 4 

1993 Peterbilt Model 362 6 X 4 

1993 Peterbilt Model 362 6 X 4 

Description 

1991 Great Dane 44' Tandem Axle Van 

11991 Great Dane 44' Tandem Axle Van 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Gnu 

ABS Manufacturer 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

Allied Signal/Bendix 

Allied Signal/Bendix 

Allied Signal/Bendix 

Allied Signal/Bendix 

ABS Manufacturer 

RockwelYWABCO 

RockwelllWABCO 

ABS Manufacturer 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

ABS Manufacturer 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

Midland-Grau 

ABS Manufacturer 

RockwelWABCO 

RockwelWABCO 

RockwellWABCO 

RockwelWABCO 

RockweliiWABCO 

RockwelWABCO 

RockwelWABCO 

ABS Manufacturer 

RockwelYWABCO 

RockwelllWABCO 

2Sl2M 

2S12M 

2S12M 

Config. 

2SllM 

2SllM 

2Sll M 

2SIlM 

2Sl1 M 

2SllM 

Config. 

4S14M 

4Sl4M 

Config. 

4S12M 

4Sl2M 

2SllM 

2SllM 

2SI1M 
I 

2SllM 

2SllM 

2SIIM 

2SIlM 

2SllM 

Config. 

2SllM 

2SlIM 

2SllM 

2SllM 

Config. 

4S14M 

4S14M 

4S14M 

4Sl4M 

4S14M 

4Sl4M 

4S14M 

Config. 

4S12M 

4S12M 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Susp. Type 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Susp. Type 

Steel 

Steel 

Susp. Type 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Susp. Type 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Susp. Type 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Susp. Type 

Air 

Air 



Table D-1 (continued). Equipment list and ABS manufacturers ;and 
configurations 



Table D-1 (continued). Equipment list and ABS manufacturers and 
configurations 

c 

Silver Eagle 

Silver Eagle 

C16 

C17 

C18 

C 19 

C20 

Tractors 

2733 

2735 

Trailers 

8825 

8826 

8827 

8828 

8829 

8830 

8831 

8832 

8833 

8834 

8835 

8836 

8837 

8838 

8839 

8840 

1992 independent Trailer Super C Retrofit 

1992 Independent Trailer Super C Retrofit 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

1993 Independent Trailer Super C 

Description 

1993 Freightliner 4 X 2 

1993 Freightliner 4 X 2 

Description 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

1990 Strick 28' Single Axle Van 

RockwelYWABCO 

Rockwel1,WABCO 

RockwelYWABCO 

RockwelVWABCO 

RockwelVWABCO 

ABS Manufacturer 

RockweWWABCO 

RockwelYWABCO 

ABS Manufacturer 

RockwelVWABCO 

RockwelVWABCO 

RockweWWABCO 

RockwelYWABCO 

RockwelYWABCO 

RockwelYWABCO 

RockwelYWABCO 

RockwelYWABCO 

RockweWWABCO 

RockwelYWABCO 

RockwelYWABCO 

RockwelVWABCO 

RockwelYWABCO 

RockwelYWABCO 

RockwelYWABCO 

RockwelVWABCO 

2SllM 

2SllM 

2Sll M 

2Sll M 

2Sll M 

Config. 

4S14M 

4S14M 

Config. 

2S12M 

2S12M 

2S12M 

2S12M 

2Sl2M 

2Sl2M 

2Sl2M 

2Sl2M 

2S12M 

2S/2M 

2Sl2M 

2Sl2M 

2Sl2M 

2Sl2M 

2Sl2M 

2Sl2M 

Steel 
1 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Susp. Type 

Steel 

Steel 

Susp. Type 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 

Steel 



Table D-1 (continued). Equipment Iist and ABS manufacturers and 
configurations 

Semi-trailer and dolly ABS configurations used in the LCV field stutdy 

ABS configurations: 
2S/IM = two wheel-speed sensors and one modulator relay valve 
2Sl2M = two wheel-speed sensors and two modulator relay valves 
4S/2M = four wheel-speed sensors and two modulator relay valves 

Wheel 

ABS Relay Valve 

Single Axle Semi-trailer or Single Axle Semi-Trailer 
Dolly with 2S11M ABS with 2Sl2M ABS 

Tandem Axle Semi-Trailer 
with 4Sl2M ABS 

Figure D-1. Semi-trailer and dolly 

Tandem Axle Semi-Trailer 
with 2SllM ABS 

ABS configurations used in this study 





APPENDIX E 
C-DOLLY OPERATION AND SUPPLIER COMMENTS 

Observations And Suppliers Comments Concerning The ITR Pintle Hitches 

One aspect of the bell-mouth pintle hitch supplied by ITR that seemed to conhse 
some drivers was the existence of a neutral position in the operation of the 
releasing~locking handle. 

This existence of this neutral position seemed to cause problems during the coupling 
and uncoupling process. In some cases, there were complaints of hitches coming 
unlatched even though they appeared to be locked. According to ITR, this was due to 
improper positioning of the hitch handle, most likely in the neutral position. ITR claims 
that "it is mechanically impossible for the hitch to come open if it is properly loclred." 

Another problem occurred when a driver or hostler attempted to couple the unit with 
the hitch handle in the neutral position. According to ITR this results in internal damage 
to certain set screws which in turn makes the hitch more dficult to operate properly. 
Disassembly and examination of hitches by ITR following problem reports revealed 
damaged or sheared set screws in six cases. 

In response to these complaints and problems ITR had the following comments: 

Improvements in the hitch design are being made to make the hitches more 
reliable and user friendly. These include minor internal angle modifications, new 
foundry and machining tolerances, machining some surfaces that. were previously . ' 
ground, defining manufacturing and assembly procedures, and establishing 
quality control procedures,for foundryheat treat. 
Since the conclusion of the study, an operating placard placed near the bell 
hitches has virtually eliminated all coupling problems in other fleets. 
ITR changed thirteen hitches during the study and in some cases they did 'this 
instead of rebuilding the hitches. This was primarily done to avoid any deiays in 
the study and to keep the fleets as content as possible. Many of the hitches, which 
were removed, however, were repaired and reused in the study, so the full 
replacement cost for hitches exaggerates the actual costs. 
Inspection of the hitches at one fleet showed that they were not being properly 
maintained and lubricated. This probably aggravated the hitching problenls 
experienced by this fleet. 

Operation, Maintenance, And Parts Manual Of The ITR Cdolly and Hitches 

The following material is taken from manuals supplied by ITR. 



I MANUAL USE I 

- 

This manual provides the necessary information for the safe operation, adjustments, alignments, scheduled 
maintenance. trout4eshooc1ng and pans ordering information, along with illustrated pans breakdorms d the 
various components, of the I. T. R. 'S manufactured SlIper C convener ddly. 

The manual is organized as fdlows: 

Chapter 1 : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  introduction 
Chapter 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Operation 
Chapter 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Scheduled Maintenance 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Chapter 4 Adjustments and Alignments 
Chapter 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Troubleshooting 
Chapter 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pans Breakdown 

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTlON 

Chapter 1 contains the manual use inslnrct~ons. updating procedures. model number definition, description and 
operatioml safety precautions associated with the Supw C convener ddly. 

4/91 

Chapter 2 contains brief descriptions ot the contrds and indicators and the procedures for the safe hitching and 
operation of the Super C convener dolly. 

Cttapter 3 contains the required scheduled maintenance necessary for the proper upkeep of the Srrptv C 
convener ddly. 

Chapter 4 contains the adjustment and alignment procedures which may be necessary to perform during the 
operational life of the Super C converter ddly. I 
(:hapter 5 contains simple troubleshoot~ng procedures Wich may be used to identify problems which may arise 
1~1th the Super C convener ddly 

Chapter 6 contains pans ordering informat~on and illustrated pans breakdowns of the Super C convener ddly. 

Pages, figures and tables in this manual are numbered with a decimal format to accommodate the various 
optlons whlch may develop In [he manuiacture of the Super C convener dolly. This provldes for the easy 
Insenion of additional pages without the need to renumber the pages in the remainder of the chapter. New 
pages can bc lnsened between exist~ng p~gcs.  For example. i t  pages 1.1 1 and 1.2.1 are existing pages and 
a new page. 1.1.2. IS developed. page 1 1.2 would be ~nsened between pages 1 .t . 1 and 1.2.1. When insening 
a revised page. d~swse ol Ihe extsring woe and Insen the new revision of thal page in as place 

I DESCRIPTION I 
Unlike most COnventlOMl ddlies. Super Cs sinole.Drvot, douMe drawbar des~gn allows d r~e rs  to back up double 
Irailers. wlth0t.n disconncct~ng, tor laslcr. more eff~c~cnl loading/unlcading, and caster parking and manewerlng 
ill t~ght qwners. Locklng contrds lor thc sell.s~ecri~ig axlc w n  bc convcnsnuy aclnaled lrom lllc a b .  

The self-steenng axle offers a c o m b i ~ t ~ o n  of h~gh strength, excellent stabilny and lmproved rnanewerabdlty 
Compared lo A-type ddlies. Supez C overs 38% less oH,fracking for signdlcantly easrer handling comlng oul of 
tight corners nr c0ngeStPd nrPa5 Suvrtnr I,?lpral st3h1lrry elim~nalcs sorpcntlnrng which cuts down lrnnecessary 
lirc wear and stress lo trader struclural componcnls Pd~enlcd 'ncxtng' frame, eng~neercd lor long Iilc. 
compensates lor uneven surtaces 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTlON ==I 
I DESCRIPTION - continued 

Super Cs  double drawttar design provides Improved roll stability and added protection a g ~ i M  'yckJmihng'. 
Eliminating serpentining pmotes  a smoother ride. fhere is no need lor constant oversteerirlg thereby reduc~ng 
driver fatigue and the potential for accidents and injury. In many cases. this results in lower insurance costs 

Due to the patented full-flex frame, Stper C weighs 25-30% less than other drawbar-type ddllies for a significanl 
increase in loadcarrying capaclry. Equipped with optional slider fmh wheel. Super C can th? readily set up tor. 
load-anddump-thru applications. 

SPEClFlCATlONS 

STANDARD EQUIPMENT 

The fdlwing equipment is standard equipment of the Slq>er C convener dolly 

Frame: 

1. Formed T-1 steel channel designed to flex for high loads. 

2. Front flex plate fabricated of T-1 steel plate. 

3. Rear crossmember formed from steel channel. 

4 .  Coupler eyes cast of alloy steel. 

5. Standard length of 73' (center of axle to center of eye). 

Suspension: 

1 Three-leaf low arch sprlngs 

1 Fitth Wheel: I 
1 I Customer can specrfy any brand fihh wheel 

1 2 49' overall standard rnounttng hetght (dependtng upon tres) 

2. 71.1/2' track width 

1 3 20,000 pounds capaclfy I 
( 4. 5' round beam rude. 1 
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SPECIFICATIONS - continued 

STANDARD EOUIPMENT - continued 

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCnON 

M e  - cminued 

6. St& construction, 10 stud, inboard mount hubs. 

4/9( 

7, Cast steel biakr! drums 

8, Axle also features oil seals, air dampened steering, and air piston on tie rod for steering lack-up. 

All parts are primed and finish painted with automotive pdyurethane acryiic enamel fleet white. 

( OPTIONAL EOUIPMENT I I The idlowing equipment is optional nutprnanl which must be specfed at time of purchase. I I Tires and W h d ~ :  I 
1.  Cuslomer can spec~ty any brand, standard sVe and size. 

M e :  

1 .  77-1/r  track width. 

2. Aluminum hubs. 

3. Centrifugally cast hubs 

1 4 Sprlnglcss prk lng brake wrth Qulck.releaSe valve I 
5. Also available are tandem axles. ouIboard drum assembl~es, eight-stud hubs and alllornalic Jack 

adlusters. 

Fihh Wheel Slider Assembly' 

I Finh w h d  assprnhiy anarhw 10 rnounllng slder assembly mfh spring set, air released locking device 
(UIIIIZCS lop flange 01 dolly 1r;rnir lor sldef Suppon surface 

2 30' sllder lengrh 

3 Sliding liflh wheel -nounltng wnh 31%' thtck Silder r ~ d  UHMW low Irrcl~on, non-lube material 

4 Adlustable tock postlion. 3 14' itlcrcmcnl: LoulcU ~~nder  mount between fnmc rails. 

Other oplions awlable for the swxf C convener ddlv are mlrd flaps. lights, hubmeter, customer choice of fleet 
COlOrS. C l ~ ~ l l f l ~  sdenod operated v a l v ~ s  c ln  moirnlcd conlrols and emergency brakc chamber w~ lh  Hostler 
vake release 
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CHAPTER 1. lNTRaOUCnQN 

- 

1 MODEL NUMBER EXPLANATION I 
I The model number is a shorl explicit code d the ddly's significant characteristics. This number IS stamped on 

the ddly nameplate. The fdlomng bnefly explains the ddly model number by number p3s1tlon 

1-2,-;L-a 

Posilion 1: The leper C will always appear in this positionlor 'C-Ddly. 

Position 2: One of the following leften will appear in this poshion. 
F - Faed Ffih Wheel (Standard) 
S - Slider F i h  Wheel (Optional) 

Posilion 3: One of the lollowing letters will appear in this pdsition to identify the ddly'r track width. 
71 - 71-1/2' Track Wdth (Standard) 
77 - 77-1/2' Track Width (Optlo~I) 

Position 4: One or both of the fdlowing lenen will appear in this position to identify any special options. lhis 
position may also be left Mank. 

T - Tandem Axlc Modcl 
L . Low Hitch M ~ d d  

I A typical model number would be CW1.L I 
( VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (VIN) UPLANATION 

The VIN is a required Department of Transportation (DOT), National Highway Traffic Safety Administralion 
(NWSA) 17 digil code generated per instructions in Code ol Federal Regulations (CFR) Vdurnc! 49. Pafl 565. 
This number will be stamped on the ddly ~rneplate and frame. The fdlowing briefly explains. lhe VIN by 
position. 

Positions 1. 2 and 3: World Manufacturer iuelra:,ctr (WMI); the number lJ9, assigned by lhe Society of 
Avlomotrve Engineers (SAE) to I .T.R. will appear here. 

I Position 4: Type of Vehicle: the lener D (Doily. Cmcrter) will appear here. I 
Position 5: Series/Body Type 

F - Fixed Finh Wheel 
S - Slider Fihh Wheel 

1 Positions 6 and 7: Length ( ~ r n h ~ r )  from cenledlne d eye to centerlmne of ar(e, I 
I Position 8: Number of ides I 
I Position 9: Check Digit (per CFR 49, Pan 565) 

I Position 10: M C F ~ ~ I  Year (per CFR 49, Palt 565) I 



VEHICLE IDENTIFlCATlON NUMBER (VIN) EXPLANATlON . conlinued 

Position 11: Manufacturing Plant Loatlon 
A Iron River, MI 
0 - Ontanogon. MI 
M - Marquefle. MI 
K . Kingsford. MI 
H - Rhinelander. WI 
Y-Yak-, WA 

Posilions 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17. Sequenlial Produclion Number 

A typical VIN number would be WDF7313KR000101. 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

Fdlowing is a list of safety precatnlons assaclaled with the operalion and maintenance of the Super C convener 
ddly. 

1 .  Always ensure dolly is hirchecf properiy and safely chains are anached before operating the ddly. 

2. Always ensure landing gear IS at the proper heighl lor hitching, unhitching or travel 

3. Before operating ddly, ensure fifth wheel is locked to king pin. 

4 .  Ensure air hoses are propercy connected before performing operations. 

5 .  Special precau!lonary measures are euernlal lo prevent applying air pressure to pneumalic system 
when performing ma~nlendnce or servicing the pneumatic syslcm. 

6. Use clean~ng solvenls In a well venlllated area lo prevcni inhalal~on of fumes. 

7. Ensure pneumale system IS comprerdy dra~ned of air pressure before performing rnainlenance to 
pneumlic syslem 



CHAPTER 1. INfRODUCnON 
RCURE 1.1. SUPER C CONVERTER DOLLY 4/91 
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CHAPTER 2 OPERATION 
4Pl 

INTRODUCTION. 

The fdlowing pages contain a description d the contrds, the pfeaperational inspection procedues rrd 
operating procedures associated with the Swm C converter ddly. These procedures shall be fdiowed when 
operating the Slrpcv C convener ddly. 

DESCRIPTION OF CONTROLS 

The Super C convener ddly contains sweral contrds which are essenlial lo the operation d the SLpev C 
converter ddly. The controls and a short description of their function are as fdlows. See figure 2.1 lor the 
physical location of these contrds. 

Bdl Mouth Hitch Handls- The bell mouth hkdl handles are located on the bell mouth hitch, which is mounted 
to the rear of the lead trailer. The bell mouth MCh is actually not pan of the SuperC convener ddly. but are 
mentiorred in this manual lor operational purposes. 

Lea Handlg The jack leg handle, located at the hont of the left frame member, is used for raising a d  
lowering the landing gear for hitching and unhhching procedures. 

Ffih Wheel Release Handlq - The ffth wheel release handle, located on the f&h wheel, is used for releasing 
the fitlh wheel locking mechanism from the kingpin of the rear trailer. This handle is used only for unhitching 
procedures. The locking mechanism is automatic when hitching. 

Axle Lock Valve - fhe axle lock valve, located on the left frame member, is used lor locking and unlocking 
the sdf-steering axle locking mechanism. The axle locking mechanism is locked for travd and unlocked for 
hitching and unhitching procedures. 

Hostler Valve fO~tional) - The Hostler valve, located on the leh frame member, is used for releasing the 
emergency brakes on modds equtpped with this option. 

Glad Hand Ball Valves - The glad hand ball valves, located on the service and supply glad hands at the front 
and at each side of the ddly, are used lor opening and dosing the 3lr supply through the glad hand assembly. 
These vakes are open when the glad hands are connected to a rear trailer and closed when disconnecting 
the glad hands from the rear trailer. 

PREOPERATIONAL INSPECTION PROCEDURES. 

Before hitching to the C convener ddly, ensure that the following inspection pocedures have been 
pedomed. 

1 .  Inspect frame for any cracks, defoimalron or any other damage which may muse hatardous operation 
of the Super C convener ddly 

2. Ensure that tires are at the correct owratlog pressure. 

3. Inspect vheel hubs for correct lubricant level (sight gauge is provided on wheel hub cap). 

4. Ensure that safety chains, electrical wires and pneumatic lines are clear of Slrper C convener ddly 
drawbar eyes tor hnchtng. 

5. Enswe that jack leg is lowered to the pfopef level for hitching (drawbar eyes sham line up with bell mouth 
hitch of lead trailer). 
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F I F T H  WHEEL 
RELEASE HANDLE: 

I J A C K  L E G  1 
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IMPORTANT: The Handle must IWPORfANf: The handle must I n P O R f M :  The handle must 
be slid to the extreme r:aa: De slld to t h e  extreme rlqnt be a l ~ q n e d  wtth arrow on 
before r o c a t ~ n g  down "Countc ~e:ore rotat~ng down "Clock- hitch face to be ~n fully 
clockw&se to De ~n ready v ~ s c "  to be ln ready posation locked position. 
pos;crcn :or hltch~nq. for sztchinq. I 

CHAPTER 2 OPERATlON 

I 2 Hhch the Super C convener ddly l o  the lead trailer by backing the trailer into the Super C convener 
dolly. The hitches will autornarically lock. I 

4/9 1 

I 3 Pedorrn the Idlowing procedures to preparc the Super C convener ddly tor hitching to the rear Iraler. I 

HITCHING PROCEDURES. 

The following procedures shall be f d l ~ e d  when hhching the &per C convener ddly l o  the lead trailer. 

1. Open the bell maah hitches on the rear d the lead trailer in accordance with the l d l w ~ n g  steps and 
referring l o  figure 2.2. 

a Ensure Ihlt both drawtur cycs are locked in bell moulh h~lches. Should of these hitches fail 
lo lock. stccrrng lo  thc r~ghr or lcll as you pull away should guarantee the hech to lock. I1 neither 
hnch locked, repeat lhe hrlchrng prcxedure. 

b. Raise the Svper C conveder ddly lack, on which the ddly was resling, to a locked. out-of-the. 
way posltlon. I 

c Connect the satety chams, servlce and supply air lines and the electrical connection to the lead 
tra~ler. Open air valves 10 the Super C convener ddly. I 

I d Lock lhc steerlng axle w ~ l h  the toggle switch locjled on the letl drawbar. I 
c Prror l o  backlng to the rear trader. make sure that Ihe landing gear and trader are nl a sale heiglit 

lo  recewe the Super C convener adly 5th wheel I 
I Ensure that Ihe SLcpe/. C convener dolly 5th wt~ecl locka~g mechan~sm 1s In thc open position (See 

Itgure 2.1 ) 
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I I CHAPTER 2 OPERATlON 1 

4. The S$XV C converter ddty is now ready to back under the rear traler. 

5. After backing the Super C convefter dolly under the rear trailer, perform the following p r o d u e s  to 
prepre for opcratton. 

a. Attach the service air line (cdor coded blue) and Ihe supply air line (cdor coded red) to the rear 
trailer from Ihe Spr  C convener ddly. 

b. ~ n a i h  the electrical cable from the S~g#r  C cmetter  ddly to the rear tailer. 

c. Open the air valves on the Super C convener ddly to the rear trsler. I 
d. Unlock the Super C convetler dolly steering axte. 

e. Ensure that the C convener ddly 5th wheel is locked to the king pin d lhe rear tailer. I 
1. On models quipped with a slider 5th wheel, position 5th w h d  in proper position for tri3~el. 

g. On models equipped wrlh emergency bakes, ensure that brakes are rdcased for travel. 

6. The Super C converter ddly is nuw ready lor operation. 

( UNHITCHING PROCEDURE. 

I The unhitching proccdurcs of the Supor C cmcrter ddly are basically the rwene of the hitching procedure. 
Pcrforrn tlle ldlowing lo  unhitch lte SupCr C cwcrtcr  ddly. I 

I Disconnect rear trailer from Super C convener dolly as ldlows: I 
I a Lower landing gcar 01 rear trailer lo a sale height for disconnection from the Super C convener 

ddly. I 
I b. Close air valves on Ihe Super C m e n e r  ddly lo the rear trailer. 1 
I 

c Dlsconncct dectncal ab le  and s m e  and supply air lines Ifom S u p  C Converter ddly-I0 Ik 
rear trarlcr 

d Unlock Supcr C convener dolly 5th wted by pulling out on fifth wheel release handle (see figure 
2.1). I 

c. Pull Super C convener aany ou trom m e r  rear trailer I 
I a Lock the steertng arle wrrh the l w e  S W I ~ C ~  located on the let1 drawbar. I 

b. On models wlrh emcrgwcy brakes lock brakes tn the parked position. I 
I C. Disconnect ulc!y c h ~ n s  xwvcce and suppry air hnes and electrical cablc lrom Super C convcncr 

ddly to lcad tralrcc I 
I d. Ratse Sufm C convenrc d@y *ah yckleg to a sale height for dtsconnection lrom the lead trailer. I 
1 
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CHAPTER 3. SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 

Y 1 INTRODUCTION. 

This chapter contains information and instnrctiorrs for performing scheduled maintenance on the Srper C 
converter ddly. These rnatntemnce actions shall be Idlowed to ensure a long and safe operating life d the 
&pef C convener ddly. 

SCHEDULED MAIWNANCE. 

Scheduled maintenance lor the Super C convener dolly consists of the following periadic maintenance 
requirements. 

Periodic Inspections 

2. Ensure proper operating air pressure in tires (Daily). 

3. lnspecl ddly frame, axle, f ~ h  wheel and all other components for any visual signs d bends, cracks, 
stress, or any other phystcal damage (Daly). 

4 ,  Inspect all pneumatic hoses and components lor any visual signs of damage and for prloper connedions 
(Daily). 

5 .  Ensure fifth wheel top plate has a suitable coating of grease (Daily). 

6. Drain water from air tank (Daily). 

7. Inspect. clean and lubr~cale wheel beartngs (30.000 miles or bi-annually). 

8, Inspect brake linings for wear (30.000 miles or bi-annually). 

9, Inspect brake drum oil seals lor leakage (whenever wheels are removed). 

Wheel Hub Oil Levd InsDect~on 

The inspection of the wheel hub od level IS performed by tnspectcon ol the sigh1 gauge totaled IDn the whed hub 
=P. 

Tire Air Pressure Inswction 

The t~re atr pressure nspect~on IS pertormed using an alr pressure gauge and inflating the tcres lo the 
manlrtaclurer s recommended atr Dressure 

I Frame. M e  and Fiflh Wheel Slructural lns~eclfon 

Vlsually Inspect all structural components of the !bpw C convener ddly lor cracks, bends, stress or any other 
physical damage. Repair or replace components as necessary. 

I Fifth Whccl Ton Plalc! L~rl)rcgtcon I r ~ s ~ ~ c t t o n  I 
Keep a water-resistant lithium-base grease app(ted to the trailer contact surface of the filth wt~ed plate. I 
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Alr Tank Water Dminao? 

T 

Water can be drained from the air tank (when au presswe is naf applied to Ihe &pef C converter ddly 
pneumatic system by means ot a drain codc located at the bottom d the air tank. 

Approximately every 30,000 miles or biannually the fdlowing procedures shall be performed on the wheel 
baarings. 

CHAPTER 3. SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 

1. Remove whed assembly and bearing cones aean a1 dd grease trom hub of W, bearings and hub 
cap with a good grade commercial deaner and a stuff bntsfi. NOT STEEL DO NOT use gasdine and 
DO NOT use compressed air in deaning operation. Avoid spinning cone M e  deaning. I 

2. Allow deaned parts to dry and wipe them with a dean, absorbent doth w paper. Lubricant wJI not 
adhere to a surface whlch is wet with sdvent. and the satvent may dilute the lubricaa Cleardinest is 
most important. 

4m 

I 3. Inspect bearing cups and bearing cones for indications d wear or damage. Handle all parts carekdly 
during inspection and packing so the cage will not be bent or the rdlen and cone damaged. 

7 

4. Place bearing cones in cups and check for proper fit and proper number. 

5. Spread a light coat of gear type oil (SAE-90) on all parts before assembly. 

I Brake Unina Inswction 

Aher adjustment of the brakes, if the brake will not release (cam returns to dosed posftion), the linings rhould 
be replaced. Under no circumstances should linings be used to the point where the rivets or screws are atxrve 
or level wirh the lining surface. 

I Brake Drum Oil Seal lns~ect~on 

Whenever the wheels are removed from the ddly, visually inspect the brake drum 03 seals for any leakage of 
lubricant trom the wheel hub. 

I Periodic Lubrication I 
I The fdlowing lubrication procedures shall be performed monthly or every 3.000 miles using the recommended 

lubricant. I 
1.  Lubricate the axle klng plns (four locat~ons) using an all purpose grease. Grease fmings are located 

abdve and below each klng pln I 
2. Lubricate axie tle rod ends (two localtons) using an all purpose grease. Grease fmings are located on 

each tie rod ball stud socket. 1 
3. Cubricate the brake camshafts (two locations) using an all purpose grease. Grease filtings are located 

on the camshaft tube of each sp~ndle. 

,- 

4. bbricate the brake Jack adlusten (two locations) using an all purpose grease. Grease fillings are 
located on each Jack adjuster at the back side of each sptndle. 

1 
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CHAPTER 3. SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 
' P /  

5. Lubricate the jack leg (one location. optianal models only) using an an purpase grease. A grease f m q  
is prwided at the top of the ocner tube bdw the handle. 

6. Lubricate the fifth whed mounting bracket bushing (two locations) using an all purpose grease. Grease 
fittings are prwided in the mounting brackel a1 each side of the frfth wheel lop #ate at the f&h wIW 
pivot point 

7. Lubricate the fifth wheel top plate by applying a water-resistant lithium base grease to !he traler contact 

surface of the top plate. 

8. Lubctcate wheel hubs by filling hubs wilh SAE 80/90 gear lutxicant. The lubricanli can be a@ied 
through the wheel hub cap. 

Toque Inspections 

A torque inspection shall be performed monthly or wery 3 0 . W  miles on the fdlowing Components to ensure 
secunty of these components. 

1. T e  rod damp bdts. 

2. Damper devis bdts. 

3. Damper pot push rod locknut 

4. Damper pot mounting boils. 

5. Brake pot mounting bdts  

6. Slack adjuster attachment hardware 

7 .  King pin cover plate bolts 

8. Wheel nuts. 

9. Fifth wheel mounl~ng hardware 
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Thii chapter contains the adjuslmem and alignment ptocedures which may be necessary to perform dunng the 
opeational life d the Super C convener ddly. fhe Idlowing adjustment and alignment procedures shall be 
performed as required. 

, 

I Wheel T d n  Adjustment 1 
I 1. ~d justment 'must be done on a flat level surface. I 

CHAPTER 4. ADJUSTMENlS AND AUGNMENTS 

1 2. Wheels and tires murt be hrWled on the ude. 1 

4/QJ 

3. Raise steering axle so ttrat the tires are dear of the grwnd and Mock so that the tire to floor levd 
dearance is the same on both leh and nght sides. Thii distance can not wry more than 1/16 inch from 
one side to the other. 

1 4 When blocking, do not interfere with the axle's abilhy to neer by restricting tie tcd movement. I ( 5. Apply air Pressure to the nee.ng damper. I 
1 6. 

Locate a toe-in scriber inslrurnent in lront d the ueering axle on the roadside ol the unit. I 
Place the scriber point approximatdy in the center of a tire rib on the inside roadside tire. I 

1 8. 
Hdd the scriber base so that no movement is possible a d  have and aarktanf mate the wheel. I 

1 9. The lcriber should leave a recognizable mark on the tire around iU entire circmfererre. I 
10. If the tire was scribed properly fl there was no movement), the scribe line should meet perfedy at the 

point where the Ilne staned and fintshes. 

11. If, as you return to the stan of the Itne, there is a spread separating the lines, the scriber has moved. 
Mwe the scriber over one tlre nb and try agaln. 

I 12, Repeat the procedure on the instde curbside ttre. I 
I 13. It is not critical that the scnbed llne be on the same rib on each tire. 

1 14. Masure from flmr level to spindle Ccfller. I 
I 15.  Measure the distance lrorn the scrlbe line on the curbside tire lo the scribe line on the lett tire at the rear 

of the tires at sp~ndle he~ght (fh~s he~ghl can be vaned slighlly il there are mechanical obslructions). 

I 16. Repeat the process at the same he~ghl on the front face of the tires. I 
17. Front and rear measurements should w the same, or a maximum of 1/16 inch greater at the rear of the 

tire. 

1 1 8  If t h  a M M  measurements are no1 a c h t M .  the fdlow!ng adjustment procedure shall be pedaud.  I 
I a. Leave damper pressure on durtng adluslment I 
I b. Laosen tie rod end brn nus I 
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CHAPTER 4. ADJUSTMENTS AND A U G N M E m  TT-1 
c. Loosen lock oul bracket damp 'bolts 

d. Rotate tire rod unta desired measurement k achieved and retighten hsteners. I 
Stewing Damper Adjustmenl Procedure I 

1. With toe-in adjusted properly, locate and mark the center d the awle beam (the best reference points 
are the thrust bearings outer diameters). I 

2. Raise the axle so that tires dear the flnoor and support the axle so that the steering will fundion. I 
3. Apply damper air pressure. 

4. Measure from the tie rod end center to the center mark on the awle beam. 

5. This distance should be the same on both sides. I f  not adjustment is necessary. I 
6. Loosen damper pa jam nuts. I 
7. By turning the damper sleeve the devis will extend one and retract the other to achieve the 

measurement desired. I 
8. When this is done, tighten jam nuts. I 
9, If a large adjustment is necessary. A my be necessary to relocate the lock plate on the tie rod so that 

the lock pin will engage the hde. I 
Wheel Alignmenl I 

1. Toe-in and damper adjustments must be done prior to wheel alignment. I 
2. Wflh above operations completed and damper pressure on, adjust suspension to prcwide proper wheel 

alignment using the same procedures as W h  a convent~onal beam axle. I 
3. Only one special procedure is necessary during this operation and that is that tlie axle should be 

supponed on a Roor jack with rdlen and the tires should be dear of the floor. 

Slack Adjuster Adjustment (Models without Automatic Slack Adjusters) I 
1. Raise wheel off the ground I 
2. With the wheel turn~ng slightly (by hand), rotate the adlustlng screw on Ihe slack adjuster unlit the wheel 

is locked by the brakes 

3. Back OH the adlusrlng screw unlll the wheel turns freely with no evidence of brake 'tfrag'. Usually two 
'dicks' of the Sack adluster screw IS sufflcent to provlde the proper clearance). I 

m 
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I ~ o r q u e  ~ m t  Adjustment 

r 

I 1. Before attempting alignment, make sure suspw\sion is free and loose in order to obtain a true alignmert I 

CHAPTER 4. ADJUSTMENTS AND ALIGNMENT5 

I 

I 2. Measure the distance from the ktng pin to the m e d i n e  d the spindles. It is recommended that spudle 
extensions be utilized. 

4m 

1 3. The madtkle and curtiside dimerntom shodd be equal h mkr for mad dig- 1 
4. IU im#l1  can be accomplished by loosening the toque a m  damp screws on both ends d the toque 

arm and turning the adjustmem screw. 1 
5. Aflw aliiment has been accompiohed, tighten the toque arm damp bolts 45-50 foot-pounds torque 

in order to lock Ihe alignment of me ade. 



APPENDIX F 
FLEET ROUTES 

This appendix contains a brief review of the most common routes traveled by the five 
participating fleets during the study. Figure F-1 is a map of the region showing the - 

location of the two distribution centers (Portland and Boise) and the most common routes 
and destinations of the study. 

', Albertsons, Route 1, PortlandISpokane 

This route is approximately 740 miles, round trip. Interstate 84 for 140 miles is a 
divided highway with two lanes each way and no major hills or sharp curves. There are 
some gradual inclines but nothing serious. The posted truck speed is 55 rnph with most at 
traveling 60-65 mph. There are some maintenance and construction projects that require 
merging and slowing. All of this section of the trip is subject to wind gusts and tlhere is 
normally a 10-15 mph wind. (The Columbia River gorge is the home of the best wind 
surfing in the world because of this constant breeze.) The wind compounds the winter 
weather. 1-84 is sometimes closed for short durations and use of triples is often restricted. 
Traffic is basically light. 

Highway 395 north to 1-90 is two-lanes with a ten mile grade from the Columtbia 
River. There is little room to pass except at the designated passing lanes. There are at 
least eight miles of construction projects. This is a good two-lane road with medium 
traffic. Winter weather in this area is pretty rough. There are over thirty miles of 
construction in the sixty miles from Ritzville to Spokane. Ritzville is where 1-90 and 395. ' 
intersect. Traffic on this entire route is light except in the Spokane area. There are no 
lights or stops. There are many hills, but no major six- or seven-percent grades. 

Albertsons, Route 2, Portland/Medford/Klarnath Falls/Christmas 
Valley/Bend/Portland 

On Albertsons second route we will cover about 750 miles, making a south, east, 
north, and west loop. Even in the extreme weather, doubles are not restricted as triples 
would be. 

This route follows approximately 290 miles of Interstate 5. All of which is four-lane, 
divided highway. The first 150 miles south of Portland are pretty flat with heavy traffic. 
Weather for this section is usually rainy. There is normally a couple of weeks out of the 
year that snow and ice are a factor. The 130 miles north of Medford are much dryer, but 
there are four major grades (2,000-foot elevations) and several smaller ones. During the 



winter months snow is common. Traffic is very light and most of this is trucks. Most 
cruising speeds are more than 60 mph. There are some pretty good curves in this section. 
There is the rutting in the slow lane, and there are several maintenance programs that 
slow traffic. 

From Medford we travel Oregon highway 140 east to Klamath Falls, about 70 miles, 
Highway 140 is a good, two-lane highway with passing lanes. We cross a summit of 
5,150-foot elevation. There is one six-percent grade of over two miles in length. During 

. the winter months there is plenty of snow in this region. 

From Klamath Falls we travel north on U.S. highway 97 to Oregon 232. U.S. 97 is a 
good two-lane highway with few grades. There are few stops and some sections of 97 are 
divided, four-lane highway. 

We travel east on Oregon 232, about 50 miles on good two-lane highway with very 
little traffic. We travel on Oregon 3 1 east of Christmas Valley for a 45,000 lb. backhaul 
of cat litter. We will travel west on good, two-lane highway until we reach Oregon 3 1. 
We travel north on 31 to back to U.S. 97. 

This section of U.S. 97 is a very good, two-lane highway. Traffic around Bend is 
terrible since 97 goes right through town. We will be in heavy four-lane, stop-and-go 
traffic for 15 miles until north of Redmond. Traveling to Madras is on a good, two-lane 
highway, 

At Madras we take U.S. 26 north across the Warm Springs Indian Reservation, and 
then west across Mount Hood. U.S. 26 is very similar to U.S. 97 and is a good, two-lane 
highway. We have about two miles of downgrade and two miles uphill after crossing the 
Deschutes River. Other than this we are on pretty flat plains with a slow incline as we 
near Mount Hood. This is good highway with passing lanes and plenty of curves. After . 

the summit of 5,000-foot elevation, we will have six miles of six-percent downgrade. 
Some of this Is five-lane road and after the six-percent grade we are four-lane all the way 
to Portland. Weather on the mountain is severe in the winter with plenty of snow. East 
of Mount Hood the weather is colder in the winter but a lot dryer. 

Fred Meyer, Route 1 Portland/Medford 

This route is approximately 560 miles of Interstate 5. It is a four-lane divided 
highway. The first 150 miles south of Portland are pretty flat with fairly heavy traffic. 
Weather for this section is usually rainy. There are normally a couple of weeks out of the 
year that snow and ice are a factor. The last 130 miles north of Medford is much dryer, 
but there are four major grades (2,000-foot elevation) and several smaller ones. During 
the winter months snow is common. Traffic is very light and most of this is trucks. Most 
travel is in excess of 60 mph. There are some pretty good curves in this section. 
Supposedly, the worst on 1-5 is at Myrtle Creek and is marked at 40 mph. The hlghway 



is pretty good, but there is rutting in the slow lane. There are several maintenance 
programs on bridges and pavement and slow the traffic when it merges to one lane. 
There are no planned stops or Iights on 1-5, 

PayLess, Route 1, Wilsonville/Seattle 

This route is approximately 360-400 miles round trip with divided highway of at least 
two lanes each way. There are no significant sharp turns, only gradual sweeping curves. 
There are no significant hills, but a few grades of two- to three-percent incline of 200 to 
500 foot elevations. There are no stop signs or lights on 1-205 or 1-5. There are some 
construction projects that require traffic to merge into reduced lanes. Basic speed is 
either 55 mph or 60 mph. Most truck traffic is traveling at 60 mph all the time. There are 
wind gusts and posted signs around the Columbia River. Traffic congestion is the major 
problem on this route with the density increasing the closer you get to Seattle, WA. The 
morning and evening rush-hour traffic is a major cause of the congestion. The forty miles 
from Olympia to Seattle is constant heavy traffic. Weather on this route is pretty good, 
and only a few weeks out of the year are ice and snow a concern. Rain is normal for the 
fall, winter, and spring months. There are no restrictions due to weather for the Pa:yLess 
Rocky Mountain combinations. 

PayLess, Route 2, Wilsonville/Medford 

This route is approximately 500 miles of Interstate 5, all four-lane, divided highway. 
The first 120 miles south of Portland are pretty flat with heavy traffic. Weather for this 
section is usually rainy. There is normally a couple of weeks out of the year that snow 
and ice are a concern. The last 130 miles north of Medford are much dryer, but there are 
four, major grades (2,000-foot elevations) and several smaller ones. During the w:inter 
months, snow is common. Traffic is very light, and most of this is trucks. Most travel is 
in excess of 60 mph. There are some pretty good curves in this section. The highway is 
pretty good, but there is rutting in the slow lane, and there are several maintenance 
programs that slow traffic when it merges into one lane. 

PayLess, Route 3, WilsonvilleIBaker City 

This route is approximately 700 miles on Interstate 205 and 84. Both are divided 
four-lane highways with no stopping or congestion. There are construction projects, but 
normally just the combining of lanes on that section. East of Portland, 160 to 200 miles, 
there are a signs for "blowing dust." This can be a serious problem when the wind and 
farming preparations are combined. East of Pendleton, or 220 miles east of Portlanid 
tht:re is a six-mile six-percent grade. On the eastern side of these mountains there sue 
several smaller grades. Traffic is light and most of the trucks are traveling in exces,s of 60 
mph. 



PayLess, Route 4, Wilsonville/Klamath Falls via highway 58 

This route starts with the good, four-lane, Interstate 5 south to Eugene Oregon. It is 
flat but has plenty of traffic. Oregon highway 58 east is primarily a two-lane highway 
with steady climbs and plenty of curves. The road is very rough (bumpy, pot holes, etc.). 
This is probably the shortest route to Klamath Falls from Wilsonville and could be turned 
in one day. It is 260 miles one way. I don't think our test equipment would hold up 
under a lot of use on this road because of the pot holes. It is by far the worst maintained 
of all the possible test routes. Only one, five-percent decline. Traffic is light. 

PayLess , Route 4, Wilsonville/Klamath Falls via Santiam Pass 

1-5 south from Wilsonville is a six-lane, divided highway that is without any major 
hills. It is a good highway with plenty of traffic. 

At Salem, we travel east on highway 20. Highway 20 is a very good, two-lane, 
primary highway. The highway surface is the best of the three passes across the 
Cascades. There are several passing lanes for east bound traffic. There is a steady incline 
with 4.5 miles of six-percent grade. The elevation at the summit is 4,817 feet. The 
highway travels through Sisters. This small town has plenty of congestion with many 
tourists, both walking and driving. We travel about twenty miles into Bend, which has 
four-lane, stop-and-go traffic all the way through town with very heavy congestion. 

South of Bend, traveling on highway 97, there are no major hills between Bend and 
Klamath Falls. Highway 97 is very good, heavily traveled two-lane and some divided 
four-lane highway. There is plenty of truck traffic. 

The Santiarn pass is a very good route, with good highway surface. Most of the 
traffic congestion is in Bend or Sisters. Portland to Klamath Falls via Santiarn Pass is 
520 - 560 miles, depending on where you start. 

ShopKo Stores, Route 1, Boidpokane 

This route is approximately 900 miles round trip on two-lane, U.S. 95 highway. This. 
highway will give us a very good test. I t  has very severe corners and very difficult 
grades. There are five sections of seven-percent grades that range from two miles to ten 
miles in each direction. Several of these will cover more than 2,000 feet of elevation both 
up and down. There are not many passing lanes on this two-lane highway. The highway 
itself is pretty good and traffic is low density. Weather will be a major problem in the 
winter months. There will be congestion problems in the small towns with frequent 
stops. This is a very rough run that will give the ultimate in ABS and C-dolly testing. 



ShopKo Stores, Route 2 Boise/Reno 

Highway 95 west and south out of Boise is pretty good road with a couple of very 
good grades of six-percent for several miles. Traffic is heavy for the first fifty miles. 
Once in Oregon the two-lane highway is straight for forty miles at a time. 'There are 
major repaving projects under way, and traffic is held up for thirty minutes at a time. 
There are four miles of very rough highway in Nevada, and one and a half miles of rough 
gravel both ways. There are not many curves in any of this route. There is a two mile 
six-percent grade north of Winnemucca, Nevada, on highway 95. This is the only major 
grade on the entire route. Highway 1-80 west to Reno is very good, divided highway with 
no traffic, curves, hills, trees, people or anything except sand. There are severe wind 
gusts. In the winter, trucks and RVs are held up at times until wind subsides. This will 
be a good route of 900 miles, round trip. 

Silver Eagle, Route 1, PortlandlBoise 

This route covers approximately 850 miles on Interstate 84. It is a divided four-lane 
highway with no stopping or congestion problems. There are construction projects, but 
normally just the merging of lanes on that section. There are fifteen-miles of rough 
pavement east of Baker City and rutting of the slow lanes for 50 miles in both directions 
near Portland. Wind and wind gusts are constant for the 100 miles east of Portlanti. For 
160 to 200 rniles east of Portland, there are signs posted for "blowing dust." This can be 
a serious problem when the wind and farming preparations are combined. East of 
Pendleton, or 220 miles east of Portland, there is a six-mile, six-percent grade known as 
Cabbage Hill. The east side of this run is pretty flat. There is not a lot of traffic, and 
most of the bucks are traveling in excess of 60 mph. 



Table G-3. Albertsons 

' Robert Grinstead 
Rick Hanson 
Darold Hartwig 
Leigh Heck 
Richard Hernandez 
K. Hewes 
Jim Higgs 
Jim Hoffman 
Don Hollenbeck 
Joe Houston 
Marv Hurtt 
Me1 Hust 
C. Jensen 
Glenn Judd 
Ron Karnph 
Barry Kenney 
Kestner 
Alvin Kuenzi 
D. LeBaron 

I 1 I 

Jeff Marcellus 2 1 

Rick Long 
Rod Louden 
S. Mallory 
Bill Manser 

2 
8 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
2 
4 

12 
2 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
6 
8 
1 
3 
2 
1 

R. Roberts 
Orville Robinett 
Dave Rose 
Ron Satre 
Bob Schmidt 
Darrel Schmidt 
Jeff Seifert 
Fred Smit 
Thomas Sorenson 
Joe Speermen 
Randy Sutherland 
Dave Talaska 
Robert Tanner 
Rick Turner 
Vint Urie 
Mike Wallace 
L. Warren 
Mike Weeks 
Gary Wilson 

1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
3 

J 

2 
1 
2 
1 
1 

~d wire 
Bruce Wolfley 
Pat Woods 
Other 

1 
2 
1 
1 



Table G-4. Fred MeverIDistribution Trucking Com~anv 
Driver Number of trips Driver " I ~ u h e r b f t r i ~ ; ;  

Wayne Alexander 

I --- I I -- I J. Bennett 1 / John IClnn 1 

Allan Godell 2-- Bart Adams 

Jeny Barber 
G. Bas 

2 
1 
2 

I I I -- I s t e v e ~ o ~ a r  9 I G. Scoles I 1 

I -- 
1 ' Stephen fohnson 3 -- 

Ken Bems 
Clif=an 
Bogard 
Dale Brandenburg 
Ralph Brandsma 
Scatt Brown 

TimothyBurnett 
Tim Burt 
Scatt Christiansen 
Jim Coburn 

Carey Hopkins 
Will Houghton 

Table G-5. ShopKo StoresISVS Trucking 
I Driver I Number of trips 1 Driver I Number of trirps] 

- 

1 I-- --- 
1 

5 3 

2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

48 

Tom Kerns 

Jim Comella 
M. Connaly 
Ken Craig 
Darrell Dix 
T. Emery 
Erickson 
Magge Foote 
Tom George 
Bill Gifford 

P. ~ e a v i i  
Merle McMichael 
Steve Pewonka 
Leo McPherson 
Raffensberger 

Jim Severson 
Doug Thomas 
Tom Thornbrue 
Steve Trachsel 
Wayne Tyre 
Frank Ward 
Pat Wheeler 
Link Wilson 
Steve Wilson 

1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 

13 

I - - >  

Notes: 

- 
2 - 
1 -- 
1 - 

15 - 
4 - 

- 
8 - 

48 
1 - 

3 5 - 
2 - 
1 - 
3 - 
2 - 
1 - 

Robert A. Cowan 
Jim DeVries 

A trip typically consisted of an outbound and a return leg, but could consist of up to six 
legs covered on separate driver trip forms to document changes in load or equipment. 

Robert B. 
Joe Collev 

Trip data was entered into records only if at least two pieces of test equipment (tractor 

Lany Rasmusson 
GarfReyngdsp 

Jimrnie W. Grist 
Brian Resch 

112 
160 

8 
120 

and test trailer, two test trailers, etc.) were included in the combination. 
iWany Silver Eagle (75) and Fred Meyer (95) trips contain only one leg due to non-test 
equipment being used on the other leg of the trip. 

1 -- 
1 - 

139 

Many (88) Albertsons' trips were reported as round trips (on one driver trip form), 

Dennis Saari 
Robert Welsh 

because equipment was not changed and backhauls were loaded. 

Larry Rocha 

48 

8 
Mike Rogers 
Vince Roth 

- 
12 -- 

1 





APPENDIX H 
ABS ACTIVITY AND BRAKE-LIGHT-CIRCUIT VOLTAGE 

This appendix contains additional results on the performance of antilock braking systems 
on long combination vehicles. 
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l the Table H-1. The occurrence of LCV braking events according to vehicle load and 

Full 

Empty 
Mixed 
All 
I Western doubles I 

number of units experiencing ABS activity 
Rocky Mountain doubles 

Travel time, hrs. 
1,46 1 
1,32 1 

Distance, miles 
73,822 
69,045 

- 
Full 

Empty 
Mixed 
All I 83 1 

20,860 

17,299 
6,457 

397 

3 17 
117 

44,617 1 78 1 16 / 11 / 0 

- 

All doubles 

1 Unit 
111 
223 

23 

33 
22 

Reverse Rocky Mountain doubles 

5 
12 
3 

20 

Full 

Empty 
Mixed 
All 

4 Units 
1 
0 

2 Units 
9 

33 

4 

3 
9 

Full 

Empty 
Mixed 
All 

1 
0 
0 
1 

152 
267 
29 

448 
Triples 

3 Units 
4 
5 

18 
11 
' 0  
29 

2,101 
1,821 

137 
4,060 

14 
39 
9 

62 

1 

7 
3 

244 
183 

0 
427 

107,810 
96,445 
7,546 

21 1,801 

0 
1 
0 
1 

0 

0 
0 

1 
3 
0 
4 

13,128 
10,100 

0 
23,228 

6 
11 
5 

22 

55 
5 3 
20 

128 

0 
0 

0 
0 

1 
3 
3 
7 

40,983 

32,8 16 
11,112 

84,910 

Full 

Empty 
Mixed 
A11 

0 
0 
0 
0 

774 
604 
204 

1,582 



the Table H-2. The occurrence of LCV braking events according to vehicle speed and 

Western doubles 

454. 

All 

Reverse Rocky Mountain doubles 

0 - 2 5  24 297 17 2 

25 - 45 29 1,02 1 9 2 

45+ 374 21,910 3 0 0 

All 427 23,228 29 4 0 

1 All doubles 

2,193 

2,802 

1 Triples I 

1 27,040 

143,957 

0 - 25 

25 - 45 

45+ 

All 
1 

317 

474 

3,269 

4,060 

65 

34 1 

4,596 

17,164 

190,042 

21 1,801 

2 

0 

1 

0 

1 

35 

22 

5 

62 

188 . 

170 

90 

448 

0 -  25 

25 - 4.5 

45+ 

All. 

2 

42 

1,590 

5,404 

77,9 16 

84,9 10 
- 

112 

152 

1,319 

1,582 

11 

8 

1 

20 

1 

9 

1 

0 

0 

1 

5 2 

47 

29 

128 
i 

0 

1 

9 

8 

5 

22 

2 

2 

3 

7 



Table H-3, The occurrence of LCV braking events according to vehicle load and the 

All 2,802 143,957 337 87 34 11 

Western doubles 

I All doubles 

Reverse Rocky Mountain doubles 

Full 

Empty 
Mixed 

All 

Full 

Empty 
Mixed 

All 

244 

183 

0 

427 

Full I 774 

Triples 

2,101 

1,82 1 

137 

4,060 

Empty 
Mixed 

All 

13,128 

10,100 

0 

23,228 

40,983 

107,810 

96,445 

7,546 

21 1,801 

604 

204 

1,582 

15 

12 

0 

27 

54 

135 

278 

34 

447 

32,8 16 

11,112 

84,9 10 

5 

4 

0 

9 

11 

53 

7 1 

18 

142 

7 1 

30 

155 

0 

1 

0 

1 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

16 

28 

4 

48 

2 

13 

11 

3 5 

4 

16 

3 

23 

8 

1 

13 

3 

0 

5 



Table H-4. The occurrence of LCV braking events according to vehicle speed and the 
number of ABS cycles during the event 

Rocky Mountain doubles 

Western doubles I 

45+ 1,319 77,916 49 1 

All 1,582 84,910 155 35 13 

Reverse Rocky Mountain doubles 

0 - 2 5  

25 - 45 

45+ 

All 

24 

29 

374 

427 

All doubles 

297 

1,02 1 

21,910 

23,228 

0 - 2 5  

25 - 45 

45+ 

All 

11 

13 

3 

27 

Triples 48 23 i 

3 17 

474 

3,269 

4,060 

9 

0 

0 

9 

4,596 

17,164 

190,042 

211,801 

1 

0 

0 

1 

158 

190 

99 

447 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100 

37 

5 

142 

40 

8 

0 

12 

11 

0 



Table H-5. The occurrence of LCV braking events according to vehicle load and the 
number of ABS cycles during the event 

Rockv Mountain doubles 1 
Load 1 Tractor / 1st Trailer 1 1 St Dolly 1 2nd ~railer12~d Dolly / 3rd Traileq 

Full 1 5 2 1  4 9 1  1 4 1  3 8 1  - 1  - 1  
Empty 
Mixed 

Full 

Empty 
Mixed 

Western doubles 

126 

4 

53 

1 

All doubles 

17 

7 

4 

Full 

.Empty 
Mixed 

93 

1 

Reverse Rocky Mountain doubles 

3 

15 

3 

- 
- 
- 

Full 

Empty 
Mixed 

14 

32 

1 

37 

1 

Full 

Empty 
Mixed 

- 
- 
- 

5 3 

1 44 

7 

70 

6 1 

5 

7 

28 

22 

1 

2 

0 

8 

12 

0 

- 
- 

2 

5 

0 

2 1 

122 

23 

- 
- 

8 

17 

23 

- 
- 
- 

59 

6 1 

24 

13 

26 

8 

- 
- 
- 

0 

1 

0 

- 
- 
- 

17 

9 

0 

8 

6 

1 

- 
- 
- 

16 

12 

24 

12 

7 

8 - 
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Figure H-1. Distribution of ABS events among the units of three different doubles 

combinations as a function of loading condition 



Table H-6. ABS event times for single modulator activity on doubles and triples using 
incandescent brake lamps 

First 
trailer 

First 
dolly 

All doubles with incandescent brake lamps 

Second 
trailer 

Time below 9.7 volts, sec. 

Time below 9.0 volts, see. 

Time below 8.5 volts, sec. 

Total ABS event time, sec. 

Second 
dolly 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

85.9 

10.7 

4.5 

2.0 

140.1 

Third 
trailer 

5.8 

2.9 

0.6 

41.9 

All triples with incandescent brake lamps 

Time below 9.7 volts, sec. 

Time below 9.0 volts, sec. 

Time below 8.5 volts, see. 

Total ABS event time, sec. 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

1 1.2 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

39.7 

0.3 

0.0 

0.0 

25.8 

9.7 

4.9 

2.9 

46.9 

2.8 

1.2 

0.7 

5.7 



Doubles 

First 
Trailer 

First 
Dolly 

Second 
Trailer 

Threshold voltage 
9.7 volts 

fl 9.0 volts 
8.5 volts 

Triples 

. 0 
b 

First First Second Second Third 
Trailer Dolly Trailer Dolly Trailer 

Figure H-2. Percentage of time during single modulator, ABS braking events when the 
brake-light-circuit voltage was less than the indicated threshold voltage: for all ILCVs 

with incandescent brake lamps 



Table H-7. ABS event times for single modulator activity using incandescent brake 
lamps and with tractor supply voltages less than or equal to 13.3 volts 

Table H-8. ABS event times for single modulator activity using incandescent brake 
lamps and with tractor supply voltages greater than 13.3 volts 

First 
trailer 

First 
dolly 

First 
trailer 

All doubles with incandescent brake lamps 

Second 
trailer 

Time below 9.7 volts, sec. 

Time below 9.0 volts, sec. 

Time below 8.5 volts, sec. 

Total ABS event time, sec. 

First 
dolly 

All doubles with incandescent brake lamps 

Second 
dolly 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

59.3 

Second 
trailer 

Third 
trailer 

All triples with incandescent brake lamps 

Time below 9.7 volts, sec. 

Time below 9.0 volts, sec. 

Time below 8.5 volts, sec. 

Total ABS event time, sec. 

10.7 

4.5 

2.0 

109.7 

Time below 9.7 volts, sec. 

Time below 9.0 volts, sec. 

Time below 8.5 volts, sec. 

Total ABS event time, sec. 

Second 
dolly 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

26.5 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

30.4 

5.8 

2.9 

0.6 

34.0 

Third 
trailer 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

7.9 

All triples with incandescent brake lamps 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

5.1 

Time below 9.7 volts, sec. 

Time below 9.0 volts, sec. 

Time below 8.5 volts, sec. 

Total ABS event time, sec. 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

18.8 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

6.1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

20.8 

0.2 

0.0 

0.0 

2.1 

0.3 

0.0 

0.0 

20.9 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

23.7 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

2.8 

9.4 

4.9 

2.9 

26.0 

2.7 

1.2 

0.7 

2.9 



Doubles 

B .- 0 E-. 
First First Second 

Trailer Dolly Trailer 

Triples 

L - 
First First Second Second Third 

Trailer Dolly Trailer Dolly Trailer 
Figure H-3. Percentage of time during single modulator ABS braking events when the 
brake-light-circuit voltage was less than the indicated threshold voltage: for all LCVs 
with incandescent brake lamps and for a tractor supply voltage less than or equal to 

13.3 volts 
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First 
Trailer 

First 
Dolly 
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Trailer 

Triples 

Threshold voltage 
9.7 volts 
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0 
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0 
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Figure H-4. Percentage of time during single modulator ABS braking events when the 
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APPENDIX I 
BRAKE PRESSURE HISTOGRAMS 

This appendix presents histograms of brake application time as functions of the applied 
brake pressure and vehicle speed. segregated for different vehicle configurations and load 
conditions . 
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Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function of Brake Application Pressure and Vehicle - Speed 

i 

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

-- 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configuration:-_- All Total braking !ime(hrs)~ - - lo2- --_- 

Vehicle Load Condilionl- - Full ____-- -- Total -- time - - - - (hrs): - - _ - - - 2174 - _-_- 

Number of historgrams: 395 Percent of time braking: 3.23% 
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Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

-- 
Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configuration: _ _ All - --- - Total - -- - braking .- - ti% (hrs_!:- - _ -6 _ --_ 

Mixed Vehicle Load Condition: -- - . -- - - Total - - - time (hrs): - 340 - - - -  

Number of historgrams: 48 Percent of time braking: 1.80% 





Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
-- -- -- - - - -- - -. - - - - -. - - - -- - 

As A Function of ~rake-Application Pressure and Vehicle ~ p e e d  

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configu~tion: Triple Total braking - - time (hrs): 16 - -  - 

chicle  Load -. Condition:- Emply -- Total time (hrs): - - -- 637 - - - 

cNumber of historgrams: 74 Percent of time braking: 2.52% 
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-- 

- As - A - Function - - of . - Brake - - - Application - - Pressure and Vehicle Speed 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configuracon: _ Triple - Total --- - braking time (hrs):_ -- 20 
-- -- - - 

Full Vehicle Load Czditjon: Total time (hrs)~-  --- 83 1 . 

Number of  historgrarns: 97 Percent of  time braking: 2.35% 
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Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

r 
Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Confipration: - - - - - - Triple Totd braKpg!@_eJh_rs):- ._ -. _ 3 _ . - - 

Vehicle Load Conditjon: Mixed -- Total timefirs): _ -- 207 - - 

Number of historgrams: 27 Percent of time braking: 1 .SO% 
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Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
. 

- As A Function of Brake Application - . - - Pressure and Vehicle Speed 
I 1 

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

Results are based on the following: Dale: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configuration: - Double Total braking time (hrs): --- - - - - - - -- - - 12 

- - 
Total time (hrs); Vehicle Load Condition. - Empty --- -- -- 388 

- - 

Number of historprarns: 6 2  Percent o f  time braking: 3.1 1% 

- 



Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As  A Function of Brake Application Pressure and Vehicle Speed 

--. - - - -  - _ -. -- --____ - - 

I 

. .  - -  - -  
Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

-- 

Resdis are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configuration: - 
pp 

Double Total braking lime (hrs): - _ 17 - _  - 

Vehicle Load Condition: Full Totaltime -- (hrs): - -- -- - - - - 536 
- 

Number of hisiorgrams: 73 Percent of  time braking: 3.2 1% 
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As A Function of Brake Application Pressure and Vehicle Speed 
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- -- 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configuralion: - -- 

Total braking time ( h ~ s ) :  Double - .  .- - -- - - . _ - . 3 - 

Vehicle Load Cond~tion: -- - - - - - - - Mixed Total time (hrs): - - - - - - - -- - - - 112 
Number o f  historgrams: 18 Percent o f  time braking: 2.32% 
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Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function uf Brake Application Pressure and Vehicle Speed 

- -- - - -. . - -- - - - -- -' 
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s : . . . . . : v i m o  

m u i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  n c.1 

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configu.iaconj _- Reverse Total braking time_(hrs): I t_  _ . 

Vehicle Load Cond~tLon: - All -- --- Total time -- ( k s ) ~  - 425 _ _ -  

Number of  historgrams: 61 Percent of  time braking: 2.67% 







Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
-- 

As A Function of Brake Application Pressure 
.- 

LCV Test Tractors r 

0...3 3...5 5...8 8...10 10 ... 13 13 ... 15 15 ... 18 18 ... 20 20 ... 25 25 ... 35 35 ... 50 50+ 

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 
I i 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 

--- -- 
All Vehicle Configuration: - T ~ l a l b r a @ ~ g  time (hrs): ___ - 185- --- _ - 
All Vehicle Load Condition: Total time (hrs): - - ___ 

P -- 6094 - - -- 

Number of histograms: 763 Percent of time braking: 3.04% 



Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
- - - - 

As A Function of Brake Application Pressure 
--- .- ..- - 

I . LCV Test Tractors I 

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

- 
Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 

All Total braking time (hrs): Vehicle Configurarion: _-- - - -  - _ - -  - _ _- . - - - _ 16 . --_ 
Vehicle - -- Load Condition: Empty - _- Total . - time _ _  (hrs): - 2580- 
Number of historgrams: 320 Percent of time braking: 2.96% 



Distribution of Brake Application Time for tile LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function of Brake Application Pressure 

- -- - -- -- - - -- - 

LCV Test Tractors E 

I Brake Application Pressure (psi) 
I 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle C o n f i ~ e o ~  All Total braking time (bs):  102 - . - -- - - 
Vehicle Load Condition; Full -- Total time fhrs): 3174--- - 

Number of historgrams: 395 Percent of  time braking: 3.23% 
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Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
- - -- 

As - A -- Function of Brake Application Pressure 

I I LCV Test Tractors / I 

I 1 

0 . . . 3  3...5 5. . .8  8...10 10 ... 13 13 ... 15 15 ... 18 18 ... 20 20 ... 25 25 ... 35 35 ... 50 5 0 +  
Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

. - _ _  __ - - 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 

Vehlcle Configuration: Triple - -- - Total braking time f hrs): - - 
20 

-- - 

Vehicle Load Condition: Full -- - - Total lime (hrs): 83 1 

Number of historgrams: 97 Percent of time braking: 2 35% 
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As A Function of Brake Application Pressure 

- - -- - - - - _. - __ - _ --_______-____--___ 

fl LCV Test Tractors r 

0.32% 0.06% 0.01% 0.00% 
- 1 - t -  I - 

0...3 3...5 5...8 8...10 10 ... 13 13 ... 15 15 ... 18 18 ... 20 20 ... 25 25 ... 35 35 ... 50 5 0 +  

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

t -- - 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configura~ion - -_ - Triple - Total -- - braking t ~ m e  (hrs):- - _ -  - 3 

Mixed Total time (hrs): _ 207 - Vehicle Load Condition: _ - _ _ - _  - - --- - _ - 

Number of historgrams: 27 Percent of time brakrng. 1 50% 
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-- -- - - 
- - --- As - - A Function -- of Brake Application --p-pppp Pressure 

.- 

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

--- 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Veh~cle Configuration -_ -- - - - -  Double - - 

- - - -- - Total .- braking time (hrs)- 12 

Vehicle Load Condition: _ - - - - - - - - !?!!T~Y - - - 
Total time (hrs): -- -- .- 388 

Number of historprams. 62 Percent of time braking. 3.1 1 %  



Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 

--- 
As A Function of Brake Application Pressure 

. ____ - 
- .- - -- 

LCV Test Tractors n 

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

L- - --- - 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 

Vehicle Configuration: _ _ _ - - - -- -- - 
Double -- -- - 

Total braking time (hrs): 
. - - . . - 17 

Vehicle Load Condition: Full -- - Total time (hrs): - . -- - - - 
536 

- 

fNumber of historgrams: 73 Percent of time braking: 3.21% 



Distribution of BI 

I I LCV Test Tractors I 

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

-- -- 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle C2nfiguralion: Double . - _ -.- _ - Total - braking time - (hrs): 3 
vehicle Load Condition: ---  - - - - -  Mixed Total time (hrs): -. - - - - - - -. - - - 

112 

Number of historgrams: 18 Percent of time braking: 2.32% 



Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function of Brake Application Pressure 

. _ _  _-  - -- - _ _ _ p _ _ _ p .  

--I 
/ LCV Test Tractors iT-=ll 

0...3 3...5 5.. .8 8...10 10 ... 13 13 ... 15 15 ... 18 18 ... 20 20 ... 25 25 ... 35 35 ... 50 50+  

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

-1  

Results arc based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Roc k r  Vehicle Configuration: - Total braking ti-me (hrs); - - -- - 

103 
- -  - -- 

- - - .- -- -- All Vehicle Load Condition: - Total time (hrs):_- -- - 
2958 - 

Number of hrstorgrams: 35 1 Percent of  time braking: 3.48% 



Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 

- -- - - -- - --- - 
As A - Function of Brake Application Pressure 

- - - . -- -- - - --- 

I . LCV Test Tractors I 

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

L-- - -. - - - -- - 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 

- - -- -- -. - Rocky Vehicle Configuration: --- - -- Total braking time (hrs): 
- . - - -- - - - - - - 44 

Vehicle Load Condition: - -- -. -- ErnI'ty - _ - _ __  _ _ -  Total time (hrs):_ -- - - 1374 

Number of  historprams: 157 Percent of  time braking: 3.22% 



Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet - - 
As A Function of Brake Application Pressure 

- ----.-- 

I LCV Test Tractors L - 7  

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

- . - 

Results are hased on the following: Date: 5-May-95 

-- - -  
Rocky Total braking time thrs): - - Vehicle Configuration: - - -______ - - -  -- 

58 

Vehicle Loacondit ion:  ______F_ull- - _  
- - 

Total time (hrs): - - - - - - 
1564 

Number of historgrams: 191 Percent of time braking. 3.73% 
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- ---- - - - -- - . - 
As A Function of Brake Application Pressure .- 

- -- - 

I LCV Tea Tractors I 

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

-- --- - - -  

Results are based on the following: Dare: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configuration: -- - -- 

Total braking time (hrs)- Reverse __ - _ - _ -_ -- - -_ - 1 1  - - 

Vehicle Load Condit~on: 
- - -  All - Total rime (hrs): 425 - 

Number of historgrams. 61 Percent of time brak~ng. 2.67% 





Distribution of Brake Application Time for tlre LCV Study Fleet 
As A -- Function of Brake Application Pressure 

- - - - - -- - -- -- --- - ---A 

. . - .- - - - . - - -- - - - -- r. LCY Test Tractors i 

Brake Application Pressure (psi) 

I - 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configuration: -- - Rev4'5e EE!- - Total braking time (hrs) -- -- -- 7 

Vehicle Load Condition: _ - --- 
Full -- -- -- Total ttme (hrs): 

. - - - - - - -- 243 

Number of  historgrams: 34 Percent of time braking. 3 01% 
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.- - - -- -- - - - - - 
As A Function . - of Vehicle Speed -_- . -_ _ __ 

.CV Test Trac 

1.93% 

5. . . i5  15 ... 25 25 ... 35 35 ... 45 45 ... 55 55 ... 65 65 + 0. . .5  
Vehicle Speed (mph) 

- 
-- 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configuration: _ All - Total braking time (hrs)' 185 _ 

All ~ehiicie  Load Condition: _ _ _ -- - - -- Total-time (hrs). 6094 _ - 

Number of histograms: 763 Percent of time braking: 3.04% 
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- - - _ - - As A Function of Vehicle Speed --  

I LCV Test Tractors 
18.96% 

0.. .5 5...15 15 ... 25 25 ... 35 35.. .45 45 ... 55 55 ... 65 65 + 
Vehicle Speed (mph) 

I 
- -- 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle-enfiguration- -_ - ??P'E-_ -_ -- Total braking time (hrc). - - - - - -- - 39 

- - 

Vehicle Load Condition: - All_-__ Total time (hrs): - - -  - - 1675 
- -- 

Number of historgrams: 198 Perccnt of  time braking: 2.3 1 % 
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As A Function of Vehicle Speed 

. . - - - -- -- - - - - -- - 

-- - - 

Tractors 
-- -- - - I 

14.02% 

Vehicle Speed (mph) 

- - -- -- -- -- - -- . . - --- -- 

Results are based on the following. Dale: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configurat~on. Triple Total braking llme (hrs). 20 
Veh~cle L-oad Condtt~on. Full Total ttrne (hrs): 83 1 

Number of historgrams: 97 Percent of time braking 2 35% 
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Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function of Vehicle Speed 

-- -- - - -  -- - - - - - - - 

I 1 LCV Test Tractors / 

Vehicle Speed (mph) 

L__ - - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - -. - .- - - - - - -- - - - 

Results are based on the following: Dale: 5-May-95 

Vehicle Configuration. Rocky Total braking tirne (hrs): 44 

Vehicle Load Condition: Emply _ Total time (hrs). 
. - --- 

1374 

Number of historgrams: 157 Percent of time braking: 3.22% 
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As A Function of Vei~icle Speed 

- - - - -  A -- - - - - . - - - -- - -- - - - - - - 

I LCV Test Tractors J 

0...5 5...15 15 ... 25 25 ... 35 35.. .45 45 ... 55 55 ... 65 65 + 
Vehicle Speed (rnph) 

- - -- 

Results arc based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle - - -- Configuration: - - -- . - -- Rocky -- -- Total braking timc (hrs): 58 
Vehicle - Load -. Condirion: Full 

- - Total time (hrs): 1564 
Number of hislorgrarns: I91 Percent of time braking: 3.73% 
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pp 
- - -  - --- -- - - 

- - - - - -- - - 

LCV Test Tractors 
.- - -- 

I 0.. -5 5...15 15 ... 25 25 ... 35 35.. .45 45.. .55 55 ... 65 65 + 1 I Vehicle Speed (mph) 1 
I -- - - - -- - - - L- i 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 

Vehicle Configuration - Revery e k y  -- Total braking lime (hrs): 4 
. -- -- 

Vehicle-Load Condition: Empty - - Total time (hrs): IRI 

Number of historgrams: 27 Percent of tin= hraktng. 2 21% 





APPENDIX J 
LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION HISTOGRAMS 

This appendix presents histograms of brake application time as functions of 
longitudinal acceleration and vehicle speed. segregated for different vehicle configurations 
and load conditions . 
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+ to to to to to to to to to to to 
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Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 

-- - I  

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May -95 
All Total braking time (hrs): Vehicle - - - - -- Configuraeon: --- _ _ . - ____ _ _ _  _ _ ---- --- _ - 

72 

Vehicle Load Condition: - Empty_- - - Total - tame (hrs): 2576 
- ----- - 

Number of historgrams: 3 17 Percent of  time braking: 2.80% 
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-47 .40 -34 .25 -22 -19 .16 .12 -09 -06 -03 
Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 
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Results arc based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configurgion: All -- Total - - - braking-tic-((hrs): - _ _ - _  - 6 - ---- 

Vehicle Load Condition: - -- Mixed Total time (~IS) :  - - - -- - 340 - _ - 
iNumber of historgrams: 48 Percent of time braking: 1 .80% 
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As A Function of Longitudinal Acceleration and Vehicle Speed --- - 

Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 

- - - 

Results are based on the following: Date: 10-May-95 
Vehicle Configuration - - - - - - - Triple - -- -- -- - -- -- --- - Total braking time (hrs): 3 - 
Vehicle Load Condition - - - Mixed Total rime (hrs):. - 207 - - -- - --- - - -- 
Number of historgrams: 27 Percent of time braking: 1.5090 
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Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 
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Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configuration: Double Total braking time (hrs): 29 

- -. - - .- - - 
Vehicle Load -- Condition: - All Totallime (hrs2:- - _ 

-- -- 1034 - 
Number of historgrams: 151 Percent of time braking: 2.80% 



Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function of Longitudinal Acceleration and Vehicle Speed _ - -- -- - -- -- 

I- _ -- -- - 

Results are based on the following: Date: 10-May-95 
Total braking t i ~  (hrs). Vehicle Conliguration Double - - 9 
Total time (hrs): E h i c l e  Load _Condition _--Empty ---_ _ - - --_- - - _ 385 

Number of  historgrams: 60 Percent of rime braking: 2.37% 



Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function of Longitudinal Acceleration and Vehicle Speed -- 

7 

Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 

- - 

Results are based on the following: Date: 10-May-95 

- - -- --- - - Double Total braking ?me (hrs): Vehicle Configuratiol -- - - - - .  - -- - - -- 
17 - - 

Total time (_h_rs): _ Vehicle Load.Condjti0'' - __-. _ -Full--_ - -_ - . - - _ - - 
536 

-- 

Number of historgrams: 73 Percent of time braking: 3.21% 





Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function of Longitudinal Acceleration and Vehicle Speed - .. - 

15- .-25 Speed (rnph) 

.47 .40 -34 .25 -22 .19 -16 -12 -09 .06 .03 .O . 
+ to to to to to to to to to to to 

-47 .40 -34 .25 -22 .19 .16 .12 .09 -06 .03 
Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 

-- 
- 

Results are based on the following: Dale: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configuration: _ Rpcky - - - _ - -- -- Total - braking time (hrs): 101 
- - . - --- 

---- - - Ail Vehicle Load Condition: - - Total lime (hrs): .- - - - - - - 
29 56 

Numher of historgrams. 350 Percent of  time braking: 3.43% 





Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function of 1,ongitudinal Acceleration and Vehicle Speed 

[ -- .. - -- - -- -- - -  - - - . - - . - - --- ___--___- _ __-.- -1 

15---25 Speed (mph) 

Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 

- - 

Results arc based on the following: Dare: 10-May-95 

Vehicle -- Configuration Rocky -- - -------PA Total - braking - time -- (hrs): - - 57 _ _ - - -  

Vehicle Load Condition --- _ -- Full - - -- - -- Torai . - - time (hrs): _ 1 562 -- - 

Number of historgains: 190 Percent of time braking: 3.63% 



Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 

-- -- 

As A Function of Longitudinal Acceleration and Vehicle Speed 
- - 

.47 -40 -34 .25 -22 -19 .I6 -12 -09 .06 .03 -0 . 
+ to to to to to to to to to to to 

.47 .40 -34 .25 -22 .19 .16 .12 -09 .06 -03 
Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 

-- 

Results are based on the following: Date: 10-May-95 
Vehicle Configuration Rocky Total braking Lime (hrs): 0 - -- -- - - - - - - - - 

Vehicle Load Condition Mixed Total time (hrs): -- _ - - _ - -- - - -- - - - - 20  

Number of  historgrams: 3 Percent of  time braking: 2.03% 



Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function of Longitudinal Asceleration and Vehicle Speed 

- - - - - - - --- - ..I r- --I 

-47 .40 -34 -25 .22 -19 .I6 .12 -09 .06 .03 -0 
+ to to to to to to to to to to to 

.47 -40 .34 .25 -22 -19 -16 .12 .09 .06 .03 
Longitudinal Acceieration (g's) 

L- - _ _  I 
Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle - - - - - Configurafion: - - Reverse -- - - - - - - - pp - - - - Total braking time (hrs): 

- - --- - - - 1 1  
Vehicle - - - Load - - Condition: .- All 

- - - - - - - - Total time (hrs): - -- 425 
Number of historgrams: 6 1 Percent o f  trme braking: 2 67% 



Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function of Longitudinal Acceleration and Vehicle Speed 

r- 

.47 .40 .34 -25 .22 .19 .16 .12 .09 .06 -03 .O 
+ to to to to to to to to to to to 

.47 -40 -34 .25 .22 -19 .16 -12 .W .06 .03 
Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 

L- - - - -- A - - - 

Results are based on the following: Date: 10-May-95 

Vehicle Configuration _ - - -- 
Reverse - - -- - - - - - - Total braking time (hrs): . 

4 

Vehicle Load Condition- - -- - -- - - - _E_*P'Y -- - Total lime ( h r s ) ~  - -- 
- - -- - - - - - - 181 

Number of historgrams 27 Percent of time braking: 2.21% 





Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function of Longitudinal Acceleration and Vehicle Speed _ -  _ _ -- -- 

I LCV Test Tractors 

I Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 

-- - -  L- - 
Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Vehicle Configuration:__ Total braking time (hrs): All - - - _ -- -- 179 
- - --- 
- -- - -- - - All Vehicle Load Condition: Total time (h~) ; - -  - - - 6088 

Number of histograms: 759 Percent of time braking: 2.94% 









Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As  A Function of Longitudinal Acceleration and Vehicle Speed 

. -- -- - - - - - .- - _ -- .- 

. .- -- ---- /. LCV Test T r a z )  

Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 

-- 

Results are based on the following: Date: 5-May-95 
Tripje Vehicle Configu~a$on:_ - Total braking timeJhrs). - _ __ _ _ -- - - - -. - - 38 

Vehicle Load Condition: -- *I' _- Total tLme (hrs): - . -- _- 1674 -- 

Number of historgrams: 197 Percent of time braking: 2.24% 















Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
- - - 

As A Function of Longitudinal Acceleration --- -- -- 

/ LCV Test Tracton I 

Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 

I -. - - 

Results are based on the following: Date: 10-May-95 
Vehicle Configuration _ E?!!bl_~ . -- - _ -_-- Total - -- braking time (hrs): _ -- 3 
vehicle Load Conditbn M i x e d  _ _ - -- - - - _- - Total rin~c (hrs); 112 

. . 

Number of historgrams: 1 8  Percent of time brakrng- 2.32% - 





Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
-- -- 

As A Function of Longitudinal Acceleration _ _  - ----- _ _____ - - -- -- - 

I . LCV Test Tractors I 

Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 

!--- - -- - - - - 

Results are based on the following: Date: 10-May95 
Vehicle Confieuration Rocky - - - - - - - - - Total - - - braking time (hrs): 4 4  
vehicle Load Condition Empty- - _ . - - -. - - - - Total - . - time (hrs): 1374 _ 

- 

Number of historprams: 157 Percent of time braking: 3.21% 



Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function of 1,ongitudinal Acceleration ___ __--_ __--__- _ _ _ -_ _____  -- -- _ _ - - 

LCV Test Tractors r 1 

Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 

-- - 
Results are based on the following: Date: 10-May-95 
Vehicle Confiprafion - 

Rocky - - - -- - Total braking@% (hrs): - - --- - 57 

-- Full Totat rime (hrs): Vehicle Load Condilion _ . -- _ - 1562 

Number of  historgrams: 1 9 0  Percent of lime braking: 3.63% 





Distribution of Brake Application Time for the LCV Study Fleet 
As A Function of Longitudinal Acceleration and Vehicle Speed 

I . LCV Test Tractors I 

I Longitudinal Acceleration (g's) 

-- - 

Results are based on thc following: Date: 5-May-95 
Reverse Total braking ti? (hrs): Vehicle Configuralion: _- - - ___ - - - -- I I - -  ---- - - 

-- - All Vchiclc Load Condition: -- _ Total time (hrs): - -- - - - - 425 
Number of historgrams: 61 Percent of lime braking: 2.67% 8 







APPENDIX K 
MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR TRAILERS AND TRACTORS, 
AND STANDARDIZED LABOR RATES AND PARTS COSTS 

Maintenance Costs For Trailers And Tractors 

This report uses a rate of $9.05 per 100 miles as the estimate of the total maintenimce 
costs for tractors (excluding ABS). This rate is composed of $7.80 per 100 miles for the 
maintenance of all systems other than tires and $1.25 per 100 miles for the cost of times. 
The former of these two rates was quoted by Skeydel in reference [26] and is said to be an 
industry-wide average for the year 1990. (This figure does not include the costs of tires, 
fuels, or lubricants.) The figure of $1,25 per 100 miles for tire costs is the average for tire 
costs for 280 tractors in a previous NHTSA field study on ABS.[2] 

The estimate of the total maintenance costs for trailers (excluding ABS) which has been 
used in this report is $2,582 per 100 miles. This figure comes from a variety of sources 
including the historical maintenance records of trailers of the fleets participating in this 
study. Table K-1 reviews the costs of various maintenance systems as revealed by all of 
these sources. 

The sources for the data of table K-1, by the columns headings, are: 

Semitrailer - The previous NHTSA study involving 50 semitrailers which tracked 
the maintenance cost of four senitrailer systems.[3]1 
Historical - The historical records of 18 single axle and 6 tandem axle van trailers 
in operation between Jan. 1988 and Oct. 1993. During that time, these units 
traveled a combined distance of 4.5 million miles and had 464 repairs for the: 
systems listed in the table. 
LTL Fleet - The average trailer costs for an LTL carrier operating 12,000 linehaul 
trailers of various ages in service between 1987 and 1992.2 
Go-West - From an article of this periodical which showed costs per mile for a 
large fleet of linehaul trailers from 1990 and 1992.[27] 

Figure 3.8 "Comparison of RepairReplacement Maintenance Costs for the 50 ABS Equipped 
Semitrailers by System Needing Work", Page 3-20. 

Data supplied by Robert Deierlein, in private correspondence with UM'TRI. Mr. Deierlein is a 
consultant to the trucking industry. 



Table K-1, Summary of trailer system maintenance costs derived from four 

t Non-standardized parts and labor costs. 

Note: All sources did not provide data for all categories. Where data was not available, the cell has been 
intentionally left blank. 

Standardized Labor Rate And Parts Costs 

Standardized labor rates and parts costs were used in the cost analyses of this report 
whenever possible. These standard costs were used instead of the fleets' own accounting 
charges, since accounting practices vary substantially among fleets. (For example, some 
account for small parts such as bulbs, screws, etc. by individual job and some consider 
them as an overhead item.) 

The standard labor rate used was $35 per hour. The standardized parts costs are given 
in the following three tables. 



Table K-2. Standardized costs for the tractors 
I I 1 I 

l cost 
_I__ll_t-- 

STEER AXLE DRIVE AXLE I ----- ! 
--I- 

BRA.KES BRAKES --. -- 

Brake Lining per Wheel ! $32.00 Brake Lining per Wheel $30.00 
Brake Shaes per Wheel $32.00  rake Shoes per Wheel $30.00 
Brake Drum $105.00 Brake Drum $105.00 
Slack Adjuster $1 15.00 Slack Adjuster 
Turn Brake Drum $25.00 

P 

AIR SYSTEM 
Air Drver - - -  

~ ~ ~ v a l v e  --- -- $13.00 

- -  - 

IBearing Assembly per Wheel 1 
I 

- $15.00 
WHEELS I 1 seal $20.00 

$60.00 

AIR SYSTEM 
Alcohol Kit 
Alcohol Fluid 

-- $19.00 Brake Hose 
Brake Hose $23.00 Brake Chamber 

1 --- 

--- 
..--- 

$6.00 
$4.00 

$12.00 
$40.00 

Service Chamber -- 
Relay Valve ---- 
Servicds~ring Chamber 

I 
ktandard Labor Ratflour $35.00 l~tandard Labor Ratflour I $35.00 

$40.00 j~ro~ort ionin~ Valve 

- - -  - -  

$5.00 
$90.00 

-- $300.00 
$1.00 

$16.00 

I F:rbly P~W" I $40.00 Wheel Stud 

$15.00 
$34.00 1 
$43.00 1 WHEELS 

Wheel Steel 
Wheel Aluminum 
Cap Gasket 
Oil Cap 

Wheel Steel 

$20.00 
$3.00 

$90.00 
Wheel Aluminum $300.00 



Table K-3. Standardized costs for the trailers 

Item /cost  
_i___ 

BRAKES 

Brake Combo 1 $50.00 
Piggy Back Air Can 1 $35.00 

Item 

ELECTRICAL 

Housing 
Reflector 

SUSPENSION 

Air Bag 
Air Ride Levelling Valve 
Spacers 
U-Bolts 

WHEELS 

Race 
Bearing 
Seal 
Hub Cap 
Side Flaps (10 ft) 
Gasket 

MISCEUANEOUS 

Max Security Lock 
Paint 
Anti Spray/Hula Skirt 
Door Placard 
Registration Pouch 
Cable Dmm 
Skirt Retainer - -  

- 

Standard Labor Ra tdour  

Air Handle Control Valve 
Glad Hand 
Quick Release Valve 
Coupler 

Cost 

$25.00 
$2.00 

$160.00 
$50.00 
$12.00 
$5.00 

$25.00 
$15.00 
$15.00 
$8.00 
$1.00 
$1.00 

$45 -00 
$20.00 
$20.00 
$15.00 
$14.00 
$10.00 
$7.00 

$35.00 

$30.00 
$25.00 
$14,00 
$3.00 

1 - 
I 
I 

BODY 

Pintle Hitch 1 $350.00 
Kick Rails 1 $140.00 
Deck Plate I $90.00 
Anti-Dive Stiff Leg I 1 $90.00 
Door Seal $60.00 
Top Rail $55.00 
Door Bottom Panel 1 $50.00 
Door Latch / Catch I $45.00 
Intermediate Door Panel I $30.00 
Pintle Hook Diaphragm , $2530 - 
Door Bottom Roller $5.00 
Pintle Hook Thimble $5.00 -- 
Rear Door Handle $3.00 
Door Hinge Rollers I $2.00 
Door Hinge $1.00 

I .---- - 

i--------- - 
COUPWNG I - -- 

I 
I - - 

Torque A n  
1 

-- 
$35.00 - 

- 
I 



- P C - - - - -  
Slack adjuster (auto) $1 10.00 Dolly Leg Assembly I $200.00 
~ h a m b e r  (spring brake) 7 5 9 = ~ ~ ~ r c m i e r -  $200.00 
Drum I 

- $85.00 Outer Tube Assembly - Dolly Jack $70.00 
Xiyank $75.00 Caster & Wheel Assembly $40.00 
Bendix Valve C-Dolly -- $m D O ~ I ~ W ~ R I  $30.00 
Relay Valve fia.00 Crank Shaft Screw Dolly $25.00 
Slack adjuster (manual) ! I $50.00 Caster $20.00 
Chamber (service) j $40.00 Half-Nut in Landing leg $12.00 
Brake Reline (one wheel) $40.00 Arm $10.00 

v- 

Air Handle Control Valve $30.00 Landing Gear Handle Spring $3.00 
HosdAir line I $25.00 

Table K-4. Standardized costs for the dollies 

r 
1 

Glad Hand 

Item 1 Cost 
BRAKES I- 

$8.00 Diaphragm 
$ 6.00 
$6.00 TIRES 

Item 
FRAME r-- 

I 

$3.00 l ~ e w  T ie  

15th Wheel Kit 
I .  

! $175.00 l~ection Re~air t-%50001 

Brake Caskets - j $ 1 B  . 
I 

COUPWNG 

Safety Chain Assembly , $65.00 Repair 
Clevis Assembly 1 $22.00 

kouDler I ~ 2 0 . G  WHEELS 

Ball Bearing (one wheel) 

Recap outright -- $150.00 
I Recap wlcasting $90.00 

?way Harness I $70.00 
I 

-- -- 
Brake Lite Switch $25.00 MISCELLANEOUS 
7way Wire (10 ft) I $1 0.00 I 

. 
Garter Fender 

I 
-- - 

Jtnclit ., I r ~ j r ,  I $1 1.00 License Box ----- --- 
7way SocketlPlug ! $8.00 .Registration Box 
Light Assembly or Kit I $6.00 
Bulb, Sealed beam I $3.00 
Circuit Breaker $2.00 
G G  $2.00 Standard Labor Ratehiour 

C a ~ s  $75.00 





APPENDIX L 
LATERAL STABILITY PERFORMANCE DATA 

This appendix presents twenty tables containing the results of analyses of the lateral 
stability of the study vehicles while using A-dollies and C-dollies. Tables L-1 through L-16 
present the measured values of rearward amplification as a function of frequency. The 
data are given as functions of vehicle configuration, load condition, and speed for LCVs 
using both A-dollies and C-dollies, respectively. hdicated frequencies are the centel: 
frequency of the bandpass filter used in gathering power-spectraldensity data (see 
appendix B). 

Tables L-17 to L-20 present the lateral acceleration experience of the tractors and trailers 
of all the vehicles of the field study fleet while traveling at speeds equal to or greater than 
45 mph . These are the data used to produce figures 41 through 46 in volume 1. These data 
are segregated by vehicle configuration, load condition, and type of dolly. Tables 2 1 
through 30 present the same data further segregated by velocity. At this level, the data tend 
to be so sparse as to produce rather "noisy7' graphs. 



Table L-1. Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Fully loaded triples with the A-dollies 

Frequency 1 0.25 Hz / 0.29 Hz / 0.33 Hz 1 0.40 Hz 1 0.50 Hz / 0.67 Hz 1 1 .OO Hz 
35 to 45 mph 

55 to 65 mph I 

Trailer1 
Trailer2 

Trailer1 1 1 .00~+0I 1.22Et01 1 . 4 6 ~ 4 1  1.15Et0I 8.91~-11 6 .08~-  11 2 . 7 6 ~ -  11 

Table L-2. Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Fully loaded triples with the C-dollies 

1.00E+O 
1.00E+O 

1.04EtO 
1.27E+O 

1.07E+O 
1.39EtO 

9.39E-1 
1.47E+O 

1.03EtO 
1.38EtO 

7.06E- 1 
6.36E-1 

2.53E- 1 
2.40E- 1 



Table L-3. Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Empty triples with the A-dollies 

[ Frequency 1 0.25 Hz 1 0.29 Hz 1 0.33 Hz / 0.40 Hz / 0.50 HZ 1 0.67 HZ 1 1 .OO lg 

I 35 to 45 mph I 

I I I I I I I 

55 to 65 mph 1 

Trailer1 
Trailer2 

Table L-4. Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Empty triples with the C-dollies 

Frequency 1 0.25 Hz I 0.29 Hz / 0.33 Hz 1 0.40 Hz I 0.50 Hz / 0.67 Hz I 1.00 
35 to 45 mph 

I 45 to 55 mph I 

1 .OOE+O 
l.OOE+O 

55 to 65 mph 
Trailer1 I 1 .00~t0I 1.05~+01 1.15~+01 9.788-11 8.40~-11 6 .01~-  11 2,558-1 

1.12Et0 
1.33E+O 

1.16E+O 
1.63EtO 

1.128+0 
1.728+0 

1.038+0 
1.658+0 

8.428- 1 
1.41EtO 

3.17E- 1 
4.858- 1 



Table L-5. Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Fully loaded western doubles with the A-dolly 

Frequency 1 0.25 HZ 1 0.29 HZ / 0.33 HZ 1 0.40 HZ / 0.50 HZ / 0.67 HZ 1 1 .OO Hz 1 
I 35 to 45 mph I 

45 to 55 rnph 

Table L-6. Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Fully loaded western doubles with the C-dolly 

Frequency 1 0.25 Hz 1 0.29 Hz 1 0.33 HZ 1 0.40 HZ I 0.50 Hz 1 0.67 Hz / 1.00 Hz 
35 to 45 mph 

Trailer1 1 1 .OOE+OI 1.01~+0/ 1.02~+01 9.528-11 9 .62~41 8.22~-11 3.53E-1 

55 to 65 rnph 

1.20E+O 
1.76E+O 

1.17E+O 
1.4 1 E+O 

Trailer1 
Trailer2 

I I I I I I I 

45 to 55 rnph 

l.OOE+O 
1 .OOE+O 

1.12EtO 
1.83E+O 

1.17EtO 
1.44E+O 

Trailer1 
Trailer2 

Table L-7. Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Empty western doubles with the A-dolly 

Frequency 1 0.25 Hz I 0.29 Hz 1 0.33 Hz 1 0.40 Hz 1 0.50 Hz I 0.67 Hz 1 1.00 Hz 
35 to 45 rnph 

1.2 1E+O 
1.97E+O 

l.OOE+O 
l.OOE+O 

Trader1 
Trailer2 

1 .O6E+O 
1.93E+O 

1.03E+O 
1.25E+O 

1.00EcO 
1.00E+O 

1.29E+O 
2.34E+0 

55 to 65 mph 

1.2 1EtO 
1.83E+O 

Trailer1 
Trailer2 

1.18E+O 
2.12E+O 

9.78E-1 
1.46E+O 

1.00E+O 
1.00E+0 

1.07E+O 
1.26E+O 

45 to 55 mph 

8.07E- 1 
1.30E+O 

Trailer1 
Trailer2 

1.16E+O 
1.89E-t-0 

1.22E+O 
1.59E+O 

3.89E-1 
4.88E- 1 

8.19E- 1 
1.32E+O 

8.75E-1 
1.57E+O 

1.00E+O 
1.00E+O 

3.35E-1 
4.19E-1 

3.84E- 1 
5.10E- 1 

1.03E+O 
1.25E+O 

8.79E- 1 
1,36E+O 

8.59E-1 
1.58E+O 

8.75E-1 
1.57E+O 

9.78E-1 
1.46E+O 

3.41E-1 
4.19E-1 

1.1 1E+O 
1.73E+O 

Trailer1 
Trailer2 

55 to 65 rnph 

1.08E+O 
1.24E+O 

1.00E+O 
1.00E+O 

6.60E- 1 
1.06E+O 

8.59E- 1 
1.58E+O 

1.03E+O 
1.74E+O 

1.17E+O 
1.57E+O 

3.17E-1 
4.39E-1 

3.35E- 1 
3.90E- 1 

7.31E-1 
1,22E+O 

6.60E-1 
1.06E4 

1.24E+O 
1.87E+O 

Trailerl I 1.00E+O 

3.35E-1 
3.90E- 1 

l.lOE+O 
1.34E+O Trailer2 

1.13E-i-0 
1.93E+O 

1.22E+O 
1.73E+O 1.00E+O 

7.76E- 1 
1.26E+O 



Table L-9. Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Fully loaded Rocky Mountain doubles with the A-dolly 

Table L-8. Rearward anlplification of trailers: 
Empty western doubles with the C-dolly 

- 
35 to 45 rnph 

Frequency / 0.25 Hz 1 0.29 Hz / 0.33 Hz / 0.40 Hz / 0.50 Hz 1 0.67 Hz 1 1.00 
35 to 45 mph - 

Trailerl / 1 .M)E+O/ 1.03~+0/ l . l4~+01 1:09~+01 1 . o ~ E + o I  9 .17~-  11 2 . 3 0 ' d  

Trailer1 
Traikr2 

Trailerl I 1 .OOE+O/ 1.02~+01 1.06~+0I 9.17~-11 8 . 1 4 ~ -  11 9.41~-11 2 .74~-  11 

1.00E+O 
1.16EcO 

1.00E+O 
1.00E+O 

55 to 65 mph I 

45 to 55 mph 

Trailer1 1.00E+O 1.08E+O 
Trailer2 1.00E+O 1.49E+O 

Table L-10. Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Fully loaded Rocky Mountain doubles with the C-dolly 

9 .73~-  1' 9.13E- 1 

Trailer1 
Trailer2 

Frequency 1 0.25 Hz I 0.29 Hz 1 0.33 Hz 1 0.40 Hz I 0.50 Hz I 0.67 Hz 1 1.00 Hz 1 

1.39EtO 

55 to 65 rnph 

1.01EtO 
1.20EtO 

1.00E+O 
1.00EtO 

35 to 45 rnph 
Trailer1 I 1 .OOE+O/ 1.00~+0I 1.01~t0I 9 . 8 4 ~ -  11 9.59~-11 7 .83~-  11 3.04.E- 1 

2.901z 
2.751c - 

9.19E- 1 
1.43E+O 1.45E+O 

45 to 55 rnph 
1.00E+O 9.91E-1 9.71E-1 8.98E-1 9.30E-1 8.93E-P --- --- -- -. 

Trailed 1 .OOE+O 1.39E+0 1.91E+O 2.15E+O 2.15E+O 1.57E+O 3.55;E-1 

6.54E- 1 
9.04E- 1 

9.43E-1 
1.34E+O 

I 55 to 65 mph I 

9.37E-1 
1.40EtO 

6.14E-1 
9.73E- 1 

8.00E-1 
1.44E+O 

-- 
2.901E-1 -- 
3.2638- 1 - 



Table L-12. Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Empty Rocky Mountain doubles with the C-dolly 

Table L-11. Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Empty Rocky Mountain doubles with the A-dolly 

Frequency 1 0.25 HZ / 0.29 HZ 1 0.33 Hz / 0.40 HZ I 0.50 HZ 1 0.67 Hz I 1.00 Hz 
35 to 45 rnph 

Frequency / 0.25 Hz 1 0.29 Hz 1 0.33 Hz / 0.40 Hz / 0.50 Hz 1 0.67 Hz / 1.00 Hz 
35 to 45 rnph 

Trailer1 / 1 .OOE+O/ 1 .o~E+o/ 1 .07~+01 1.01~+0I 8.558-11 7.30~-11 3.21E- 1 

Trailer2 / 1 .00~+0/ 1 .30~+0I 1.60~+01 1.55~+01 1.35~+0/ 1.02~+0I 2.748- 1 
45 to 55 rnph 

Trailer1 
Trailer2 

Trailer1 / 1.00~+0/ 9.978-11 ~ . o ~ E + o I  9.388-11 8.63~-11 7.10~-11 2.67E-1 

1.04E+O 
1.27E+O 

1,00E+O 
1.00E+O 

Trailer2 I 1 . 00~+0 /  1.36~+01 1.80~+01 1 . 9 6 ~ ~ 1  2.03Et01 1.57~+01 4.15E- 1 

55 to 65 rnph 

45 to 55 rnph ' 

Table L-13, Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Fully loaded reverse Rocky Mountain doubles with the A-dolly 

1.02E.t.O 
1.89E+O 

Frequency / 0.25 Hz 1 0.29 Hz / 0.33 Hz 1 0.40 Hz 1 0.50 Hz 1 0.67 Hz 1 1.00 Hz 
35 to 45 rnph 

Trailer1 I 1.00~+01 1.14~+01 1.32~t0I 1.22~+01 1.3 ~ E + o /  1.24~+01 4.22E-1 

Trailer1 
Traller2 

1.03E+O 
2,32E+0 

9.92E-1 
1.27E+O 

1.00E+O 
1.00E+O 

55 to 65 rnph 

45 to 55 rnph 

1 .O1 EtO 
2.45E+0 

1.01EtO 
1.79E+O 

Trailer1 

Trailer1 
Trailer2 

9.44E- 1 

2.39E+0 

9.00E-1 
2.08E+O 

Tra&r2 I 1.00E+O1 1.37E+O1 2.1 1E+01 2.63E+01 2.75Et01 2.05E+O1 5.70E- 1 I 

1.04E+O 1.00E+O 

I 55 to 65 mph 
1 ~railerl / 1.00~+0I 1.27~+0/ 1.39~+01 1.2 ~E+o /  9 . 7 6 ~ -  11 9.96~-11 2.93E- 1 

1,00E+O 
1,00E+O 

2.94E- 1 
6.38E- 1 

1.19E+O 
1.35E+O 

8.86E-1 
2.22E+0 

1.09E+O 

9.79E-1 
1.36E+O 

1.21E+O 
1.66E+O 

9.28E-1 
1.89E+O 

1.02E+O 

1.37E+O 
1.26E+O 

9.86E-1 
1.43E+O 

3.44E- 1 
6.40E- 1 

3.11E-1 
3.04E- 1 

9.92E-1 9.75E- 1 3.17E- 1 



Table L-14, Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Fully loaded reverse Rocky Mountain doubles with the C-dolly 

Frequency / 0.25 Hz / 0.29 Hz 1 0.33 Hz 1 0.40 Hz ( 0.50 Hz 1 0.67 Hz -- 

-- 
35 to 45 ntph 

Truilerl 1.00Et0 9.84E- 1 1.12EtO 1.05E+O 1.05E+O 8.73E- 1 
Trailer2 I .OQE+O 1,08E+O 1.42EtO 1.36EtO 1.18Et.O 7.75E- 1 

I 45 to 55 mph 

Trailer1 ~ E + O  1.04EtO 1.05EtO 1.02EtO 8.91E-1 9.13E-1 
I .QOE+O 1.20E+O 1.52Et-0 1.18E+O 1.30E+O 8.968- 1 

55 to 65 mph 

0 Trailer1 1 0 4 ~ + 0  1 . O ? E ~ O  9 . 3 0 ~ -  1 7 . 2 1 ~ -  11 5 .85~-  1 2.738- 1 

Table L-15. Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Empty reverse Rocky Mountain doubles with the A-dolly 

Freqwncy 1 0.25 Hz / 0.29 H z  / 0.33 Hz 1 0.40 Hz / 0.50 Hz 1 0.67 Hz 
35 to 45 mph 

Trailer1 1.00E+O 1.09E+O 1.29E+O 1.23E+O 1.27E+O 
Trailer2 1.00EtO 1.25EtO 1.53Et0 1.78E+O 1.63Ei-0 

45 to 55 mph 

Trailer1 1.00EtO 1.06EtO 1.23EtO 1.11EtO 1.15Et0 
Trailer2 1 .OQEtO 1.29EtO 1.78E+O 1.93E+O 1.95Ei-O 

55 to 65 mph 

Table L-16. Rearward amplification of trailers: 
Empty reverse Rocky Mountain doubles with the C-dolly 

Frequency 1 0.25 Hz ( 0.29 Hz 1 0.33 Hz 1 0.40 Hz 1 0.50 Hz / 0.67 Hz 1 1.00 Hz 

1 45 to 55 mph I 
I .BCIE~O~ 1.01E+O 9.99E- 1 8.58E-1 8.44E-1 7.24E-1 

Trailer2 1 l .WE+O/ 1.19Et.0 1.49EtO 1.46E+O 1.38EtO 9.948-1 
55 to 65 mph 

Trailer1 / 1.00~+0I 1.02~+01 9.698- 11 8.998-11 8.04~-11 6.218- 11 



Table L-17. Cumulative lateral acceleration histogram data for triples for different load conditions and dolly types 

r 00 

Percentage of travel time spent above the indicated level of lateral acceleration for speeds greater than 45 mph 
-- 

->O.OOg's I>O.O3g's I>O.Mg's ~ > O . O ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ' S  - ~>0.16g's />0.-59g's I > O . ~ ~ ~ ' S ] J O . ~ ~ ~ ' S  )>O.34g0s j>0.40g's~O.47g's - -- 

Unit 
Position 

Total 
Time * 
-- 

~ o m  

7.79 

0 . 0 8 ~ 4 1  -- 0 . 0 ~ 4  -- 

Empty, AA-doUy 

I: 8.56~70' -2.26~+0 IT&E+O ~ . 7 5 ~ - " 1 ~ ~ . " ~ - 2  
2.15E- 1 1 9 . 7 5 ~ 3 ~ 4 3  
6.30E-2) 1.59E-2 
5.82E-21 1 . 5 4 ~ 3  

- - -- 
7.47E+* 

7.00E4 
Mixed load, A-dolly 

- - - - 
2.528+0 I .~QE+O -- 4:aE-l 

- ~ 3 - - T 3 2 ~ ~  4 - -- E 
1 .50E+0 570E-1 1.70E-1 

O.OOE+O 
O.OOE+O 

O.OOE+O 

O.OOE+O 
O.WEi-0 
O.OOEi-0 
O.OOE+O 

0.OOEa 
O.WE+O 

o . O O E + O ' ~ . ~ E ~  
0 . ~ ~ ~  -- 

- - - -  Empty, C-doUy - -- - -- -- - - - - 
~Fac~or  524.26 1.00E721 1 . 6 1 ~ l ] 6 . 1 0 E ~ O T  I .57E+O{ - - - - - 9.368-2 8.00E-2 1.978-2 O.C@E+O 
~ k i k r i  ~railer2 1 - 532.471- 1.00E+2 1 1.03~+ 1 r -3.238+0 3-4"'0[ 1.73E+O 8.88,- I 7 :  : ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ : ~ ~ 4 % E I ~ ~ 9 ~ t 3 ~ w E T ~ ~ B . 0 0 E 4  

546.28 1 0 0 ~ + 2 ;  i . o~E+ I ; _ 3.738+0 2 .03~+0 1.04E+O 4.20~-  1 - 1.42~11 - 5.62E-2 4 2 6 ~ - 2  9.13~-3 8.67E-4 O.OOE+O 
Trailer3 530.M1, I .OO8+2* 9.02E+0; 2.3 1 E + O  I .  lOE+Ol 5.24E- 1 ,  2.09E- - - I - - 5.95E-2 . - - - -7.53E-3 - -- - - -- 6.19Ed - - 0 a E a  - - K6OEiO - O.WE+O - 

Fully loaded, Adolly 

4.45E-6 
O.OOE+O 

I 
2.53E-3 
2.3853 

Tractor 
Trailer I 
Trailer2 
Trailer3 

9.65E-1 
7.80E-1 

2.00E0-8.82E-1 
-4.82E<0.'2.50~+0 - - - - - 

Tractor 
Trailer1 -- 
Trailer2 
.- 

Trailer3 - -- - 

2."~2-93"-8.09~-3- 
~12--227~?2.38E-3 

2.458-4 
2.46c-4 

3.76E-1 
4.47.1 
4.29E-1 
2.23E-1 

1.00E+2 
1-WE+2 
1.00E+2 
1.00E+2 

23.69 
23.64 
22.94 
13.20 

Mixed Zwrd, C-dofly 

15.68 
12.31 
15.59 
13.7 - - 

T r r  1 87.08" iBtEt2 9.4"'" 2.14E+O{ 7.5"- 1 I ME- ll 5 . 2 6 E - 2 1 - - " 9 2 ~ F ' 0 ~ 3  RE-4- 3-E 
h i l e r l  ' 35.23; 1 .00~+2 '  7.15~+0' 2.10E+O, 8.388-1 2.67E-1 -- 8.828-2 - 1.598-2 1.97E-3 

4.56E-2 
7.13E-2 
6.62E-2 
3.73E-2 

1.49E-1 
2.07E-1 
1.94E-1 
1 .WE-] 

1.00E+2 
1.00E+2 

i-1.00E+2 

Fully loaded, C-dolly -- --- 

- orobE+g 
z-- K d l , ~ x  

O.OOE+o 
%;rLii-- 
TroilG3 

8.03E4 
I .%E+l 
8.56E4 
5.%E+O 

3.24E-1 
2.99E-1 
3.24E-3 

- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - 

1 . 0 0 E + 2 8 m  
3.78B+0'. 

4 . 0 5 ~ + 0  
-- 1.30E+1 

I .I 7E+1 
7 . 5 7 ~ 7  1 

- -. 41.68 1.00~+2' 9.22~+0' 2.30~<0' -- 9.6981 3.05E-I 9.Ug2 1 . 5 3  3.Z7E5 
-- 3 i . 3 d  - 1 -  WE+^: - 9.83~+0' . - 2 . 4 O E d ~  - - - - -- --   WE+^, - - - 7 - -- - 1 -- - -- 2.6OE-2 3.86E3 

* Total travel time of all vehicle units in a given category that contributed to these results 

Tractor 
tailer I 
Trailer2 
Zaiier3 

7.65E-2 
1.02E-1 
1y3fEl 

1.78E4 
6.46E-31 O.WE+O 

0 . 0 0 ~ 4 ~ 0 . 0 0 ~ T o ~  -. -- - - - O . O O ~  

0.6Om 0 . 0 6 ~ 3  
o . O O E + o ~ i p  
O.OOE+O O.OOE+O 
0.OOFt0 .- 0 . 0 0 ~ 4  

7.04E-3 
1.75E-2 
1.68E-2 
1.12E-2 

2.36E+O 
2.87EM 
2.63E+0 
1 . 9 s m  

2.21E4 
2.37E+0 
2.10E+O 
2.53E4 

1.OOE+2 
1.00E+2 
1.00E+2 
1.OOE+2 

175.04 
1 m 1  
166.17- 
177.19 

1.15E+O --8.85~+0, 

0.00%-0 
8.87E-3 

O.OOE+O 
' 0.OOEa' 

1.08~+0 
1.3 lE+O 
1.22E+O 
7.60E-1 

o . - ~ E ~ o -  
- O.OOE+O 

1.578-5-OME+O 

5.64E4 
1.02E+1 
1.26E+1 
1.14E+1 

O.WE4 
O.OOE+O 

- -O.OOE-& 
---O.OOE+O 

o ~ + o - * ~ ~ d )  -- -- -. 

2.35E4 
7.05E-4 
4.84E-4 
4.21E-4 

l.OIE+O 
1.04E+O 

1.03E4 

O.OOE+O~O.OOE+O 
0.60~+0 

' O.OOE+O 
O.OOE+O 

2.5E-11 3.618-2 

O.OOE4 
0.00, 
O.OOE+O 
O.OOE+O 

2.19~-3' 

3.29E-I 
3.468-1 

8 2 6 E - 1  
3.04E-1 

1.22E-1 
1.21E-1 
6 3 4 ~ - 2  
8.56E-2 

1.21E-3 
2.88E-3 

6~%'--1.50~-4 

2.16E-2 
2.68E-2 

-- 8Tt 
1 . 2 6 ~ ~ 2  

3.17E-5 
O.OOE+O - 

-O.OOE+O 
1 .93E3 '5 .96~4  

O.WE- 
O.OOE+O 

-omE+O -- 













Table L-24. Cumulative lateral acceleration histogram data for fully Ioaded Rocky Mountain doubles 

position I lime* I Percentage of travel rime sperlt above the indicated level of lateral acceleration 
-- -- i H O U ; ; ~ > O W ~ * ~  j,ao3g5-rco.-a $I T> 0.09; $1 ; 0.12 2~7>;l,0l6 g IS 1 > KI 9 ~ s F ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ T s ~ o z ? s ~ ' s ~  / F O ~ ~ ~ S ~ > O . ~ O ~ ' S T > O . ~ ~  S'S 

45-55 rnph 

C-dollJ 
Tiaiior 265x78-Ei)0~+2 - - 2 2 2 ~ +  1 6.828-2 1.12E-2 7.46E-3 7T43E-3 6.47E-3 
TTaile;, f Z57*X ?.66E+2- E l  1 5 % - 2 -  2 3 m  
Trailer2 1 2773.28 1.00E+2 1 .84~+  1 -7.668-15 -7.66G15 

55-65 mph 
A-dolly 

Tractor 1367.00' 1.00E+2: 1.76E+ 1 - 375E+0] - I .i9E+01 2.32E- 1 6.41 E-2 i .25E-2. 1.06E-3 6.10E-5 -1.61E-14 -16i~- 14 - 1.61E114 
r a i l e r  * I 127.2 1 1 .00~+2;  9.78~+0'  2.98E+Oj 1.16E+01 j.73.- I I . 5 E - 4 . 6 6 E 2 ~ . 4 4 E ~ ' ~ . ~ 9 E 5 / 5 / ~ . 4 6 E ~ ~  .5%-$:Y g I a  
railer2 - - I 9 1 I 1 .00~+2- 9.20E+O 2.44E+01 7.69E- 1 1 1.85E- 1 5.568-3 1.06E-2 1.5 1 E-3 -2.09E-4 -4-E-5 - 7 I 1 2 ~ %  -3.12~-15 

- - -- - 
c-do1lJ- -- 

8472.18' 1 . W E + ~ '  1.80E+ I ' 5.68E+0 ?.44E+0- 7.448- 1 3.01E-1 8.96g2 1.2xT2 1.03E-3 -T I~  3.05~*-2.28~-15 
-- 

072.16; 1.00~+2: 1.71 E+ I ' 5.72E+O 2.648+0 9.398-1 3.988-1 1 . 3 4 ~ ~ 1 ~ 9 3 ~ - 2 ~ - i . 0 1 ~ ~ ~ 6 . 8 1 ~ ~ ~ 6 . 5 9 ~ - 3 ~ -  6.54E-3 t --- - 913.291 1.00~+2: 1.39E+ 1 : 5.04~+0[  2 . 2 T ~ a ' -  7.18E-1 3 . 0 6 ~ - 1 ' . 0 1 ~ - 1  1.85E-2 ' 7 9 ~ - 3  -4.34E-15 -4137~Ii5-3.%-5 
- 

%5 mph 

-- - -- 
-- - 
liacrrrr - 304.50 --?FE+~ --2+~EcX7s~+0'-3:44 
; 517.38' I.OOE- +2' 

-I--'--- -- -- -- - - -- -- 
1.96E+l.- 7.2OE+O- 3.08 : i i s~IT~ ' ; rT04ET 1.40~11 1 .35E1ii -329~7i3-3.2.2i)BiY. 

- 
3.298- 14 -- 

Trailer2 295.77 1 . m E x -  1.84E+l 6.9=+0 3.03E+O 1 8.45E- 1 2.8 1E-1 9.69E-2 1 . 9 3 E - 2  1.50E-3 - 1.04~- 14 - r @ 8 7 4  



Table L-23. Cumulative lateral acceleration histogram data for mixed-load western doubles 
Unit 

Position 
-- 

A-doiiy T=~TG f%T1-2=1]:483~+01- 2 . 6 7 ~ + 3 ~ ~ - - 9 . ~ 9 ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ - -  - - 9.mE-3' 7.93Ff5 7 . 9 3 m v 3 E - 1 5  7.938- 15 
Trailer1 hS 38 1 r00ET2 2.28E+ 1 5.86E+O 3.16E+O - - -- -- - -- - -- -- -- -- I .o*E+Oj - 2 . 1 5 i l / % ~ ~ ~ 5 ~ 2 / - ~ a E  --- %)i:Fl/iE 
Trailer2 -- 7h 26 1.00E+2 3.02E+1 5.26E+0 2.52E+0 - - ---- 7.53E-1 - 2.568-1 8.388-2 1:89~-2 -- -1.17E-14 -1.17E-14 -mE-14 -1.17E-14 

-- cccruiiy-- - -- 

T r ~ o - 1 5 9 . 2 4 ~ 0 0 ~ + 2  1.59E+lr 2.MG -"-1144E<O ---6:2CKi~Yl 2.6i$Zir3.40E?2 43E-3p-94E- 15 - 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 - 5 ~ 4 E : i  594% 15 
~ i u i l e 7  
~Li ler2  - 

A-doliy 1 -2n:'T . E + 2 2 . 3 0 E 0  9 3 f 2.49~>/:8-? E3p:20~3 7-1KzoE- I 41 ~ ~ o E ~ ~ ~ - ~ o E - - I ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ I  4111 .ZOE- 1 4 -- - -- - - - - -- -- - - -.- - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - -- - - - 
273.3 I.OOEZ 1.95E+l 2.22E+0 8.92E-1 2.07E-1 3.04E-2 2.64E-3 5.08E-4 -8.84E-15 -8.84E15 -8.84g15 -8.84E-15 

TraileT2 - - 210.45 - - 1.00E+2 - - 3.46Eq - - -- 2.16E+O - - - 7.45~- 1 1.49m W 2  -983E-15 -9.83EIi5 -9.838-15 -9.83E-15 -9.83E-15 -9.83E-l~ 
-- -- - - - -- - -- 

- - - -- - - - .-- -. C-dTliy - - - 
Tractor 790.79 1.00E+2 337Ej0--- -- 9.66E-1- - -- 4 .12~-  1 L - I .  lOE-1- 2 ; 5 r ~ ~ 2 ~ 4 ; 7 8 E ~ - r 9 3 ~ - 3 - 2 . 4 6 ~ - 4  - - -- - - -- - - 2.348-15-2.368-15 

45-55 mph 

Torad 
Tinir* 
Horrrs 

Percentage of travel rime spent above the indicated level of lateral acceleration 
-- - - -  -- -~ 

>0.-%Ig'; ]>O.O3gs [ > 0 . ~ g ~ ~ ~ C ) . 0 9 ~ ~ ~ ~ . 1 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ > 0 . 1 6 ~ ~ ~ 0 . 1 9 ~ ' s  i>0.22gCs js0.25g's />0.32-i's 1>O.4Og's />0.47g'J 

55-65 mph 

- - 

-=9GX5'5.89E-l5 

- 

-5.898 15 

-- -- - - - - -- 

- 4T14E -- 2.06E+0 173.09, 

9.65~T5x2.39~- 

-4=-2~-5,.89E- 15 - -7.1 - - - . -- 
4.22E .13E+O 

1 . 0 ( E a ' 7 . 6 6 ~ +  1 
- 766.101 1 .MET2 

-2:39& i4 
8 . ~ 9 ~ ~ 5 - 7 i ~ i 9 ~ - 1 # - 8 .  f 9 ~ -  i 5  

I .00E+2 
I .UOE+2 

e 8 6 3 . 4 5  

>65 mph 
-- A-doliy 

Tractor 1.56 1.00E+2 1.00E+1 1 . 4  I 2 2 . 9 1 ~ ~ 2 . 9 1 ~ - 1 4  
Gilerf ---- .- --- 1.48~~--1 .m~72~-2mGl 7 .19 rn - ' 2 . 08~+0  1.GJEjT3+0 - 5.62E-2 - 1.22E-14 - 1 
Trailer2 1.01 1.00%272 4.16E+1 4,97~.;b ---r- 1.10~- 1 4 .52~-  16 4.728- 16 4TjTE?16'-c72=la-4.72E- 3-16] 4.72E-16 4 7 2 ~ -  16 

caoiry -- - 

8E-1'3.18E-19.9iE-2 - -. - . 
-1.46ETl 

8.19E-15 
1.4OE+ 1 

- 9.70E+b Trailer2 - 

z f 9 ~ - ~ l 3 - -  - 3.1 

795.82 

IE-1'-8.OCiE-2 9 ~ - 2  I 3.19~- 15 ~ ~ ~ - - ~ . i ~ ~ - ~  5 7.95E-1'- 

337Ell5'-9.87E- 
3.89E- 1 6  
l i 2 ~ 1 1 4  

3.1 

2.05~+0 
1.80~+0 

-9.87E- 15 
d-%%EX-3.898- 

-%12E-14-Ti2~-14 

15 
- 3.89E- 16 
- 1.12E-14 

- -9.87E- 15 
83~3 

- c l y ~ 1 4  

Tractor 
Trailer] 
Trailer2 1 

-9.87E- 3-15 
16 

1 .19~-3  7.88& 1 
- 6 . 4 2 ~ 1 . ~ -  

8 9 3 ~ - 2  

2.34E-1 
9.40E- 1 
5.22~-1 

2 . 3 0 ~ 3 - -  
1.85E-I 

1.33E-2- 
6 . 3 7 ~ ~ 2 - - 7 6 1 ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~  

9.62E-2 
1.67E- 1 

1.12E-14 
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APPENDIX M 
TIRE WEAR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN A-DOLLIES AND C-DOLILIES 

UMTRI's field representative visited each of the fleets participating in the LCV field 
study monthly from August 1993, through April 1995, to gather data on tire wear rates. 
This including recording tread depths and hubometer mileages for the twenty-eight C- 
dollies in the study plus another ten A-dollies in general use by the fleets during the time 
period of the study.' In addition, it was possible to obtain adequate data to determine tire 
wear rates on an additional seventeen C-dollies and nine A-dollies from the historical 
records of two of the participating fleets. 

These data-from a total of forty-five C-dollies and nineteen A-dollies-were used in 
linear regression analyses to determine tire wear rates. The data were pooled to obtain 
representative tire wear rates for A-dollies and for C-dollies, respectively. These 
representative rates were used in the cost analyses of this report. The data from the various 
sources were also analyzed individually to provide a sense of the variability within the data. 

The figures and associated tables below present the tire wear rates for the following: 

Figure M-1. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C- and A-dollies .................. M-2 

Figure M-2. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C-dollies in fleet A ................ M-3 

Figure M-3. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C-dollies in fleet B ................ M-3 

................ Figure M-4. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C-dollies in fleet C M-4 

Figure M-5. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C-dollies in fleet D ..........,,..... M-4 

............. Figure M-6. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C-dollies in fleet E.. .M-5 

Figure M-7. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C-dollies in the study .............. M-5 

Figure M-8. Tread depth data and tread loss rate based on historical records for C- 
dollies. ........................................................................................ .M-6 

Figure M-9. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all A-dollies in the study.. ......... .M-6 

Figure M- 10. Tread depth data and tread loss rate based on historical records for 
AdoUies ....................................................................................... .M-7 

The intent was to track sixteen Adollies. However, since these units were not under the routing 
constraints of the Cdollies in the study, in the end, adequate data could only be obtained on ten. 

M- 1 
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Figure M-1. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C- and A-dollies 
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figure M-2. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C-dollies in fleet A 
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Figure 34-3. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C-dollies in flleet B 
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Figure M-4, Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C-dollies in fleet C 
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Figure M-5. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C-dollies in fleet D 
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Figure M-6. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C-dollies in fleet E 
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Figure M-7. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all C-dollies in the 

study 
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Figure M-8. Tread depth data and tread loss rate based on historical 
records for C-dollies 
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Figure M-9. Tread depth data and tread loss rate for all A-dollies in the 
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Figure M-10, Tread depth data and tread loss rate based on historical 
records for A-dollies 
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APPENDIX N 

ANALYSIS OF AN LCV ACCIDENT 

One serious accident involving a test vehicle occurred during the LCV field study. The 
vehicle involved was a Rocky Mountain double. The accident took place while the 
installation of the electronic data systems was still in progress and before regular 
downloading of data had commenced. Nonetheless, data records of the event were 
retrieved from the tandem-axle lead trailer and the C-dolly. The analysis which follolxs is 
based on those data recordings, engineering drawings of the highway in the area of t:he 
accident site, the police accident report, and additional information provided by UM'IRI's 
on-site investigation. 

The accident occurred when the driver of a passenger car failed to stop at the stop sign 
at an intersection between a primary highway (on which the LCV was traveling) and a 
secondary road (on which the passenger car was traveling). The car apparently slowed, but 
did not stop for the sign and then pulled directly in front of the truck. According to his 
statement, the LCV driver "swerved to the left and applied.. .full braking.. ." The front of 
the tractor struck the left side of the passenger car while both were near the center of the 
intersection. The car continued across the road and came to rest off of the road surfa~:e, The 
LCV came to rest straddling a raised lane divider. Reports from the driver and witnesses 
indicate that the LCV came to rest under directional control and with both trailers in lime 
behind the tractor. The car was severely damaged over the entire left side of the passenger 
compartment. The tractor sustained moderate damage to the front bumper and panels. 

The available instrument data show a great deal of ABS activity on the lead trailer and 
C-dolly. Lack of data from either the tractor or rear trailer prevents any analyses of 
rearward amplification response. 

Figure N-1 is a sketch of the accident site. The highway geometry is to scale from state 
highway department drawings. The final positions of the vehicles are per the sketch in the 
police report. The path of the lead trailer of the LCV, and its indicated velocities, was 
calculated from the data recordings taken from the logger on that unit. (The terminal point 
of that path was established by the final position of the vehicle. The calculated path was 
superimposed on the scene to mate with that point.) The path of the car was estimated 
basccl .;.i u.;tne%s statements, the geometry of the road, and the accident report. The figure 
suggests that the truck was traveling between 15 and 20 mph when it struck the car. 

Figure N-2 is intended to simply show the overall quality of the braking event. The six 
wheel speeds and two service brake pressures of the two units are displayed. Wheel speed 
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Figure N-2. Wheel speeds and service brake pressures of the lead trailer and 
dolly 

traces indicate that the vehicle was traveling at 34 to 35 mph at the beginning of the ewent. 
The maximum difference between the several wheel speeds at the start of the event is; 1 mph 
and is probably accounted for by turn radius and minor differences in tire diameters rzlative 
to the assumed value. Brake pressure onset takes place at 2 seconds on the time axis. 
Pressures rise rapidly to about 83 psi with the dolly lagging the trailer slightly. The first 
lock up cycle commenced at about 2.7 seconds. (Figure N-3 will show more clearly that 
cycling begins first on the trailer. The first cycle on the dolly starts just a little later.) ABS 
activity appears to consume a few psi of supply pressure. The vehicle decelerates to zero 
speed at a nominal deceleration of 0.46 g. When the vehicle comes to rest, the driver 
appears to relax slightly on the brake pedal and the service pressures decline accordingly. 
Again, pressure change on the dolly lags the change on the trailer slightly. 

Note that the first lockup cycles on the trailer and dolly are the triggers that generate the 
recording of this event. Prior to those moments (about 2.7 and 2.9 seconds on trailer and 
dolly, respectively), data is logged at 10 hz yielding a 0.1-second time resolution. From 
that time to about 5.5 seconds, data is logged at 50 hz yielding a 0.02-second time 
resolution. After 5.5 seconds, the system reverts to the 10 hz logging rate and the courser 
time resolution. 

The accuracy of time justification of the traces from the two different loggers is related 
to the slower data logging rate. The internal clocks of the loggers are not accurate en,ough 
over long periods of time to provide precise justification of data gathered on different units. 
Rather, the data from the two loggers involved were justified by using the step change in 
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Figure N-3. Detailed wheel speed and brake pressure activity 



brake-light voltage registered by each logger as a common event mark across files. (See 
Figure N-6.) Since this takes place in the first phase when data sampling is at 10 hz, the 
time justification of data from different units can be as poor as 0.1 seconds. 

Figure N-3 shows wheel speeds and brake pressure activity in more detail. The tlxee 
graphs are asscciated with the three modulator valves: two on the tandem axle lead trailer 
and one on the dolly. Modulators 1 and 2 on the trailer control the left and right wheels, 
respectively. The dolly has only one modulator valve. Each graph shows the pressure trace 
of a modulator valve plus the service pressure and wheel speeds associated with that valve. 

As would be expected, since the vehicle was in a left turn, ABS activity was triggered 
by the left wheels. The top graph shows that the first cycle on the trailer involves both left 
wheels and commences with chamber pressures of about 40 psi. The left wheel of the lead 
axle cycles more deeply toward lockup than does the wheel of the trailing axle. The third 
graph shows that the situation on the: dolly is similar, with the left wheel starting to slip 
significantly at. about 40 psi. There is also a hint of increased longitudinal slip in the trace of 
the right wheel speed. Note that the right wheels of the trailer (second graph) do not trigger 
modulator activity until chamber pressure exceeds 70 psi. As the event proceeds, the left 
wheels of the trailer lead and dolly axles cycle deeply three more times, and these 
modulator valves control chamber pressure to a time-average of more-or-less 30 to 40 psi. 
The right wheel of the lead axle cycles deeply twice. Once this begins, this modulator valve 
generates about the same time-averaged pressure. 

Figure N-4 displays ABS supply voltages at the top and modulator-valve control 
signals at the bottom. When the brakes are first applied, ABS voltages on the trailer land 
dolly are 12.7 to 12.8 volts, respectively. Prior to ABS activity, these voltages are very 
stable. When ABS activity begins, noise of about H.25 volts is apparent at frequencies 
clearly associated with modulator switching. Also when ABS activity begins, an 
exponential decline in voltage with a time constant of roughly one second begins. The 
voltages appear to asymptotically approach a new nominal value that is about 1.5 volts 
lower than their initial value. Then, when ABS activity suddenly subsides at the end of the 
event, about half of this voltage loss is recovered. 

Significant points in all of this are: (1) The nominal brake-light circuit voltages alt the 
start of this particular event (before ABS activity) are quite high-nearly 12.7 volts at the 
dolly and declining only about 0.1 volts unit-to-unit. (2) Voltage drop due directly to a high 
level of ABS activity appears to be about 0.75 volts as indicated by the amount of recovery 
in voltages at the end of the event. (3) The reason for the remaining portion of the voltage 
drop-mother 0.75 .~oi&-is not clear. A prime possibility would seem to be that the 
driver depressed the clutch and the alternator supply voltage declined with engine speed. 

As a point of interest, the reader may note that the traces for the modulator valve on the 
second trailer and the modulator valve on the dolly are high as long as 0.7 seconds after the 
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Figure N-4, ABS supply voltages and modulator control signals 

vehicle has come to a complete stop (at about 5.5 seconds). The adaptive logic of the ECUs 
have clearly "learned" to expect incipient lockup at a control pressure well below the service 
line pressure, and the controllers are being cautious in how they allow chamber pressures 
to increase above 50 psi or so, even though the vehicle has stopped. This is confirmed by 
the chamber pressure traces of Figure N-3. 

Figures N-5 and N-6 show the general lateral-motion qualities of the event. Figure N-5 
shows the nominal vehicle speed (the speed of wheel 4, which does not experience high 
slip) and the lateral acceleration as measured on the lead trailer.' Figure N-6 repeats the 

The accelerometer signal is corrected for the super elevation of the highway, known fiom highway 
department drawings, and for estimated body roll. 

N-6 
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Figure N-5. Lateral acceleration and speed of the lead trailer 
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Figure N-6. Turn radius and speed of the lead trailer 



speed trace and superimposes the calculated tun radius.2 

With that preamble, the data indicates that the vehicle is in a left turn of some 0.16 g 
and about 500-foot radius prior to braking. (At that point, the turn radius of the lane is 
approximately 520 feet.) Simultaneously with the onset of braking, the turn to the left is 
tightened (radius decreases) and lateral acceleration increases as a result. As the vehicle 
slows, the turn continues to tighten, but lateral acceleration declines due to the influence of 
lessening speed, The tun radius settles to about 100 feet four to five seconds into the 
event, and then briefly drops to fifty feet before the vehicle comes to a stop. (Note that as 
velocities and accelerations fall to very small values near the end of the event, calculation of 
radius becomes less reliable.) 

* This latter trace is approximate in that it is based on the simple transformation: R = v2/ay. This 
formula is strictly valid only at steady state. In this maneuver, this term almost surely dominates, but 
dynamic components could be significant. However, the calculated path, which follows from the 
radius and velocity calculations and which is shown in figure N-1, superimposes very well on the 
known geometry of the highway. 


